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Warhammer 40k 8th edition craftworlds codex pdf

After about 20 years, I go back to warhammer (the kill squad got me hooked again) and I want to start raising 40,000 troops. I got 8. The edition rule book last week and my Craftworld code arrived today (the 2nd hand on Amazon), but I've opened it and I think it's 7 instead. The craftworlds codex version of the edition (instead released 2015 lots of AP 6
statistics on guns - but no damage values, etc.)I've searched online to find an image of the eighth edition version of the Craftworlds Codex and it's exactly the same picture as today (wizard/seer with his sword and pistol combination threateningly) - so I can't understand what I've done wrong. Does 7. and 8. Is there anything to tell between the two? (Or is it
just up to the release date - which can be a bit tricky to check when you're buying online?) I've obviously made some kind of schoolboy mistake, gutted that I have the wrong mistake, but I want to be sure I'll get the right one when I try again. This is the 8th. The tactics of the 7th edition are here. Their current tactics can be found here. Why play Eldar? [edit]
Aeldari Eldar is all about elegance, efficiency, fineness, style and precision, and they are basically alone in this aesthetic among the Warhammer 40,000 breeds. In the game, Eldar is a fast army with great weapons, awesome toys and strawberry cake tolerance. Each unit plays a very special role, usually each team has the same weapon and the team as a
whole aims for one goal, unlike the guys who each brought a different weapon to a different enemy. This can help new players by not forcing them to keep all the team's weapons in mind, but it also requires moving the right team to work in the right place, which can be tactically challenging. The poorly placed Eldar Group has a better chance of not armies of
others. Some units, such as Jetbikes, overcome this disadvantage with superior speed and mobility. This is huge in a game where most of the tasks are capturing goals. If you're the kind of elf who likes it when the plan comes together, you might be tactical enough to lead Eldar to victory on the battlefield. Pros[edit] Fast overall with strong shooting features.
Excellent psychic forces and utilities like Warlocks and Farseers. All the buffs and debuffs (mostly psychic, but you can't complain) you wanted and the ability to deliver them wherever you want, always reliable Farseers or psychic flyers with automatically beating the S12 flames doom. The combination of stratages and psychic forces together can turn even
low guards into a brick wall or make your already tough units make Custodes light compared to. Generally good leadership in most of your infantry, which has plenty of access to leadership enthusiasts with auras, warlord traits, psychic support or Craftworld qualities; some of them just make units Fearless. Eldar Trickery is back! Now you have countless
ways to confuse your opponent's minds, whether it's relocation and Deepstrike strategists, great psychic powers to improve the already immense firepower of your craftsmanship or make one unit almost invulnible to a pivotal moment. And don't tell me that 1+/4++ on -4 hits modifier is not dirty. In the end, a skilled player can easily become a serious troll.
Farseers are still the most reliable Psykers in the game. Losing one to danger is very rare, especially by 8th Editions standards. 5+ ignores all mortal wounds is pretty neat in themselves, but GW decided that Farseers hasn't had enough love and now they're ignoring mortal wounds from dangers 2+ (something only Tzeentch Daemons can also claim their
generic headquarters units). Even then, free re rolls on any roll to emeral or deny power and ensure that you only make dangers in deplorable conditions. These circumstances will become even scarcer if you improve your sedations with Focus Will power, prophecy children custom feature and/or Seer Council stratation to a level of psychic insurance that
nothing else is. Aspect Warriors is finally awesome again! This strengthens the identity of our military as an elite force of highly specialized troops who have the answer to any role or situation you can imagine as long as they are in the right place at the right time. (Although there are no point of view host oscations for 2+ WS/BS) Access to the game's best
Flyers. Speaking of flyers, the Fly keyword is everywhere. You don't struggle much with terrain or enemy models. Dark cots. No, I'm serious. They're one of the best units in the whole game right now. A significantly expanded adaptation of Phoenix Rising, as you can make your own Craftworld features and Exarchs pseudo-characters. Cons [edit] All your
infantry models (except a few) are sning. T3 isn't much. Can be fixed with countless negative impact converters and a new vulnerable/AP mechanic Heavy bolts are no longer our enemy. We are heavily dependent on our armoured tanks and stacking negative hit converters to survive, so high AP weapons and/or anything that allows you to ignore protection
(such as Imperial Fists or Iron Warriors in general) means you've already won half the battle against Eldar. While we have some units that can do serious work in the melee phase, we should usually stay out of it unless it's sweeping units at the end of the game. With a few exceptions, most of our infantry models are just S3, which has very few options to
bypass it effectively, as Drukhari or Harlequins can. Many of the basic and heavy weapons of the average infantry can be a little but their range is significantly shorter than that of other armies. While this is slightly relieved by Eldar's faster move, losing the Navy and Battle Focus means getting troops to carry is much more and much more punishable than
before. All of Aeldar's special characters are still overcoonyed by what they do, even if most of them are buffed. Luckily, Eldrad got a price cut, so it's definitely a lot easier. Aaaand now received a price increase thanks to CA 2019. Most vehicles have lost their ability to take vehicle equipment. ..... You have our sympathy Xenos, we know the path you are
walking.... Excuse me, Commander. It appears that mon'keigh's political officer managed to escape... Can I keep his hat?..... Uninscrupted dolt, you burned my bathrobe..... Practically your entire list is highly specialized, with a few exceptions. While this helps these units to perform admirably against their intended target, it can make them virtually useless
when forced to attack enemies outside their specialty. In addition, many of the units in these special roles (especially aspect warriors) may even struggle to do the jobs for which they are designed without the support of the nearby Warlock/Farseer to match the armies of others (which are either inherently more cost-effective, efficient, or any combination of
them). This can be a special challenge for new players. From a modeling point of view, a huge number of your unit choices are still at Finecast Resin or even Metalcast. Even worse, most resin models happen to be some of the most iconic eldar units (for example, almost all Aspect Warriors, their Phoenix Lords and Avatar of Khaine). This is compounded by
the fact that as a non-imperial/chaos group, Eldar is up the ass of new model releases and a few recast/series they create are dropped in about six months in six months. Because of this, unless you're good at editing GreenStuff or expert kitbasher, your Craftworld infantry will be very difficult to customize. Plastic perspective warriors reinforced YEAH! (At
least Banshees.) Keywords of the group[edit] There are four separate AELDARI groups, all of which are members of the Eldar Armies; ASURYANI, DRUKHARI, HARLEQUINS AND ANHRATHE. Craftsmen are specifically named ASURYANI, and most of these units have one &lt;CRAFTWORLD&gt; of the five nominations. An important point for all eldar
players is that frequently asked questions introduced the Battle Brothers rule, which states that AELDARI and Ynnari group tags are no longer sufficient to include Harlequins and DRUKHARI units mainly in the ASURYANI stand and remain combat winners in matched play games. This can be easily circumvented simply by taking these units into a separate
stand, and this rule does not apply to Narrative or Open Play games. Craftworld Army is divided into several major keywords, each with a variety of specialized benefits. For convenience, the most important keywords and yksiköt on lueteltu alla olevassa taulukossa. Battle Role Aspect Warrior Guardian Spirit Host HQ Asurmen, Baharroth, Fuegan, Irillyth,
Jain Zar, &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; Maugan Ra Spiritseer, Wraithseer Corps Dire Avengers Guardian Defenders, Storm Guardians Elites Fire Dragons, Howling Banshees, Shadow Spectres, Striking Scorpions Wraithguard, Wraithblades Fast Attack Shining Spears, Swooping Hawks, Warp Spiders Heavy Support Dark Reapers
Support Weapons Wraithlord Flyers Crimson Hunter, Crimson Hunter Exarch Hemlock Wraithfighter Lord of War Wraithknight, Skathach Wraithknight, Revenant Titan, Phantom Titan Asuryani units not listed here fall under the Warhost keyword, which only... Exist. The keywords in the specialisation departments[edit] Vigilus Defiant campaign introduced
several subgroups for players who want to create specialized, thematic armies and reward them with unique tactics and abilities. Any battle-forged Asuryani detachment can be selected as either Windrider Host or Wraith Host at the price of 1 CP, and all suitable units will receive the associated host keyword. Remember, you keep in mind; Ynnari
departments are not eligible for these specialisations in accordance with recent FAQs, so plan accordingly. Combat role Windrider Host Wraith Host HQ Autarch Skyrunner, Farseer Skyrunner, Warlock Skyrunner, Warlock Skyrunner Conclave Spiritseer, Wraithseer Elites Wraithguard, Wraithblades Fast Attack Windriders, Vypers Heavy Support Wraithlord
Flyers Hemlock Wraithfight Lord of War Wraithknight, Skathatch Wraithknight Special Rules[edit] Ancient Doom: Re-roll all failed to hit the reel during the battle phase if it loads/gets charged by the Slaanesh unit. However, you need to add 1 to all moral rolls when the slaanesh unit is 3. A fluffy rule that helps more than it hurts, but the only units likely to use
this rule on purpose would likely be Howling Banshees, Striking Scorpions and Wraithblades. Every other unit would be better served literally anywhere else that is not in close combat with chaos units, let alone Slaanesh daimon. Battle Focus: Responsible pretty little for 6th and 7th Edition, it's finally changed. Now, instead of moving shooting or moving-
moving shooting, you can shoot after moving as if you hadn't moved/advanced in the motion phase (such an old move-move-shoot). Heavy weapons aren't allowed to use this. So the whole wording means that asuryan infantryan infantryans and jet engines can advance and still fire assault weapons with the number -1 to hit and fast fire after advancing, too
bad we don't have too much fast fire. All this means that the old conversation scatter laser VS Shuriken cannon is certainly over (unless you go saim-hannina). To be honest now, the focus of the battle just seems a little useful like SMS ATSKNF (very bad) because it almost only affects infantry, jetbike and war walkers and now it just allows you to come 1d6
closer to your enemy Due to the loss of an army-wide fleet, there is no longer even re-rolling), something that can only be used effectively by the Guards and perhaps the Fire Dragons (in any case, too close is a bad idea). idea). Legend: Including the Phoenix Lords, your army doesn't mess with your Craftworld feature. They also can never benefit from
Craftworld features. Path of War: Goal secured, 8. All selections of Asuryani troops in the battlefield army have this rule. Core Craftworlds[edit] These are classic, original Craftworlds that you can choose in your Dudes style. While they are certainly less customizable that build-a-craftworld features are listed below, they have the advantage of unique stratas,
relics and named characters that are otherwise unavailable to you. More detailed unit recommendations can be found in the Army Building section. Keep in mind that your Ynnari or Conclave units do not benefit from these. Alaitoc[edit] Such a tightly dominated craft world that many of its accessories would rather walk the path of outcasts than live such a
regimented life. As such, Alaitoc produces far more rangers, trailblaeurs and basketball than any other great craft world. Despite their unwillingness to remain in Alaitoc, these outcasts will eventually remain loyal to their people and offer their services as spies and watchers when they are called. In practice, Alaitoc reflects this by encouraging you to play very
defensively. Many of your units can become very difficult to shoot at a shooting range when properly supported by the Alaitoc attribute and countless other available hit converters, forcing opponents to approach or get into hand-to-hand combat to handle damage reliably. On the other hand, this feature is virtually useless to all your units who rely on being
close to doing their job, such as Howling Banshees or Fire Dragons. Attribute – Fieldcraft: Your opponent must snive 1 out of all hit rolls made over 12 models. There isn't a single unit on the entire Craftworlds list that wouldn't benefit from this in some way (-2 hit Triple Cannon Wave Serpents and Crimson Hunters? -3 for Shadow Spectres and Rangers with
Hide in the Game? Yes, thank you!) Unless you want a specific or fluffy Craftworld catalog, this is probably a Craftworld feature by default. An interesting clarification was made at the 9/2019 FAQ in that all 12 models outside suffered a hit penalty, although the unit they are in is in a bubble. It's definitely worth bearing in mind, if only to remove any room for
interpretation from your opponent. Illic Nightspear will have to take this if you're elected your warlord. It's nice if you don't want to pay 2CP fearlessly. This clearly does nothing for Khainen's avatar, who already has this. However, can be very good at Autarch as it has the same range as the aura he re-rolled, and it gives you a good excuse to be an uninvented
way to get Asuryan's Will on your desk. In addition, who does not want a mobile Fearless Bunker, especially with mobility options Autarch is? Stratagem - Pathfinders (1 CP): At the start of the enemy shooting phase, select the Alaitoc Rangers unit for cover. All attacks targeting this unit at this point will only hit 6, regardless of the transformers. Note that this
is a flat 6, not 6+ so keep that in mind when using this as Rangers are already -2 to hit when you're on the cover anyway. With well-selected conditions, this can actually buff enemy units to try to shoot them as it guarantees a hit roller on the 6th. In most cases, it can be a very useful tool for team camping goals or deep rooting deep in enemy-held territory,
where Conceal support is not available or better used for something else. Glory's remains - Alanssair's shiftshroud (infantry only): -1 hit the carrier during the shooting phase, and the carrier can a deep blow. A large relic stacking a -2-hit converter with your attribute in the regular Farseer, Warlock or Spiritseer range over 12. Autarch can take this, but since
they already have an exclusive Shimmerplume achillrial as waste, you probably only want to do this if you take several autarchs for any reason. Note that the Skyrunner conversions of Farseer, Warlock and Autarch cannot take this resite. Special Unit[edit] HQ Illic Nightspear: At a discounted price of 65 points, Illic Nightspear is a cheap and powerful
headquarters choice excellent at killing enemy characters. Armed with a special Ranger rifle named Voidbringer, Illic fires one shot of the S4 AP-3, which can target the characters freely, distribute a steady 3 lesions, as well as a mortal wound with a 6-plus-plus damage roller. Did I mention he's wounding all non-vehicle models with more than 2 and hitting
2+? One or two rounds of shooting are all you need to take down squishier characters like commissioners, wizards, apothecaries and Crypteks. Speaking of Cryptks, Illic's last notable advantage is that he is allowed to re-roll all failed hits and wound rollers against Necron units. If Illic begins to turn into a dead weight, it is when most units of a single model
have been processed; Only one shot in the turn means that Illic removes a turn of up to one model (two if you're lucky and roll out of 6 bonus mortal wounds against 1 wound pattern). This makes him virtually useless to the rest of the game, like many other options, Illic has no way (outside of making you your warlord and using a puritanic leader to ignore
morality) to support any of your units. Fortunately, his revised price point means that if nothing else, you can only bring him to fill headquarters with battalion/brigade wards. Biel-Tan[edit] The highly militarized craft world, Biel-Tan's fighting power, has halved since the break of their world ship and the subsequent ascent of Ynnar. Despite this, their power is be
taken into account. The warrior's path is so deeply embedded in Biel-Tan society that many consider the service to be one of the numerous Aspect Warrior shrines step along the larger eldar path. Biel-Tan is arguably the most thematic of your choices and the vanilla craft world, from which Aspect Warrior enthusiasts benefit most. Leadership and Shuriken
enthusiasts offer considerable support to the infantry-focused army and some attacking flexibility that other craft worlds may find somewhat lacking. Attribute – Swordwind: All Aspect Warriors get +1 Ld and you can re-roll hit rollers 1 of all Shuriken weapons (including Scorpion Claws, Kurnous' Bow and any flaming star of Vaul). Improved leadership hardly
matters unless you are going to maximise teams (and even then that is still the case); Shuriken buff should be the only reason you are considering this feature. Many units have access to some kind of Shuriken weapon: Dire Avengers, Shining Spears, Howling Banshees, Striking Scorpions, Guardians (both types), all in Jetbikes, almost every vehicle and
more. If you love tossing a lot of dites and want to drown your opponent in tons of recordings, take Biel-Tan. Keep in mind, however, that you have easy access to the same mechanic elsewhere, so in the same way, if you take this, take fewer other sources: Autarchs offers no benefit for Biel-Tan Shuriken weapons, and Farseers with Guide offers less benefit
than other craft worlds. Biel-Tan Dark Reaper Exarchs is especially in a strange place where they can't get better accuracy with Shuriken Cannon too. Even worse, the introduction of Shuriken-buffing custom features like Hail of Doom and Superior Shuriken itself offers flat performance updates for weapons, which can then be supplemented with
Autarch/Farseer support, meaning Biel-Tan is hardly the best feature (or combination of them) for spam Shuriken weapons these days. If you're using Biel-Tan, you definitely want to do so for a unique nodd or remnants than for the feature itself. Warlord Trait - Natural Leader: At the beginning of the filming phase, choose the friendly Biel-Tan unit inside 3
warlords. That unit will roll everything by at that point. Functionally, it is very similar to the psychological power of the Guide. However, it is slightly worse because the range is much shorter and only lasts until the end of the active filming phase. However, Farseer may potentially use it in conjunction with Guide to support multiple units with reroll support.
Autarchs are not ideal users of this feature because their aura already offers re-roll support (hit rollers 1 instead of all, but it applies to all 6 and not just one unit 3). Stratagem - Young King's Court (2 CP): At the beginning of the charging phase, select the Biel-Tan Aspect Warrior unit that includes the exarch. This unit adds 2 to its charging rollers and re-rolls
the hit results 1 in the next Phase of Fight. If the unit in question is within 6 of Khainen Avatar when the stratation (i.e. before the charging motion occurs), it 3 on the download roller and can re-roll all failed hits in the next fight step. While this is a bit pricey, this can stack wonderfully with the new Ghostwalk psychic power to add 4 downloads, the perfect way
to reliably load the group that just arrived on the table from the reserve. Howling Banshees deserves a little mention in particular, combine this stratagem with their acrobatic ability and Ghostwalk power and you can add up to 6 to their charging rolls, 7 if you have them sifting through the Avatar approach! Waste of glory - Eliarna's burnt blade: Replaces the
power sword; S User, AP-3 on D2, which wins against S+1 and D3 Orx. Definitely better than a power sword in Autarch against multi-injured models, but worse than Anaris' shrapnel against almost everything or Tuliabre against single-wound models. That's a pretty easy override. Remnant of Glory - Anath'Lan's Spirit Stone (Psyker only): PSYKER using this
can re-roll failed psychic tests, but any test that also fails a second time prevents Psyker from throwing in the power-ups, which stage. It's best used in a key wizard or Spiritseer that lacks Ghosthelm re-roll support and the dangers of your Farseers protection. They can also only give you a one-power turn anyway, so failure twice in a row won't punish you any
more than your tragically bad health has already done. However, farseers can take good advantage of it if they fail in the second cast of the turn and have already used Ghosthelm re-roll. Special Unit[edit] Elites Amally's Shadowguide: A character from the new Warhammer Quest: Blackstone Fortress box, Amallyn serves a kind of awkward role in the 40,000
stand. He is one of the few named characters in the usual 40k, which is not a headquarters choice, and like most named characters, closely joins one particular subgroup like him (in the case of Biel-Tan Amallyn). His stats are almost identical to the Rangers. But with Amallyn's 50 points, what do you get from a regular Rangers squad? Well, as a relatively
cheap figure with 3 wounds, Amallyn can sit safely in or behind other units as she takes potty with her sniper rifle, which benefits from a slightly blown 2-+BS. He is also not entirely helpless in close combat, he has one extra attack and a small blade of power that cuts through the armor a little easier than any other Rangers could. Finally, and probably most
importantly, Amallyn benefits from more than 4+-invulan, which means that even if she's stuck with her pants down, she still has at least some kind of saving. But is he worth it? If he were the choice of headquarters, absolutely. Unfortunately, when it comes to elite selections, you have much more cost-effective choices to meet these slots (as he borders Biel-
Tan, Howling Banshees or Striking Scorpions, it probably better for your military). In addition, a regular Rangers team runs only 10 points more and easily plants more in enemy units in turn as Amallyn could under all circumstances (they have the same Ranger Long Rifle after all). In addition, regular Rangers can abuse both a Alaitoc's feature and a unique
layer to strengthen their defences vigorously. If nothing else, Amallyn can be used if you need an elite selection and need to save as many points as possible for anything else you bring. Iyanden[edit] Once the most populous in the artisanal world, numerous costly attacks on Iyanden by sea buckthorns, orchids and even chaos have killed four out of five
eldars living on a world ship. With such swollen phantom halls, Iyanden's eldar has no choice but to rely on the Wraith structure to gain their significantly reduced workforce. Iyanden's style of play reflects very much their fluff; massive casualties do little to scare your infantry, and your opponents will find your vehicles and build almost distressingly effective as
long as they remain standing. Feature – Stoic durability: Units never lose more than one model of moral tests. If the unit has a damage table, double its current number of wounds to determine its properties. Iyanden is the most defensive feature that doesn't prevent damage, but keeps you fighting all the way to the last Eldar. This allows you to take large
units, which is awesome for the Guardians, Swooping Hawks, Poimuhämä spiders and Striking Scorpions, all of which benefit greatly from taking the maximum power unit. On its own, it's comparatively bad for the Wraithguard and Wraithblades, who already have high leadership and need to keep their unit sizes smaller to fit with transportation. On the other
hand, Wraithlords, Wraithseers and Wraithknights benefit greatly from the damage map editor, like all your vehicles and pilots (Hemlock Wraithfighter released, ironically). Warlord Trait - Enduring Resolve: A warlord can try to deny one psychic force at every psychic point. If your warlord is a psycheter, they can deny one more power. Prince Yriel must take
this if he is elected your warlord. Between wizards (and their variations), Spiritseers, Farseers (and their skyrunner variations), Hemlock Wraithfighters and even Wraithseers, you don't exactly find yourself wanting ways to shut down enemy psykers. If for some reason you insist on driving Autarchi (or Yriel) to be your warlord and don't have (or very few)
psychs to run the support, it may provide some ways to resist enemy psychic. It shouldn't be your choice. Stratagem - Guided Wraithsight (1 CP): At the beginning of your shift, you can choose Iyanden Spiritseer. Until the next turn, its Range of Spirit Brand Talent will grow to 12, allowing friendly IYANDEN WRAITH CONSTRUCT units to re-roll all failed hit
rolls, not just 1s. Best benefits the layers would be wraithcannon wraithguard and ranged Wraithlord/Wraithknight variants. They are the only ones who genuinely benefit Although even wraithblades (especially Ghostaxe Wraithblades) can't argue with full re-roll support. D-Scythe Wraithguard and Hemlock Wraithfighters will not benefit from this. Do not forget
that the re-rolls apply to all enemy units within the radius of the Spirit Mark, giving all your Wraith units full reroll support against anything that is in the spiritseer 2' bubble. Don't be afraid to share your shots. Glory remnants - Iyanden's Psytronome (Psyker only): Only disposable, all friendly IYANDEN WRAITH CONSTRUCT units inside 6 carriers have their
attacks doubled to one battle phase, but each of these takes 1d3 mortal wounds at the end of the phase. Despite the once-combatant limit, Psytronome can turn your wraithblade into exceptionally vicious melee units that can slaughter virtually anything in the game through the number of their attacks. Given the uniqueness of this thigh, you might as well rush
and use anything and all the layers and psychic powers you can utilize for each of these swings. If Spiritseer uses Psytronome, go ahead and use a couple of command points to activate the Wraithsight wizard and Supreme Disdain to roll all misses and proc extra attacks on hit rollers over 6+. If you're targeting something particularly thick and meaty in the
wound ward, give your Spiritseer cast to either Empower or Jinx (or both if you're accompanied by another person/wizard) and/or Farseer cast Doom to help them improve their likelihood of wounding your target. Finally, if you can afford it, taking these units in the Wraith host and the plot of the wrath of the dead can give one team of five Ghostsword
Wraithblades at least 35 S6 AP-2 D1 attacks, hitting 3, wounding MEQ/TEQ with 3, adding attacks to 6 hit rolls and rolling failed hits and wounds. With such great support, one group of 5 statues has a good chance of killing an imperial knight on a single charge. Special Unit[edit] Headquarters Prince Yriel: The cheapest Autarch variant you can take, Prince
Yriel has no mobility options that his generic cousins can use in exchange for one extra wound over his infantry relatives. This doesn't even mention the arsenal these common autarchs have access to if they run Legends gear (when they're legal). Yriel's main selling point would be his Twilight spear, a murderous melee weapon that deals with d3 damage per
swing and always wounds at 2+. Just like Warlock/Farseer witch blades, this applies literally to everything in the game, from a bit of a grot to the greatest warlord Titan. Unlike witch blades, Twilight's spear also has a modest AP-2 to carve through some armor as well, making it a legitimate threat to most standard units in the game. Unfortunately, the good
news. that's for Yriel. His only ranged option, The Eye of Wrath, is a 3 pistol that fires d6 S6 AP-2 shots that can only be fired once per fight. Really more fine finish flourish flourishes A character you don't care much about than a real gun. Worse still, as a dedicated melee figure, Yriel suffers from having to re-roll all 6's savings rollers from attacks during the
combat phase, making him defensively weaker in a fistfight than any other Autarch variant. If you take him, make sure he has a reasonably combative bodyguard unit or means of transport that covered him when you move him across the field. Saim-Hann[edit] Saim-Hann's Wild Rider clans are an honor-bound people who place the well-being of their clans
second only to the well-being of Saim-Hann himself. Saim-Hannin Eldar specializes in quick, quick attacks led by jetbikes and vypers, hitting his enemies hard and fast before retreating beyond the vengeance of his vengeance opponent. In particular, your cyclists turn out to be exceptionally mobile when they are at Saim-Hann airport, even by eldar
standards. Armies seeking brutal speed and maneuverability will not be left wanting to get the Saim-Hamn flag. Attribute – Wild Host: Rewrite failed download rolls. Bikers do not suffer punishment for moving and firing heavy weapons. If you want to use something on Jetbike or plan a melee even somewhat often, this is a feature for you. Autarch Skyrunners
with the warlord's feature Mark of the Incomparable Hunter deserves special attention because they can move and fire their Reaper Launcher launchers in Characters with impunity. A missile or two is capable of evaporating an awful lot of buffing supporting figures that otherwise stand up well to sniper fire (didn't you take Rangers with Saim-Hamn anyway).
Now only a legitimate option for random games or tournaments that allow Legends units. Warlord Trait - Wild Rider Chieftain: Whenever your warlord piles up or performs a heroic intervention, it can move 3 toward the nearest enemy figure instead of the nearest enemy model. In addition, if your warlord throws all his attacks on one enemy figure, you add 1 to
their attack feature until the end of that phase. Brutal avatar when you attack a character - WS2 + A6 S8 AP-4 D2d6 holds the highest? Even Rowboat himself is seriously considering backing down (and with Doom support, Mathhammer gives the Avatar a damn good chance of killing him if you're willing to burn CP to guarantee the first swing on the next
turn). The Wraithseer can also pulp any character idiotic to get too close with a 5 S9 AP-4 attack that does D6 damage per stab wound. It's also a little more durable (12 wounds in T7 that can be healed with Bonesinger and/or Isha tearing) and only slightly less than half the cost (100p base compared to Avatar's 220p approved for 2018), although without
healing support, works significantly worse when it gets concentration and worn (and since it has more than 10 wounds, it is allowed to concentrate). It can be mitigated by keeping it in close combat and improving it if necessary. Everyone else should stay out of the melee. melee. Stratagem - Warriors of Raging Winds (1CP): Saim-Hann Biker can advance
and charge on the same shift. It can re-roll 1's hit rolls during the battle phase of that turn. Fantastic support arm for brilliant spears or wizard conclave. Remnant of Glory - Saim-Han's Novalanssi: Replaces the autarch laser lance. S+2 (S5, S8 on target, which I charged) AP-4 D2 lance, which handles flat 4 damages in wound rollers against 6+ paint. A very
easy choice for Autarch Skyrunner, who is very effective against most of the standard targets in the game. Ulthwé[edit] Ulthwé has overseen the Eye of Terror for millennia, constantly fighting agents of chaos directly or Ulthwé's seers by manipulating others to fight for them. For those times when Ulthwé must take a personal hand in battle, the legendary
Black Guardians are often the first in battle, their increased discipline and training replacing the relative lack of perspective warriors compared to other great craftsmen. Ulthwé does not specifically encourage your army to focus like the other four major craft worlds, because while everything on the Ulthwé list benefits from the feature, nothing benefits enough
to yield to certain tricks to abuse. However, Guardians and Psykers get an extra toy or two during the competition, and getting Eldrad himself to lead your army is often supportive enough to lead the Damned into battle. Attribute – Cursed Foresight: Global 6+ FNP. For your vehicles, this is basically a free Spirit Stones upgrade that is a nice 10 free points per



vehicle, although other Craftworlds can buy the Stones and apply their feature (which means Iyanden and Alaitoc have more durable Wave snakes). For everything else, the overall defensive net effect is comparable to Atoic. For example, against 3+ hit armies, Alaitoc nets 25% fewer hits, while Ulthwé leads 20% fewer wounds taken, taking into account full
rerorols (chapter masters everywhere...) Alaitoc makes 14% fewer hits. If you are going to stay away from your enemy, take Alaitoc; If you come closer than 12 or want to play Eldrad Ulthran, take Ulthwé. Together with Ulthwé's special Stratagem, you can make the most of the maximum size Guardian group. Wizards like it too because it gives them an (n
unreliable) way to soak Perils wounds. Warlord Trait - The Destiny Reader: If your army is ravaged by battle and your warlord is on the battlefield, roll d6 at the beginning of each turn; With 6, you get a command point. Eldrad Ulthran must take this as a feature if he is elected your warlord. The situation and a somely useful feature. Since the Tactical Restraint
Rule affects frequently asked questions in April 2019, it is less attractive to take (especially if you use a autarph as your warlord). Stratagem - Black Shield Discipline(1CP): Shooting or at the beginning, you can choose the Ulthwé Guardian unit. They can add +1 to all hit rolls at the end of the phase. The Guardian's keyword is: Guardian Defenders (including
Heavy Weapon Platforms), Storm Guardians and Support Weapons. The big story is that you can move your platforms and D-Cannon support weapons without hitting accuracy. Remnant of Glory - Ghosthelm of Alishazier (Psyker only): Adds +1 to psychic tests performed to emersonat Smite. The converter makes it easier to make a 1d6 fatal wound on
Smite, so why not? You want to give this to a sturdy Spiritseer. You're (very likely) already on the eldrad ulthwé list, which is likely to benefit from focus will power to shoot psychic tests with +3 for his results (+4 if he's a paired wizard (conclave)), and Spiritseers are your cheapest psyker characters capable of throwing a regular tuxedo. Of course, you can give
this to a regular Farseer if for some reason you simply can't/can't bring Eldrad. Special Unit Eldrad Ulthran: Your premiere of psyker and probably the reason ulthwé was run. He might as well be a Farseers phoenix, given his stats; T4, 3++ invulnible saving, topped by his 6+++ compliment on Ulthwé's feature and a total of 3 psychic casts and denials in turn.
His casting will improve when his first successful power goes out, adding 1 to all the tests he will do in the final phase due to his Spirt-Link ability. Between that and his innate Ghosthelm rewirl, throwing most forces would take pretty bad luck. Offensively, Eldrad is equipped with his Ulthramar staff, S +2 (S5) AP-2 Dd3 beatstick and always a regular witch
blade. However, with a total of two melee attacks, you shouldn't make your best bike for battle unless absolutely necessary. He is considered Farseer, so pushing wizards near him to use the Seer Council is not a bad idea as it allows his first force to be thrown at +1 and the other two to be cast at +2. Let Warlock (conclave) give up his weakened Smite to
teach them Focus Will and get them to put it on Eldrad before he starts giving his own strength. This gives him +3 for the first cast and a whopping +4 for everything he tries afterwards. 1d6 Smite 7+ and Executioner going 3 + leaves a mark. It also means he's also eligible for unparalleled mastery (Get extra power for 1CP) and Runes of Witnessing
&lt;Craftworld&gt;(Friendly Units inside 6 Reel wounds at 1 for 2CP). Custom Craftworld Attributes[edit] Like Space Marines' successor tactics, Eldar can now create its own Craftworld features by combining two of the following 22 features in Phoenix Rising to truly make Craftworld of Your Dudes. The main reduction, of course, is the lack of new/unique
relics/stratagems/characters,&lt;/Craftworld&gt; which are characteristic of anything craft world, but it can easily be circumvented simply by taking a secondary department department the classic craft world you want to double down on. Children of Khaine: When the Aspect Warrior model with this feature rolls an unmodified 6 to wound with a melee weapon,
their damage increases by 1. This can be brutal for Howling Banshee/Striking Scorpion Exarchs, which uses Executioner/Scorpio claws, and makes your aspects potentially more threatening for MEQ/TEQ units, but is unreliable. Use strata like Supreme Disdain to help fish for extra hits that help create opportunities for this proc. Children of Morei-heg: When
you solve an attack on a model in a unit that lacks half or more of its models, you get +1 hit. An OK feature that can help a player really on the back of their backs in a match, but this doesn't do anything for single-model units like characters, monsters or vehicles. Considering the overall 3+BS/WS, everything in your military is combined with the abundant
buff/reroll forces and abilities you have access to, this advantage just seems less useful than the others listed here. Children of the Open Skies: Any Fly keyword has a unit that adds 2 to any step. Good on paper, less useful in practice, a kind of power. Many of the units you fly are already very mobile, but it guarantees that if they need to step up, the lowest
they can roll is practically 3. Never put this on the jetbike heavyweight list - when you use Ride The Wind, you don't make a pre-roll, so this feature doesn't do anything for you. Children of prophecy: Each die roll of 1 counts as 2 when doing psychic tests. Fantastic ability to psyker for a heavy army, this can potentially be the difference between a failed or
permeable psychic test with your lower toilet powers. It definitely works when otherwise the dangers - because 1s counts 2s, you've actually rolled double 2s, and not just Perils if the current was WC4 if it's successful. Even if something forces you into danger despite this, if you live and the power was WC4, you still throw it! Goddesses of Destiny: Everything
receives over 6+invuln salvation. A bit like a slightly worse Ulthwé, only by the power of secondary power. Apparently useless in anything that already has 5+ or better invuln. Expert craftsmen: Each unit can re-roll one hit and one wound roller whenever they make a Ranged or melee attack. A comfortable force with more value for high intensity/damage
weapons with low shot output, such as a D-Cannon support platform or Fire Prism using its Lance profile. Even then, no one can turn away two free re rolls per unit. The fewer shots the unit makes, the weaker the shots, and the less accurate the greater the impact. Instead, it has no interaction with AP or Damage, so you usually want as high as you can get
from this. When the unit performs a morality test, you can: death again. Basically, ATSKNF, which is a terrible advantage when you have craft worlds like Iyanden that effectively make you immune to morale. Probably tough. Hard. In most cases, but if you're going to take advantage of one of the other benefits of this list and plan to maximize team sizes, it's a
decent option if it's not optimal. Hail of Doom: When a model with this feature uses a shuriken weapon to attack an opponent within 12, its AP grows by 1 (for example, ap0 becomes AP-1). Does not stack up in any AP granted by gun capabilities (6+ AP-3 effect). Since most shuriken weapons have a short range, this works quite often. Pair with either
Masterful Shots so that kate bonuses don't cancel out this feature, or with Martial Citizenry if you were planning a lot of guardian infantry. Headstrong: Add 1 to the charging rollers. Ok power that stacks nicely with Ghostwalk Rune of Fortune. It also shortens the distance of deep charging to a slightly more manageable 8, so that's it. Antiquesters Hunters: All
models within 3 goals add 1 to their attack feature. Very situational but undeniably a decent advantage if you know you're playing games full of tactical goals. If the task type has nothing, you use a custom attribute location. If you think this feature will give you 1 attack every time your unit fights close to goal, think again, it says MODELS with 3, so on average
only half of your brilliant spear blog 9 benefits and even then your opponent has so much of a counterplay... It's so much worse than +1A on download, has better features, don't waste it on it. Martial Citizenry: Guardian models re-roll hit rolls 1. With unique layers of Autarchs, Guide, Biel-Tan attribute and Ulthwé, you have little shortage of ways to guardian
units with the same or similar ability, while offering standard hobbies to non-guardian units. Still, if you spam guardians and support platforms, it is undeniably useful. Masterful shot: Targeted enemy units are not protected. A decent, if snapshoted and meticoous feature that destroys raven guard chapter tactics and makes all non-LoS blocking lands useless to
your enemy. Dark features in particular can do quite a bit about this feature. Masters of Secrecy: Your units benefit from protection when targeting attacks 12 or further afield. Half the raven guard's tactics. A little less useful for most of your infantry units in relative terms, but that makes your vehicles and Wraith units within range of a touch tanker. Mobile
fighter jets: Units exiting the 1st transport roller. Fire Dragons and Wraithguard can become a little more dangerous when spinning in a Falcon/Wave snake (which you should probably do with them anyway). Also works in hand-to-hand combat if you want to take that route. Savage Blades: When your models load, load or heroically lack, melee hit rolls again
1. Yet another roll 1s advantage, this will help your melee units get the most out of it their first phases of battle. Pairs nicely with Headstrong if you want an army focused on melee. Strike and Fade: Your units can either A) back off and charge with the same turn, or B) move in any direction when consolidating. A very strong feature for melee scars, especially
wraithblades/lords, Shining Spears and, to a lesser extent, Howling Banshees. This attribute cannot be mapped to anything else in this list. As such, and since it really only benefits melee units, you'll probably want to use it for a separate secondary Vanguard or Outrider detachment interface with Howling Banshees/Wraithblades or Shining Spears so you
don't shorten your general/ranged units with a usable feature. Vaul students: At the beginning of your shift, all vehicles automatically improve to 1 injure shifts. aren't the only ones with Living Metal anymore! A major defensive feature that reduces bonesingers' need to take potentially valuable elite slots (although one would still not hurt vehicle heavy lists).
Although it is a very nice feature, consider that a translation that heals only one wound honestly has minimal effect when these tanks encounter dedicated anti-vehicle weapons or mass fire. Iyanden's feature may be more attractive to you; Even if your vehicles don't come true on their own, anything with a degrading statline retains its peak combat efficiency
for much longer than anything with this feature. Superior Shuriken: Add 4 to the range of Shuriken weapons. Shuriken Catapults/Pistols reach area 16, Avenger Shuriken Catapults 22, and Shuriken Cannons 28. 4 addition is actually significant because it allows even your basic guard defenders to safely attack targets outside the fastest fire and charging
areas. Unfortunately, this feature has no direct compatibility with Hail of Doom due to its special 12 ranges, but it can still pair with it regardless of whether you want to maximize the potential of shuriken weapons. Vengeance blades: When your models load, download them, or heroically intervene in Chaos units, re-roll all the hit rolls in the melee. Savage
Blades, but conditionally better. Or worse, depending on whether chaos units are even there. Warding Runes: All your models have more than 5+FNP against mortal wounds. In fact, better for or against psykers than Ulthwé's advantage. Pairing with Profetian children is recommended if you intend to be pregnant with psychic. Webway Warriors: You can use
webway strike stratation once per department with this attribute. This allows you to in-depth a morbidly large number of units, probably more than any other army in the game if you build your list around it. Alternatively, two release units with this attribute allow recording when you ignite multiple units in this way. However, keep in keep in the way that in
Matched Play you need to have 50% of your army on the table when the game starts, which prevents abuse of this feature (and quite generous options for others units). Not to mention that you really can't attack these extra units until you turn 2, a strategic gimp that can easily come back to bite you. Also consider that this takes a feature place that could be
better used for something that really benefits your units when they actually arrive on a table like Hail of Doom or Martial Citizenry. This pairs pretty nicely with Headstrong, as melee units such as Wraithblades and Howling Banshees greatly appreciate any method that allows them to get into battle as quickly as possible when they fall in. Warlock/Spiritseer
can still support these units with Ghostwalk to ensure a successful charge from deep runway. The Wrath of the Dead: Wraith Constructs with this attribute re rolls all the wound rolls 1. This works for any attack, melee or range, so whether it's a wraithcannon fire or a couple of swings from Wraithlord's Ghostglaive, this is a solid sturdy feature for those who
want to build a Wraith host. Warlord Traits[edit] Named characters must take on a craftworld feature associated with their craft world. If Eldrad is your warlord, he must take the Destiny Reader. The Phoenix Lords can't take on the warlord trait either, so there's no longer any reason to have one of Craftworld Eldar's legendary heroes and personified Khainen
subdiments, heroes the entire Craftworlds gather around the time needed, to lead your army. Nope. Only wings and people with mind bullets are allowed to lead the army. Universal[edit] Ambush Blades: Friendly Craftworld units inside 6 warlords who roll 6+ hit in combat phase improves AP attack 1. This is best applied to AP0 weapons, since AP0-&gt;AP1
is a better improvement than something that already has penetration, and apparently useless anywhere that doesn't roll to hit. This is probably more of a one-shot capability because you don't want your warlord sitting in close combat in turn. You have to pre-plan how to do the trick: Connect this to a unit with many attacks, enhance psychic power for greater
triggering possibilities, Autarch for rerolles, and Supreme Disdain stratation for even more attacks. In most cases, one wave snake is not enough, so consider deep rooting the units or placing them in Jetbikes. In short: Unusual and difficult to use the warlord's trait. An eye for far-off events: Overwatch can't be shot at your warlord. Apparently the best for a
warlord who really wants to be in a melee like Khainen's Avatar or Wraithseer. Previously, this wasn't worth taking to Autarch, as free Banshee Mask war aitaus overturned overwatch, but once this option is retired to Warhammer Legends, this is worth considering. Falcon's Swiftness: Add your 2 warlords to the movement. Better used on slow feet if Faolchu's
Wings is not available. Avatar is the hottest candidate feature and appreciates speed very much, although Eye on Distant Events is a very tough race for him. It's pretty pointless for any warlord on Jetbike. Messenger of Fate: Your warlord has +1W and 6+++ FNP (remember to take this to the Warlord of Ulthwé). Align better than the core rule book version
thanks to the +1 wound. This is a very good feature of a warlord in a coder full of them, which is a bit of a shame when you look at it. Very useful for Farseers or Autarch on Jetbike, which is best combined with Phoenix Gem - 7 wounds, T4, 6+ + FNP, and once killed, it explodes like a vehicle and does not even die. Who said Eldar had to be flat? This is also
an opportunity to increase warlock's or Spiritseer's tolerance against hazard wounds if you can't find anything more useful. Sign of the eternal hunter: Your warlord can snin the characters. Entertainingly powerful with a Wraithseer with a D cannon. Outside of Forgeworld (still a viable, if expensive option) or on the Autarch reaper Launcher (now the Legends
unit and illegal in official tournament gaming) it's impractical at best. Each other headquarters unit is limited to a measly 12 of its range weapons at best, making it simply more practical to try to engage in a melee with the target figure at that point. Moving vector seer: Once in a batch, you can roll one hit, cut, rescue, medium or deny a witch's roll to your
warlord. This is another feature that is recommended in advance for Farseer or Autarch in Jetbike, as they get the most opportunities to use this ability. A renewed rescue can eventually make the difference between a dead and a living warlord! However, this feature can also be used to improve the casting of wizards or spirits. Expert departmental[edit] These
are very specific features that suitable warlords can take in their special departments. Although they can be quite powerful, they only apply to units with the corresponding Specialist Detachment keyword, which means that you especially need to design your arm around these features to take full advantage of them. If you can save 1 CP and still want a
regular feature for your warlord, you can use the field commander's stratation to give one of your staff units in a special unit a feature associated with it. Windrider Host - Wind Rider: This feature allows all WINDRIDER HOST units 6 inside warlord/field commander to load even after backing down earlier. While this sounds good in practice, the utility pales
somewhat when your standard units are Windriders (which probably shouldn't be in close combat) and Vypers (which should also not be in close combat). Those who really benefit are the choices of your headquarters themselves. A wizard conclave with a singing spear can be particularly scary for enemies, rely on their tenacity to refuel hits, while Autarch
Skyrunner can be shockingly deadly if armed with Novalance on Novalance MAXIMUM PAIN, and it's a to get out. Alternatively, this opens up some tactical options for applying pressure to key enemy units, but remember; This can make your warlord considerably more vulnerable, as he should also be involved in download-retreat payment tricks. Strike and
Fade custom Craftworld Attribute completely voids this feature, as it applies to your entire military at all times. Since unit restrictions and heavy CP cost specialists are generally aligned, you may just want to take a complementary Strike and Fade disconnection if you just want to abuse this mechanic. Wraith Host - Revered by the Dead: Built primarily as a
fighting Wraith for your units, this allows for any WRAITH HOST WRAITH CONSTRUCTS 6 structure for reroll failed charging rolls. This is very unnecessary for Saim-Hann as their feature simply applies to all your units regardless. Instead, this can be especially convenient for Iyande Wraith armies with spiritseer for cost-effectiveness and RoB support, or
wraithseer as a durable, hard buff vector for their Wraith body guards (plus it also gets re-rolls!). Going with this trait means you're pregnant with wraithblades, physically inclined Wraithlords and Wraithseers, or planning for wraithknight to be in its thickness. If you want to keep your enemies at a modest distance, it may be better to remain a vanilla feature.
Tactical goals [edit] It is not possible to prepare for an explicit tactical goal. In most cases, the achievements are purely situational. However, in some cases, there are some tricks that make it easier to achieve them. 11 - A legacy of grief 1VP if you kill an enemy figure. 12- The Runes champion threw 1/3 eldar psychic force to 1/d3 VP. January 13 - Khainen's
anger at 1/3 successful charge issued by 1/d3 VP. Since only explosives and killing are not important, you can throw in everything you have at hand, such as wave scarves and other gravitational tanks that survive a melee in turn. 14 – Hidden path 1VP if there are no enemies inside the 12 lens mark d6. 15 - Fate threads 1VP if you control the target mark d6.
If your warlord is a psychese, you can edit ±1. With Psyker Warlord, you can protect your bets, which ensure that this is always mark 2 or 5. 16 - Combined strike 1/d3/3+d3 VP if the enemy unit is destroyed in 1/2/3 phase (off psychic, shooting, fighting). If there's a lone one-man unit somewhere, you can consider throwing Smite instead of eldar tricks to get
the psychic to kill. Like the shooting and fighting phase kills: Remember, you have to kill the whole unit by letting morale do the work for you doesn't count. Stratagems[edit] Standard stratages that can be used by all Craftworlds, although Ynnari departments are now exempt from using these. Avatar Resurgent (3 CP): Khainen's avatar is killed during the
fighting phase, do not remove it as a victim. Instead, roll d6 after the unit that killed it has solved everything attacks; The Avatar comes back to life with wounds left. Needless to say, this greatly increases the danger posed by the avatar in melee. Celestial Shield (1CP): During the enemy firing phase, if a friendly Guardian unit is selected to attack, it will have
4+ invulnible except the rest of the shooting phase. Stack up with Fortune and Protect to get weirdly difficult. Use Ulthwe and autarph, and the enemy will either try hard to kill them (and get this in layers to earn their costs) or not try hard enough (and be fully shredded by 2+ rereacting Black Guardians). Cloud Strike (1 CP): Like Webway Strike below, but
with an Eldar vehicle that can fly instead &amp; only one unit. NOTE: You can't use both Cloud Strike and Webway Strike in the same game, you'll need to choose another one already. Absolutely hilarious for Deep Striking among the hemlock just where you need them. Only works once. Remember that you lower during the movement phase, so the vehicle
must sit still at the turn of the shift. Using this for conveyers is a bad idea. Not bad for protecting Fire Prisms, Crimson Hunters or Super-Heavies from shooting against certain Alpha-Strike lists. Force match (1 CP): Use this plot whenever a wizard conclave successfully becomes the psychic force of battles. The power range is doubled. The 36's range in the
battleground runes area is very useful because it keeps you out of range of inhibition, but is still able to support units on the opponents' side of the table. It cannot be said how useful the 36 Range Jinx and Restrain can be, especially with Primarchs or Flyrants on the table. Pretend retreat (CP 2): Select the Asuryani unit that has backed away from this turn; It
can now shoot and charge despite the fact that it is retreating. Not as useful in Swooping Hawks or your tanks as they can already shoot after falling (due to the FLY keyword), but everyone else benefits from it, given most of your weapons. Unbelievable for your brilliant spears as they greatly benefit from being able to back off when abusing FLY, shoot and
reload. Fire and Fade (1 CP): After filming a friendly Asuryani unit, it can move 7 as if it were a movement phase; However, it may not proceed as part of this extra transfer and will not be able to download this translation. Still, a small price to pay to get you to move back. It gives high mobility speeds, and Advance-Shoot-Move is possible. Finally, it can be a
nice option to get the unit back to the shelter after it has finished the unit at the shooting stage. Early warning (2 CP): Always be used when an enemy unit arrives from the battlefield within sight of a friendly unit within 6 friendly farseer. A friendly unit can carry out an in-sequence shooting attack. than others correspond to layers, this does not force a -1 hit
penalty, and it can be outside 12 ! You have to bubble-wrap/conga line next to Farseer to really make this really Off. This is really broken. Your opponent must be really careful not to blow his deep strike unit to from Dark Reapers, who could see them, or even humble guards toppling Lictor before it can do anything to them. Note Drop Pods: RAW specifically
states that you are targeting the incoming unit, in this case the Drop Pod itself, and not what comes out. Great enemy (1 CP): Used whenever a friendly Asuryani unit is selected to fight. Roll out all the failed reels with the Slaanesh keyword. Make the Ancient Judgment work to your advantage, and Slaanesh Daemons and the Emperor's Children. Lightning-
fast reactions (2 CP): Used when a friendly infantry unit or friendly unit with a keyword is &lt;CRAFTWORLD&gt; &lt;ASURYANI&gt; &lt;FLY&gt;aligned with a ranged or melee weapon. Any attack on the unit will be solved in -1. One fun but expensive idea is to combine this Celestial Shield with the Stratagem on Guardians shield to really infuriate your
opponents. Bonus points for doing it with Aletec during filming to stack it with Craftworld attribute, although you're likely to lose friends from it. Linked fire (1 CP): When selecting an object for the prism cannon of the fire prism, do not resolve the hit until the end of the phase. Any fire prism inside the first 60 that appears to it can connect the fire, target the
cannon of the first Fire Prisma target Prisma and roll failed hit and wound rolls as it does, and ignore range and visibility. Once all other shooting is complete, the first Fire Prism can solve its shot against the selected target. If at least one other Palo-Prisma connected the fire to it, it may also roll its hit and wound roll again. Together with Pulse Laser
Discharge, this layer can wreak absolute havoc on almost everything in the game. Shooting Fire Prisms with an S12 AP-5 blanket twice, regardless of line of sight or range re-scrolling parts and wounds, can definitely destroy any vehicle from rhinos to imperial knights. On the other hand, fast dispersed blasts can almost evaporate any single blob you want off
the board with D6 S6 shots ( assume you only have two Fire Prisms fields, it's still 4D6 shots, assumed they haven't moved much). Hilariously, you can also use Linked Fire to bombard your opponent's special snowflake figure, as long as the character is the closest model to the first Fire Prisma, which others can also target. Connect to Cloud Strike and your
opponent will definitely turn into a salt pillar. Matchless Agility (1 CP): Used whenever a friendly unit progresses. Instead of rolling
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Still damn useful on Matched Play too. Overloading Energy Field (1 CP): During the shooting phase, select
the wave serpe that dismantled its shields with an earlier turn. It can now erupt.&lt;/Craftworld&gt; &lt;/FLY&gt; &lt;/ASURYANI&gt; &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; A second time. Because apparently Wave Serpent really needed a boost. Phantasm (2 CP): Used at the beginning of the game, but before the first player remap has begun. You
can immediately delete up to 3 friendly units and re-enable them. It's nice if you first implement a quick counter-deployment strategy if you screwed up a unit placement. Considering how properly positioned the Eldar unit is critical, this can be a good contingency plan. Alternatively, if you have CP to save, you can try to influence your opponent's deployment or
as bait by setting up a few key units (such as Fire Prism, Wraithlord/seer or Wave Serpent) in a position that encourages him to focus on either setting up in a way that he can exclusively avoid or target those units. Once the deployment is complete, you can place that The Fire Prisma he could have sworn to just sat on the open road in the field of the
exorcisms he sent after it with a clear offsting shot against them. Note that using this tactic offensively probably only works once or twice against most people, and even then you shouldn't base your core strategy around it. Try to record it in tournaments or games against irregular opponents, and if you're sure you can afford CP or potential risk to your
important units. Eyewitness runes (2 CP): Used at the beginning of any step. Choose the friendly Farseer. All &lt;CRAFTWORLD&gt; units inside 6 from Farseer will roll 1 again into the wound. Since you want it in front of a prick spam Smite and Executioner, this is awesome to support his unit. Also quite nice in that Farseer in the Dark Reaper lump they just
directed. Seer Council (1 CP): In the psychic phase, if Farseer is inside 6 friendly wizarding units, both Farseer and Warlocks get +1 for psychiatric tests. Use it for that prick with an unparalleled Mastery to throw 3 power with +2 and one extra +1. This strategem combined with Runes of Farseer should give you up to ~95% success rate with the powers you
really need, which also makes them much harder to deny. Starhawk missile (1 CP): When an infantry unit model fires Aeldari missile launchers into the unit with Fly, make one hit on the roller +1 hit. If you hit, make D3 death wounds instead of spinning into the wound. Awesome to put mortaa meat deserts in Slamguinius or evaporate a 1-3 Vanguard veteran
by more than 2. Guards and dark hijackers are viable because they can carry AML, but remember that the +1 hit does not apply to Dark Reapers. Supreme Disdain (1 CP): Used whenever a friendly unit is selected to fight in the combat phase. The unit is receiving explosive attacks on more than 6 people who aren't working themselves. This stacks the
Striking Scorpion Exarchs or Scorpions buffed Karandras, and can definitely make it a unit or Wraith Blades even more terrifying. Fun also in Firesabre Autarch or Diresword Exarch trying to fish for more mortal wounds. Even more fun if you stack it with Enhance or/and &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; The shadow strike of the scorpions. Try
this in 10 wraithblades, where Enhance affects the ambush of Iyaden's Psytronome and Blades WT due to undiluted destruction. Even a regular wraithguard is not limp in close combat and every explosive attack hurts all the more. Isha Tears (2 CP): Used at the beginning of your shift. Choose the Wraith Construct model and it will recover previously lost 1d3
wounds. Your Wraithfords appreciate this as they walk to the battlefield on a degrading stat line, and no invultent salvation. Note that with 70 points, you can let Bonesinger do the same job, but it has its drawbacks, such as Bonesinger's need to keep improving. Treasures of the artisanal world (1/3 CP): Take extra relays, Eldar style. Pay CP 1 for an extra
remnant of honor in your army or pay 3 for two additional remnants of honor in your army. Unparalleled mastery (1 CP): Used whenever ASURYANI FARSEER gives the last psychic stage at the permissible power. They can try to give one more power. Hell, yes. Slap this on Eldrad and one of those Tzeentch Chaos Wizards. Vaul's Might (1 CP): If the
support weapon is inside 6 of the second support weapon, they can both be wounded by reroll 1s. Quite useless considering the low number of fire: Two D-cannons give an average of 3 hits and therefore 0.5 out of 1 vulnerability. So every other time this floor is completely wasted. Instead, use Doom or standard CProl. If you have three or more Shadow
Weaver support weapons, consider this layer. Because they are how cheap they are, they are good at filling the release openings, and this helps to make most of their shots when needed. Definitely see this as an option, but not as a key element of the strategy. Webway Strike (1/3 CP): This allows you to strike deep into one infantry or bike routine! Pay 3 CP
to hit another unit. NOTE: You can't use both Cloud Strike and Webway Strike in the same game, you'll need to choose another one already. With the exception of the obvious Fire Dragons or D-Cannon Wraithguard, almost every eligible unit can benefit from being able to be placed wherever you want, whenever you want. Keep in the way that Guardian
platforms are infantry and Vypers bikers. Ulthwe and Saim-Hann can use this to throw the Guardian team with heavy weapons or capes full of heavy weapons just behind something important, Then came an unpuned remark (Black Guardians Strat's discipline and Saim-Hann Craftworld trait respectively) A special remark about guardians, although they can
use this to deeply strike the range of a shuriken catapult, just endure this one, which also puts you as fragile guards at risk of auspex scanning and other layers. Aspect Warrior Stratagems Each of these nine floors is dedicated to one of the nine regular Aspect Warrior shrines. Each can only be used once and in only one group, so select and and Wisely.
Functionally, each of these is the same; Exarch, the spouse chosen for the chosen group, can retain its original Exarch power and also take one of the other six forces instead of replacing it with one. Example of the Avenger Sanctuary (1 CP): Dire Avenger Exarch gets to keep his Battle Fortune abilities and take on another power. Example of banshee
sanctuary (1 CP): Howling Banshee Exarch retains his War Shout abilities in addition to his second power. Example of the Dragon Sanctuary (1 CP): Fire Dragon Exarch gets to keep its Crack Shot capabilities in addition to one other force. Example of the Hawk Sanctuary (1 CP): The winding Hawk Exarch retains his Herald of Victory abilities in addition to
one other force. Example of a Hunter Sanctuary (1 CP): Crimson Hunter Exarch retains his Sniper Eye capabilities in addition to one other force. Example of the Reaper Shrine (1 CP): Dark Reaper Exarch retains Crack Shot as well as one of their other powers. Example of the Scorpion Sanctuary (1 CP): The striking scorpion exarch retains his enduring
attacking ability in addition to one of his other powers. Example of a spearpy (1 CP): The shimmering spear exarch retains expert hunter as well as one of their other powers. Example of Spider-Saint (1 CP): The warp spider exarch gets to keep Iron Resolve in addition to its second power. Introduced in the new Vigilus Defiant Campaign, these can be used
to get new features, relics, and/or stratas to entities, where applicable, in any battle-forging department by adding additional keywords to these units. It should be noted that unfortunately you cannot choose any departments with Ynnari units. Common stratages: Stratagems that are not fenced behind certain specializations but can still be used to add them.
Field Commander (1 CP): Here the stratation is a special notion. For one of the command points, you can specify a character with a special section keyword, and they will receive the warlord trait associated with this department. You can't use named characters or give your warlord another warlord trait. Utility can vary, even if you have CP to save and have a
significant unit investment specialized department, this can definitely help maximize your unit's synergy. Windrider Host (1CP): For people who want to go fast, here's how to add the WINDRIDER HOST keyword to any Vyper, Windriders and any AUTARCH/FARSEER/WARLOCK SKYRUNNERS (plus Warlock Skyrunner conclave) inside your department.
Such a department shouts at SAIM-HANN, although it's a shame Shining Spears isn't invited to the party. Nimble Escape (2CP): Use during the battle phase after being fought by the wind rider's host unit. The unit can move and proceed as if it were a movement phase. If there are enemy units within 1, you can retreat... That means you can fight and back out
of the fight before your opponent could swing. Damn. Storm (3 CP): Used in the shooting phase, which allows you to improve inside all WINDRIDER HOST units 6 from Farseer Skyrunner -1 shooting attacks for the rest of the period. While this is certainly useful (especially if you use a lot of Scatter lasers), it is also very expensive (if you only ran battalion,
you burned only half the total CP to do this once) and can end up somewhat unnecessary for weapons that already have proper rending. Wraith Host (1CP): This stratagem transforms the selected Asuryani detachment into a section of the Wraith host expert that gives the WRAITH HOST keyword for SPIRITSEERS and WRAITH CONSTRUCTS. Most of the
benefits associated with this specialisation are very melee-focused, so while wraithguard and (oddly enough) Hemlock Wraithfighters can benefit, it may be best to shelve them in exchange for steely glasses or their larger relatives. Suffice to say that this specialized department works best during Iyanden, especially if you are wraithlords/seers/knights. Anger
of the Dead(1CP): When used at the beginning of the battle phase, this will provide one additional attack on each WRAITH HOST WRAITH CONSTRUCT unit of your choice. This, of course, stacks quite wonderfully with many other battle-based plots (Supreme Disdain comes to mind) as well as the runes of several battles/fates. Season with Iyanden
psytronome if you want to guarantee what you're trying to hit. Spirit Shield (2 CP): The spiritseer used at the end of the movement phase lets Spiritseer throw 4+ invulner saves to WRAITH HOST WRAITH CONSTRUCT unit 6 inside until the next turn. Ghost sword with Wraithblades or wraithguard shimmershields? Season with Protect and Fortune if you
want T6 3 wound models with 2+/3++ savings and 5++ FNP. Not to mention bonesinger/Stratagem healing support, and you have one of the infantry units in the game tank. In addition, for thoughtful positioning, you can throw this at Hemlock Wraithfighter or Wraithknight for extra protection if you expect them to focus. Just make sure the Spirit man who
sacrifices his wounds is out of LoS and hanging behind you for your entire shift. Psychic forces [edit] Eldar has always been a psychic source of power in many of his iterations throughout the history of 40k, 8. the edition sees the return of reliable psychiatric tests as well as more reliable ways to stop psykers. When we look at the conciliatory rules of the
game, we can see that almost every army can only give 6 powers other than Smite per shift (the Daimoni princes of the Thousand Boys also have access to 18.) and, moreover, only for their special discipline, while Eldar can give 24 different powers (various variations of wizarding powers are considered separate powers)! And almost all of them may find
great use. In addition, not all but one of our forces needs a visual against their targets, you are free to hide your psykers as needed. Runes of These are only available to Farseers, and Farseers can only do these forces and Smite, so without exception a psyker opting for this discipline knows only the WC5 and WC7 forces; In addition to Eldrad or Warlord
Traits/Relics, the wheel's casting capacity is simply 2 forces, and once in a step you can resend either or both dice during casting. This means the most reliable way of ensuring the loss of powers of destiny is dismissal; For example, the most common combination of power you want for hands is either Asuryan's verdict/property/will (for D-Scythe
Wraithguard) or Doom/Guide/Fortune (for almost everything else, especially the Fire Dragons) - sort your strength according to how much you want them to disappear. Take Farseer with the first two powers and Farseer with the first two - in this example, for example, we use the latter. The first Farseer should throw Doom; If they have to reuse the roll for it,
they should do so and then throw Smite, and another Farseer will make sure the Guide turns off without any problems. If they don't use the re-roll, they can throw the Guide themselves with re-rolling, and another Farseer can make sure Fortune happens, and throw a smite (any re-roll is available for reliability or 11+ to 11+ price). In doing so, the probability of
the two really transmitted poweres is always 84.95%, which means that the probability of both is 72.17%; If you trust one Farseer to do both, your odds of pulling them both off is only 65.08%. Of course, this math was done with WC7 powers - you don't need a re-roll nearly as much for Will of Asuryan or Smite, and they go with a 97.22 per cent chance if you
have power available. Guide: WC 7. Targeting one of my friendly outfits unit inside the 24th. Re-roll all failed impact rollers into the unit's range weapons until the next psychic phase. Works better the less accurate and populous the unit is - you won't see much banging on your buck if Farseer throws this to himself. RAW it affects the range weapons. RAI it
also affects the blankets of the Shining Spears and the spears of wizard conclaves even in close combat, as scores on both weapons fall into the ranged weapons section behind the codex, just like the Deathwatch Watch Master and the shells of the retarded bolts that add to the damage to his melee attacks. Verdict: WC 7. Target one enemy unit inside 24.
Re-roll all the failed reels against the enemy unit targeted by the Asuryani unit until the next psychic phase. Works better the harder the target is to wound. Keep in mind that your opponent is typically extra careful with Doom, so try to keep Farseer throwing it out of the denial zones. If you are waiting for your opponent to try to ban the witch, let the sturdy
wizard (conclate) throw Will Farseer with a touch of insurance. Onni: WC 7. One friendly outfit unit inside 24 gets 5+ FNP. Until GW decides to sort out the mess of the wording mess Ignoring wounds, a generally accepted procedure is to use Fortune whenever the device loses a wound, that is, against all kinds of damage. Executioner: WC 7. The nearest
enemy unit inside Unit 18 suffers wounds from 1d3 mortals, and if a model in the unit is killed, it will suffer from the wounds of another 1d3 mortals. A real rarity among psychic forces, this actually has the potential to defeat Smite, provided you deliberately target it - Smite is definitely better against one big target, but this beats Smite against any unit with a
single-injured model (either natively or because you've already damaged it). Asuryan will: WC 5. Friendly outfitryan units within 6 psykers automatically pass morale, and psyker adds +1 to Deny the Witch rolls. Alternative take: In WC 5, this is a mighty filler for Eldrad to give him something that triggers his +1 throw; And as the best Smite and Executioner
user we have, he's usually close enough to something that can use that fearless bubble. it is also a useful filler guide to spam Farseer if you drag Master the Poop and/or Master of Runes. War of the Mind: WC 7. Aligns one enemy Character model inside 18 of the psyker. Both players roll 1d6 and add a characteristic character to the leadership of their model.
If the subject turns higher or pulls, nothing happens. If you roll the target higher, they will suffer from multiple fatal wounds equal to the point difference. Keep in the way that you can use the command point to reuse d6 (and Autarch can get it back for you). Leadership bombs are viable ways to murder a character now, which is awesome. Take Hemlock throw
Horrify or Warlock throw embolden farseer and maybe bring along Visarch or some kabalite warriors with mortars and use it to snuff them out to commissioners, ancient and pain boys. As long as it has a Character tag, it's fair game. Do you know who has that note that people forget? Pask, what are you? Paski's got the note! Make sure you check your
opponent's datasheets before draining, as this stream can hit more things than you notice. Not to mention the fact that Swarmlord, Old One Eye, Khainen avatar and many other huge monsters are listed as a character! If you have problems with two Flyrants, or an annoying Bloodthirst who just won't refuse what, just sink them into deadly wounds thanks to
this trick. Good enough difference (if well balanced proper embolden casting for Farseer and Horrify for enemy monsters - always follow the ritual embolden first; Horrify The Other; Mind War Third, as this avoids the mind of denying your war) can bring monstrous creatures down in one turn - just sit back, enjoy your superiority in the psychic phase and watch
enemy monsters cry salty tears as you continue Greying their ass. Strategic note: Guide, Doom and Fortune is 24 regions, so with Farseer's 8-13 moves, this is more than enough to maintain any power on the average table these days. All this means. Means. jetbiking seers are no longer needed. On the other hand, it's still just basic gun range and above
average movement, so while you don't usually need jetbike, it's still pretty damn useful, mainly because it can let you reposition and adapt to changes on the battlefield. Runes of Battle[edit] Warlocks and Spiritseers always know one pair of powers, but these count as individual forces for all casting purposes, which means that the psyker in question can
choose what to throw and not prevent the other from throwing twinned force. All forces have a range of 18, they are active for one full lap, can only be puncted by Asuryan infantryans and Asuryani Biker and dismantle everything. Each snake has enough space for one or two psykers to support the unit, you just have to decide what power you take!
Hide/expose: WC 6. The enemy must be forestuated by 1 exchanged impact rollers against the buffed unit. The debuffed unit loses all bonuses for protection when asuryani units attack. Hide stacks perfectly well with any other source of punishment, such as Rangers for cover or any of Alaitoc's. Hiding is usually better than Protect, but Reveal is almost
always worse than the Jinx - take the Jinx first if you are Hemlock. The disclosure will only come into its own to remove protection from enemy sniper scouts and make them fall back to their baseline of 4+ except for easy targeting and disposal or as an addition to the jinx. Embolden/Horrify: WC 6. The Buffed unit gets +2 to lead it, debuffed -1. While this force
may have a nisti bite, if Farseer, who has a war of the mind, is encouraged, it is still terrible, and basically everything else in this field serves you better. Embolden has also been effectively made useless in Iyanden's lists, given the moral integrity of morality given by the feature. While Hemlocks is not, on the whole, an ideal use of one force per shift, it can use
Horrify to help build a leadership bomb. Can do quite nasty in it too, mixed with Aeldari comps using Phantasm Grenades and Visarch. Power/Empty: WC 7. The target-friendly unit receives +1 hits in close combat or the target enemy unit receives -1. Since it is so similar to Empower/Enervate, look for a comparison. Most melee units don't need a power
enhancement because they hit a reliable 3+, but a special note goes to Ghost Axe Wraithblades, which is likely to escort Spiritseer anyway to the re-roll support they desperately need. With Drain you will receive -2 incoming melee attacks on your Howling Banshies. Forcing TH/SS Termies to hit a best of 6+ is one of our best soft counters for them, now even
Rawboat isn't going to save them from such shame. Add Lightning Fast Reactions to undiluted RAGE. Protection/Jinx: WC 7. Target Allied Unit gets +1 for all or the target entity receives -1 (including invultent recordings) of attacks by the Asuryani unit. It is highly recommended to press the unit with invuln so that high AP weapons do not cancel out your
enthusiast. Strong Strong Strong Are wraithblades with Shields, Shining Spears, all inside the Asurmen bubble, guards celestial shield, or character going into melee. On the contrary, there are two potential targets for debuff: again, a unit with a nasty invuln, or an item you want to drown in savings (Dire Avengers, Poimuhämähääkit, Guards, etc.) Pick
up/curb: WC 7. The friendly unit moves (and can advance) a second time (but not if it came with a deep blow to this turn); enemy unit halves its range of motion. A highly versatile force that allows you to respond to invisible threats immediately or make unpredictable lateral movements, it is best used in Jetbike warlock, which can deliver this power wherever
you want. With the right positioning, Shining Spears can get a 1 charge at this power, especially with a PHANTASM ostation. If you want to play the maximum unit of wraithblades and don't want to pay obscene prices to a vampire robber for carrying them, this gives them time to reach their target much faster than you and your opponent might expect!
Howling Banshees can also get horribly fast if it is accelerated, getting an effective threat range of 23-43. You may well have a sloppy opponent on your back! Empowerment/enervate: WC 6. The target-friendly unit may be +1 wounded or the target enemy unit will receive -1 wounds in close combat. When deciding between this and Improve/Clear:
Push/debuff always a section with a lower probability of greater impact (basic probability calculation). Banshees, for example, typically hits 3+ and the wound 5+, so they benefit more from Empower than Enhance. On the contrary, enemies with hammers, fists and other badly hit weapons suffer more from Drain than from Enervate. If both possibilities are
equal, take Empower for a smaller warp charge. Living the object of your Wraith structure also allows you to relive those glorious days when S4 couldn't harm your Wraithlords/Wraithknights. It's a small thing, but it's still nice. Expert Department[edit] Dusk of gloom: WC 6 WRAITH HOST WRAITH PSYKER exclusive power. Provides protection within WRAITH
HOST WRAITH Unit 18. Potentially useful if you fight a lot of low AP weapons. This power can be especially convenient for wraithlords/seers, Hemlock Wraithfighters and Wraithknights, since such large models find it difficult to achieve protection naturally. Runes of Fortune[edit] The recently announced Psychic Discipline, which debuted at Phoenix Rising.
Replace Smite, so is useful for almost every psyker in your army (bar Wraithseer with no tuxedo of any kind). This may be more useful for units such as wizards, whose smites are practically useless due to their reduction and damage, although it only makes it difficult to decide which of their 3 forces is due to their 1 turn Ghostwalk: WC 6. Friendly unit 6
inside gets +2 of their charging reel for the next psychic stage. This can have a significant impact Deep impact units such as Striking Scorpions or Wraithblades, which should only make a much more likely 6-7 charge instead of 8. Special citation goes to Biel-Tan Aspect Warrior units and Howling Banshees. Biel-Tan's Court of the Young King stratagem adds
2 to download reels (+3 next to avatar, which also allows you to re-roll failed fees), and Banshees adds 3 to their fees whenever they proceed. Either you give one Howling Banshee unit a long bomb charge or spread love and make multiple units load from deep. Fatal difference: WC 4. Choose one Craftworld unit within 6. They can roll one hit roll, a wound
roll or record a roll. It's going to take you until your next psychic phase. A Niche force that can be used instead of a reroll of CP if you are worried about a particular unit, but undeniably inferior to similar forces such as Guide/Doom and Fortune (ironically). Consider units such as Shining Spears, which Exarch can have over 2+ invuln except with the right
combination of psychic and exarch forces. Witch strike: WC 4. Add 2 more damage to the hand-to-hand weapons of the friendly psychiatrist. Potentially useful if very situational, in Skyrunner Warlock/Farseer units. Notable example: Windrider host Farseer Skyrunner, who carries Galaleth's Howling Skysword, does a steady 5 damage per swing using this
force (which can very consistently be thrown thanks to its effort toilet value), instantly killing most characters who fail one recording. Outside of this example, it is a little too situational to use. Couples nicely with Jinx, which can help help with the seers' complete lack of AP in the meme. Although the wizarding conclave is a viable destination, only one model
inside really benefits from it. Crushing wet: WC6. Select one visible enemy character inside 18 and roll 3d6; For every result of more than 5, the subject receives a fatal wound. Probably worse than just using mind warfare, because you can get a lot more let-off wounds against an enemy figure more reliably if you stack the leadership debuffs against them. I
think it's cheaper and you can combine it with a mind war if you really want to maximize the anti-character role of Farseer. Focus: WC 6. Choose a friendly Craftworld within Psyker 6. Until the end of your psychic phase, add 2 to the psychic tests they do. 26/11/19 THE FAQ gave this power a much-needed re-form. Now, it is actually a useful tool to ensure
that the key psyker successfully throws all the power you need on them. Combine this with the craftworld feature of children's prophecy, can't you literally fail in toilet 6 or less power. Especially the functions for all the tests they do, so you get more mileage using this Farseer or Warlock conclave. Alternatively, since it adds 2 on top of all the rollers, can make
your opponent's Deny the Witch tests considerably more difficult (or impossible if you roll 11+). Eldrad can emly powers with ridiculous ease if it's on this one. Offensively, you can throw executioner over 5 and track Smites and 2+ and and and correspondingly (which damages D6 at 8+). Alternatively, a sturdy Eldrad can throw Smite or Will of Asuryan 3+ and
then emit any Guide/Doom/Fortune throw a measly 4+. If you really want to maximize your psychic rolls, use this in Eldrad and pair a wizard conclave with him and use Seer Council Stratagem to give Eldrad +3 to its first cast and +4 for possible tracking powers. Power superior! +4 throws is not only super smite 7+ but also a force that is fundamentally
undeniable to anyone other than Black Templars and Khorne worshippers with their stratagems banning 4+. Also guide, judgment and other forces that turn off 3 + ... Disadvantages of the senses: WC 6. Select one enemy unit within 18. They can shoot normally in units within 18 years, but on top of that, they can only choose the nearest one. Probably the
best in the batch, this allows you to suppress or direct major threats to your backing units like Dark Reapers or Fire Prisms by forcing them to target something much closer and (hopefully) much more disposable. Hemlock wraithfighter is a great carrier of this power; it can force the unit (for example, the Imperial Knight) to focus the fire on when it uses
Lightning reflexes to set a -2 hit (-3 if Alaitoc and just far enough away) converter. Rangers can act as excellent buffering when tactically used around a target affected by this force. Their innate to-hit modifiers make them insanely difficult to shoot off the board (especially with proper stratagem/psychic support) and their ability to deep strike enemy territory
almost ensures you can place them close enough to force your opponent to shoot them instead. The best part is that at 60 points the team is cheap enough that their (very likely) sacrifice will not cut too deep into the rest of the department. Glory's remains[edit] All unnamed Asuryani characters can take any of the following reliikes if your warlord is part of the
battle-forging Asuryani section. If you want to take more relics, or if your warlord is part of a non-Asuryan section, you can use the treasures of craftsmen. Universal[edit] Blazing Star of Vaul: Bearer's Shuriken pistol or Twin Shuriken Catapult gets another 2 shots, which is great to increase the psyker's firepower that presumably is somewhere ahead.
Faolchu's Wing (infantry only): The bearer movement is worth 12, and he is allowed to fly. Useful for speeding up spiritseer or Bonesinger, which should track some Wraith units. Firesabre (Autarch only): The holder's power sword receives +1S and -4AP, and 6+ causes a mortal wound instead of normal damage; The damage feature is 1, it is less effective
against infantry lumps than it sounds. It's nice to fight the characters with the invuln. The only problem is because Autarchs with Jump Packs is not particularly good at character hunting, and Switch the power sword to Lance anyway. Kurnous' Bow: Applicant's Plaintiff's The pistol gets a D2, and more than 4 of the wounds have AP -3. Just like the Star of
Vaul, this should only be taken when you can't use any other relic. Take what tastes better. Phoenix Gem: When the plaintiff is first killed, he explodes and each unit 3 receives 1D3 fatal wounds with 2+. If at least one mortal wound is inflicted, the carrier survives with 1 wound. Hilarious trolling when used in Autarch in Jetbike with Laser Lance: You get him in
a melee anyway, so the chances of launching are almost 100%. In addition, if he is accused and killed, he will come back to life and still be able to hit back! A recommended relic for wraithseers looking to strengthen their endurance by a couple of points. This can be a potentially hilarious way to launch soulburst in any of the allied Ynnari departments running
around on your list. I warn you, September FAQs you need to take recordings one by one of this relic. If the carrier comes back to life and they usually wake up, you need to take all the remaining recordings reserved for the model. It makes charging into tar pits or eating sea shells much less attractive. Shard of Anaris (Autarch only): The carriers' power
sword does 1d3 damage and re rolls the failed wounds. Since you should fight with T4 or less if you can help it, Firesabre tends to do better for you - you have something else in your army to deal with higher hardness. Shimmerplume of Achillrial (Autarch only): -1 for all hit rollers targeting the carrier. Stacks with concealed, lightning reactions and the Alaitoc
Craftworld feature, which means that Autarch with a hit of -4 is possible. Another excellent choice for Autarch on Jetbike, who is definitely targeted during the match. Specialist Detachment Specific[edit] Windrider Host - Howling Skysword of Galaleth: This relic is basically a blown witch blade (because it replaces one) that does a flat 3 damage instead of d3.
However, it's a decent choice compared to your vanilla remnants (like Novalance), it's likely to only see usage as a secondary choice if you're full of CP for extra relics. As mentioned earlier, this relic pairs very nicely with a witch's blow of luck that gives the farseer/wizard a melee weapon dealing with a flat 5 damages per swipe; more than enough for a single
shot for many supporting figures and enough to bring any non-infantry headquarters to its knees. You may want to bring another sorcerer who knows jinx's power to help compensate for the lack of AP. Wraith host - Warp Spawning Bane: A Punctured Witch Staff, this relic also ignores the invulnible salvation against both psychesters and Daemon. This can
be pretty fantastic for Spiritseer in its thickness with some wraithblade bodyguards, although you should be careful about that, / when downloading with a less than physically inclined Psyker. Craftworld Unit Analysis[edit] Common keywords include AELDARI, ASURYANI and &lt;CRAFTWORLD&gt; Biel-Tan, Iyanden, Ulthwén and &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt;
&lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; You share the AELDARI keyword with Drukhar, Harlequins and Ynnar, which means you can combine them in your list. Please note that the &lt;Craftworld&gt;department can only take &lt;Craftworld&gt;units. You can still take your brother Aeldari to separate compartments. For Games Workshop, the only unit and wargear options
that are legal for official match-up tournaments are Codex: Craftworlds, Imperial Armour: Xenos and any updated releases found in Chapter Approved or Supplementary Books (such as Phoenix Rising). There are other options that are no longer considered tournament legal, which can be found in the original Xenos 1 index (which has since been superseded
by Warhammer: Legends) available for Open/Narrative. These unsupxed units and wargear still have scoring values for the match game and are certainly viable for the random/local Matched Play events that support them, but Games Workshop has made it clear that they no longer have the interest in keeping these options up to date. Therefore, use any unit
marked (Legends) at your sole discretion. HQ[edit] Autarch: Craftworld's general captain-type character used to manipulate assets while all wargear options have some suitable for every nich. Now that the reserves are fully determined by the player's choice, you need to take Autarch over another Farseer into their aura: Everyone inside
&lt;CRAFTWORLD&gt;Units 6 can roll 1s again to hit both shooting and melee attacks. Aside from the tactical advantages of supporting multiple units at once without further effort, the ability to work on all attacks makes it a useful buff for your entire military, regardless of their combat role. While Codex's Wargear options are very limited, all the old wargear
options available in the Xenos 1 index are still legal as long as you follow the updated point costs and the rules that apply to them. The basic Autarch foot is, of course, the cheapest variant at 77 points, including gear. If you need Autarph to stay with faster units but really can't afford any of his mobility updates, Faolchu's Wing is a great way to compensate.
Autarch Skyrunner: The fastest Autarch variant with the most flexible weapon loads available, Skyrunner is the ideal supporting figure for other cyclists. Mark one in a group of gleaming spears, wise men or even wizard conclave Skyrunners to have a real little death ball. The default Autarch sold by Autarch swooping Hawk Wings: GW, the ability to deep and
exit the battlefield can give him virtually unlimited coverage to support units, although Skyrunner is almost fast enough simply to stitch between locations to perform the same role (for the same price, no However, SHW Autarch can more easily hide in your troops or simply bow to a button. Autarch with Warp Jump Generator (Legends): The cheapest mobility
update is possibly the fastest, giving your Autarch 4d6 inches&lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; Business. Like any dice-based, a few bad rolls can seriously weaken your relocation options compared to other choices, but it's hard to dispute WJG's price tag. Gun download options: Originally the
most flexible of your headquarters choices, almost all of your default non-weapon choices are now considered a Legends conversion and are no longer supported in a competitive game. Bummer. At least you can use them for friendly matches. Mandiblasters: Autarch's default headpiece. Just like the striking scorpions from which he took this, it slaps a
mortal wound on enemies in a melee over the age of 6 before the fighting really begins. Honestly, this is a very weak advantage, since autarch has significantly more difficulty with it than a regular group of shock scorpions simply because of their higher body count. Fusion Pistol: Sidearm, which allows your autarch side to sweep the S8 AP-4 explosion
anywhere 6 or closer to him. Considering that Autarch is practically a dedicated melee unit these days, Power Sword: Comes with shares in the winged and Skyrunner Autarchs codex, and an option regular and warp spider Autarchs in the index. SUN, AP-3, D1. Its main use is used to update one of the three power sword remnants available to Eldar players.
Starglaive: Exclusive foot Autarch encoding, and has an accurate profile of powerfist (Sx2, AP-3, Dd3). Remember, you're an S3, you make you a mediocre S6 with this and strike 3+ because of the difficult rule. Laser Lance: Exclusive to Skyrunner Autarchs as well as codex and index, and is both ranged and melee profile - R6/melee, S6/U, AP-4, D2, melee
comes in SU+2 if you charge. Honestly, the best hand-to-hand weapon available, and you take Saim-Hann Skyrunner Autarch, give them this, upgrade it to the Novalance retreat and dress him up as the lost Phoenix Lord of the Shining Spears. Legends Anything and all autarchs can take anything in this list, but they are classified as a Legends conversion
and are therefore illegal in any competitive gaming that prohibits Legends units. Still, it's worth noting for the few who do, or for those who play only occasionally. Banshee Mask: No weapon per-say, but still a wargear option. Of the two main skirt options, Banshee Mask is undeniably the superior option as it interferes with the over-clocks of the charge. This is
very valuable in skyrunner autarch due to incredible mobility. There is a secondary melee team Wraithblades, Striking Scorpions or Shining Spears (probably the best option) tag included so they can join the Autarch fight without fear of eating any overwatches. Scorpio chains: S:U+1 melee weapon. yes, but it's only 10:00. Still pass and grab the power sword.
Shuriken Pistol: Interestingly, this is the standard only in Legends Autarch profiles, and was dropped iterations. The only reason to take it is because it's free. Avenger Shuriken Catapult: As the name suggests, it concludes, Autarch can take Dire Avenger's Shuriken Catapult variant. In general, this would be a difficult pass, because the only thing these
weapons have for them is that autarch can use them duel - and that they are probably the cheapest ranged weapons available. If points are so hard to score that you have to settle for these in your autarch, you should reconsider your list. Death spinner: Poimuhämäki's name gun. The greater strength and AP value of these weapons make them a sensible
choice of faster autarchs for anti-infantry missions. Fusion Gun: This is a codec alternative to Skyrunner Autarch, although all the other autarchs become Legends class units if they take it. Just as fire dragons and Storm servicers whip these weapons around, autarch wants this for all your anti-tank/monster needs. Skyrunners can make excellent use of
these, but the real MVP abusers of this weapon would probably be the autarch that runs the Poimuhämäki jump kit. Lasblaster: From swooping Hawks arsenals, lasblaster provides the same amount of fire that two vigilantes or death spinners can provide in a longer range, but with weaker force without the possibility of ap. Reaper Launcher: Discount Maugan
Ra for anyone? There are exactly two loads that use this; vanilla autarch tents in a corner with some Dark Reaper buddies or the Saim-Hann autarch skyline equipped with this and Nova Lance. When autarch is associated with the mark of an unparalleled hunter warlord, it can snin enemy figures on the other side of the table easily (flat 3 damage by hitting 2+
and rolling again at 1? To wound most characters in more than 2+ or 3+ time? Yes, thank you!). The biggest drawback, especially with the skyrunner variations, is the pretty high point cost it can incur. Farseer: Classic headquarters selection and long staple to the common Eldar list. Now he's everything you loved and wanted to roll into a nice 110-point
package (with 115 spears). The Codex version is now one of the best psykers available throughout the game, only to watch: the ability to throw and deny 2 power per turn, while Runes of Farseer allows for one free reroll of any amount of dice in any psychic phase, be it yours or your opponents. All this at the 5-wound 4++base and the ability to ignore all fatal
wounds with more than 5 ghost shells, even if it's a handikin gun, sniper fire or exploding vehicles. After all this, GW decided that Farseers is not reliable enough and gave their ghostbuds the ability to ignore death wounds over 2-0 dangers because, because of RAW, Farseer could not care against the background of less explosive wizards. They know two
forces from Runes of Fate besides Ssite and can try to throw/deny two forces in the psychic phase. Considering versatile Runes of Fate powers are, Farseers can be equipped to fit perfectly the requirements of the strategy. Fortune/Guide to excellent backline babysitter from expensive point pools, while Doom/Executioner is really good for frontline support.
Also, don't forget that many strategists are tied to Farseer, such as Warned, Unparalleled Mastery, Seer Council and Runes of Witnessing, all of which make Farseers even more diverse. Ironically, because Opas and Onni work with Hemlocks, Titans, Wraithknights, Wraithlords and Wraithseers, and Doom supports everything, they support these units better



than Spiritseers or Warlocks. Farseer Skyrunner: Superior in every way to a regular Farseer, and only 25 pts more expensive. Being on Jetbike allows for 17-22 reinsertions because of his psychic forces and denies a witch aura, while improving his resilies - T4 and an extra wound mean he can take quite a lot more sniper shots than his foot-breaking
colleagues. Stack him up with Protect and he'll be quite a tank, perfect for delivering aggressive forces like Executioner and Mind War. Don't forget his double catapults hit BS2+. Weapon charging options: Farseer (Skyrunner) warehouse-crashing load-bearing weapons outside you have a choice of melee weapons to equip him with. Witchblade Free and
very effective with everything that relies on perseverance away from damage. In the best timeline, Farseer doesn't use this because Farseers don't usually thrive in hand-to-hand combat, so you take it just to keep costs down. Singing spear Take this if you can save points. Farseers can thrive in midfield areas where they can continue to support your
backfield weapons line while dismantling/imitating enemy forces with their diverse psychic powers. A singing spear can also give Farseer a powerful Ranged shot at opponents who get a little too close to your side on the field. Warlock: Your cheapest and most fragile headquarters choices, Warlocks are fantastic (and essential) buttermakers for most of your
vision warriors, and due to the dual functions of battles, they are very flexible and can adapt to field changes a little easier than some of your other headquarters. Your wizard wouldn't bring much to the table alone because his lesser power and one cast limit your options. Defensively, 4++doesn't have much when he only has 2 wounds with GEQ stats. One of
the wizards is staying out of sight with a bodyguard willing to keep them safe if there's anything that's an immediate threat to them on the field. Unfortunately, caution must also be exercised when using their powers, since they lack the protection of farseers and even one warp hazard is a very serious risk of killing a wizard and wounding friendly units nearby.
Save the CP re-rolls for his casting if he's a central part of your formation. Warlock Skyrunner: Only 15 more points, plop wizard Jetbike lets him get where his strength is needed much faster than the fact that he hoofed it everywhere. The Skyrunner version also has an extra wound in the T4 that helps keep him a little longer, combined with a little extra
firepower in the double-chipped Shuriken Catapult attached to the wheel itself. If you pay this much for a wizard, it might not be a bad idea to go ahead and rush a little more to give him a singing spear to help him beat a little more permanent crashing fall power. Because Warlocks is so expensive for a 2W model, the price point for the new footslogger
honestly makes the Skyrunner variant a damn deal and should rightly be considered unless points are so hard to come by. Weapon charging options: Velhollasi has exactly two weapon options that he can bring over his shuriken pistol. Skyrunner also gets the standard question twin shuriken catapult all jetbikes get, so it's cool. Witchblade Free default blade
in most cases is all you need. You don't usually want to make your wizard an easy target because of his weakness, so it's advisable to keep him out of most direct combat situations. You don't have to pay for features you don't use! Singing spear If you want your wizard to take part in battles, paying an extra 5 points for a decent Ranged attack is probably
worth it. This is especially noteworthy for the Skyrunner version as it shares a fantastic overlapping range with jetbike shuriken catapults. Warlock Conclave: Your only non-branded head office works as a very handy toolbox, albeit with a catch or two compared to other slot choices. Even with MSU, the expertise of two different power gives them unparalleled
flexibility as a vector of Runes of Battle, although you need to take at least four models into the unit to really take advantage of it. With a recently discounted price of 35 points per jack, it's certainly a much more feasible achievement these days. Ideally, a wizard conclave can serve as an elite bodyguard unit linchpin Farseer (like Eldrad himself) with generic
lists or Yvraine (which really benefits from being expendable psykers as a bodyguard) in the Ynnari department. Following with Farseer opens up a very handy Seer Council layer that can be used in conjunction with the Concordance of Power and the unparalleled Mastery cover-up to unleash a flood of psychic casts towards their turn when needed. As you
build your list, keep in the way that while conclave can give you more strength and stronger simi, the more models it has, the unit can become very expensive quickly. Warlock Skyrunner conclave: 13 more points per jack, increases the tenacity of each model and the number of wounds by one and give them all the power and mobility of jetbike. Despite the
price cut, skyrunner conclave remains possibly the most expensive head office choice take depending on how many you want to drive, so keep that in mind when building lists. Weapon charging options: Sidelined Shuriken pistol Wizards pack, they have the same selection of melee weapons you stand alone Warlock and Farseer get. If they ride a Skyrunner,
they also get a twin shuriken catapult per bike. The default weapon of Witchblade Your Warlocks is honestly all they should really need in most cases, especially since switching these to a singing spear becomes very expensive very quickly. Singing javelin Even with an otherwise mea dined 5 points a song, it grows very quickly when you slap them on each
of your teams. Since you are a free game for your opponent, you may usually want to avoid overpaying from the support unit, which can easily be whipped out of the game if your opponent so desires. A small exception is if you take a Skyrunner conclave; You already pay for conclave with jetbike and the singing spears get a really nice synergy with the
undercoats. The extra mobility and durability of jetbike also make them significantly harder to handle immediately, so you might as well give them an extra attacking presence to match. Spiritseer: Now costs 55 points, their primary role is meant to support Spirit Host units (including themselves) that get reels 1s to hit when Spiritseer is inside from 6 targets.
Although the Hemlocks, Titeans, Wraithknights, Wraithlords and Wraithseers have the Spirit Host tag, none of the Battle poems work with them, so the Breather is actually pretty bad at supporting them; Instead, Spiritseers excels at supporting Wraithcannon Wraithguard and Wraithblads, and they also serve as more cost-effective wizards for Smite and melee
outputs. With a bump of just 10 points, you get a better shot, double the number of wounds (it's 4W) and BS/WS 2+ compared to a leg that locks on a wizard but is missing only a few layers like Seer Council. It's a hell of a store! The most important is the 4W, which means spiritseers will certainly cope with the first dangers and are not afraid of sniper fire. If
you only go to the RoB delivery vector, they are better served under Alaitoc Attribute, but 4W Ulthwé is still a good choice. Modelling Note: It seems GW hasn't completely forgotten about non-imperialist groups amid all the new releases, and the glossy new Plastic Spiritseer model was released for the new Wake the Dead set! Wraithseer (Forge World): By
far your most supportive generic headquarters unit, Wraithseers are stacked with an astonishing 12 wounds on T8 and 3+/5+ recording, making them almost indestructible compared to other choices in this slot. This endurance is slightly complicated by two things: as characters with more than 10 wounds, they are a free game for anyone with a gun, and they
suffer from degrading statline. The latter issue can easily be circumvented; Iyanden practically removes the damage table, while Bonesingers and/or Tears of Isha improve wraithseers D3 wounds. Offensively, the Wraithseer packs heat in the form of any ordinary heavy weapon, or D-Cannon as an alternative to their selection with free Ghostspear for close
encounters. Like previous editions, Wraithseers are very synergist with other Wraith units (especially wraithguard/blades and wraithlord) and benefit from Spiritseer support. As such, they tend to work best in the spirit's host-type detachment offerings, but they can still shine on their own with proper support. Speaking of support, Wraithseers have access to 3
unique power (just one cast per shift and no Smite of any kind), two of which are strictly designed to support their Wraith buddies. Psychic forces: Wraithseer's ability to throw/deny a single-force turn can be quite handy, although just protecting himself from opposing psychiatrists in non-Spirit host lists. However, armies that sport a few wraithlords and
wraithblades/guard can keep a few of these poweres a little handy. Liven up: Warp 6 (72.22%). Allows the friendly wraithguard/wraithblades/wraithlord unit to roll two dice for pre-loading/charging the device and discard the lowest roller. This gives Wraith units a hilarious ironic privilege to be the only Craftworld units that can get a fleet in the eighth edition.
Foresight: Warading 8(41.67%). Reduces the leadership of each enemy unit within 6 Wraithseer by 1. The situation is not very reliable, but it can be stacked with other forces/effects to create powerful leadership bombs (Nearby Hemlock casting Horror alone can drop Ld with ,3, for example). Exemption: Warp fee 7 (58.33%). Grants
wraithguard/wraithblades/wraithlord 6+ FNP to the target unit. Oddly enough, he can't throw it at himself. Does not stack up in ulthwe's characteristic and is better than Fortune, although the latter may be better reserved for squishier, who still lives in Eldar. Even if you don't have it, it can still at least ban one enemy cast and still easily tear most enemies apart
within range or in hand-to-hand combat; more than can be said for your other psyche (granted, their powers are significantly more useful/flexible). Currently, with 100 points on base, the Wraithseers are definitely a force to consider for people who are good with Forge World packs. Gun loading options: While the free ghostspear is pretty good at dealing with
anyone who gets too close, Wraithseer's ranged arsenal is actually quite diverse and can be tailored to help areas of your military that might be deficient. However, one weapon in particular stands out among others for obvious reasons. Shuriken Cannon Decent medium-strength weapon that doesn't punish the Wraithseer's accuracy for moving and firing. As
cool as it is, it doesn't have either the amount of fire or the impact per shot to really take over your other choices. Laser Probably the most acceptable choice in the standard range, the scattering laser offers only a touch more than shuricannon in the dakka department and is marginally cheaper for it. If you need to take the cheapest Wraithseer possible, at
least consider it is this to make sure that it can still do something within range. Starcannon's Good MEQ/ TEQ Killer at a reasonable price, starcannon can soften a smaller infantry unit just enough to be easily drained by the tracking fee. However, one star cannon often doesn't offer enough different pressures on its own to take on your Wraithseer. Bright
Lance Bright lances are usually a pretty good choice with enemy tanks or monsters, and that's still true here. Only the melee ghostspear hits up to four times the turn with higher strength with extra bonuses against enemy vehicles and is free to launch. Compared to other range options, a bright lance may seem like a decent option if you want to drive away a
few points, but it just does so much worse comparatively that you might as well skip it altogether. Aeldari Missile Launcher AML offers both GEQ/MEQ support in addition to the role of anti tank/monster, making it a decent option. The varying number of shots makes it a little worse than a scattering laser or even a shuricannon if you're explicitly going to use it
to fight the infantry, and even a bright blanket offers a slightly more consistent armour block against larger targets (not to mention how much better D-Cannon is yet), so unless you're completely unsure of what you're fighting, stick to one of your other options. Wraithcannon An... Strange involvement, especially since there are no non-Wraithguard series for
the weapon, but it can still take it somehow. The only other offensive weapon available to the Wraithseer, it has a decent nich for anti vehicle/monster melee Wraithseer as it can close the gap and stay a little more accurate doing so, but its junk selection and extreme price tag make it unsuitable for anything else outside of this role. Even then, any precision
drop-offs resulting from the transfer of other heavy weapons may be completely insignificant, given their higher number of shots. D-Cannon This is the pride and joy of the Wraithseer, although this puppy is amazingly expensive. Although it is again almost half the price of the Wraithseer itself, the D cannon can easily take advantage of its ability to ignore the
visual connection to tear tanks, monsters and a super spy into a new. Variable d3 shots can potentially correct the accuracy lost from moving with a gun, more than can be said of any of your other anti-big weapons weapons, and the (albeit unlikely) possibility of hitting up to 18 wounds on target per shift can allow you to effectively remove any target in
addition to a relatively healthy imperial knight. A fantastic way to abuse the ability to ignore visual contact to take advantage of the mark of an unparalleled hunter's warlord who snipped enemy figures with an S12 gun, which Wraithseer is one of the best character hunters in the game. Keep in mind, however, that a 145-point free-to-reach warlord who is so
dangerous to your enemies Tanks and monsters make it much more of a priority sign for your opponents, and only one Wraithseer in your entire army can be used to snoozi this way. Special characters [edit] Khainen's avatar: Now back to the headquarters slot after 7th moved him to the Lord of War section, he's just the irritated monster he should be, but
has taken a steep price hike from 195 to 220 points (thanks to the Approved Chapter 2018). He is as survivable as ever with 3+/5+++, but now, thanks to his awesome Sula body special rule, he can ignore regular and mortal wounds suffered by 5+. Not to mention the fact that his howling sentence is a bloodbath, whether it's in range or in hand-to-hand
combat. S8 AP:-4, and causes D6 wounds (roller 2d6, lose the lowest both shooting and melee). He hits 2+ just like all decent characters, so just attach him to the autarch on those important re-wheels, because his attacks are just pure gold. He is great against characters, vehicles and important targets, as he should be, but just because of the excess, only
mortal wounds spread over, so Khainen Avatar can at best kill five infantry models. This makes him much more susceptible to the needs of the herd than he was on The 7th. He's also a character with fewer than 10 wounds, so sift him through whatever you want - an Alaitoc Guardian lump with shuriken cannons, a buffed of protect, conceal and Celestial
Shield makes the perfect bodyguard that repels tarpaulins and is insanely durable. Worth noting that avatar allows ALL-friendly Asuryani units within 12... and make them immune to morality. This is very useful when you run mixed crafts - he basically gives you a combination of Saim-Han and Iyanden craft world talent, so you get the most mileage out of him
if he polishes Ulthwe, Biel-Tan or Akitic. Rerolling fees make Eldar even faster because many of your units can close the gap and then use Fly to escape with the next turn (while locking up your opponents and basically using them as a human shield). This is terrifying combined with the Banshee star's list. Where Khainen's avatar really shines is on the
Footdar list, where infantry can make the most of his 12 auras, but he can quickly become a dead weight on a mekanized list where he does not stick with vehicles that move more than twice his speed. Mobility problems have always been problematic for the avatar. Giving falcon a quick warlord's trait will help a lot. It and/or Matchless Agility if you have a
command point to book and there is no other unit that benefits more from it. Unfortunately, the Phoenix Lords can't take the warlord. All of them buff their own perspective in some way (three of them offer re-rolling 1s to hit; as a result of Fuegan and Ra won't blow exarchs if said Exarchs won't switch to another power). They have a recording profile of M7,
WS/BS 2+, S/T 4, W6, A4, Ld9 and 2+. They're all spouses, but none of them are. Not. the true keywords of the perspective they represent. There are no Phoenix Lords for Crimson Hunters, Warp Spiders or Shining Spears (this is because Drastanta is busy challenging Jaghatai Khan to a bike race, but for two others we don't know who their Phoenix lord
even is), although it's worth noting that Karandras is just faking it; The real one works for Dark Eldar. *FWIP* Ignore the disgusting and insensitive propaganda of dark relatives, Commander; Because their deceitful words only mislead you from the path. Asurmen: There is an additional attack (A5) on his S+1 AP-3 D1d3 sword, which causes more 1d3 Mortal
wounds to the 6+ wound, and there are two Avenger Shuriken Catapults Ranged battle. Like his Aspect, he overwatches is 5 or 6, but you take him invuln: he has 3+ + in close combat and 4+ + ranged, and most importantly, friendly perspective warrior units inside 6 get 5++ + or 4+ + if they are Dire Avengers. This means he can buffer both other Phoenix
Lords and some alien Aspect Warriors like the Crimson Hunters and their Exarchs. Combine this with Protect Warlock power and you'll get a Dire Avengers with 2+/3+++ under cover. 2+/3++/6+++ if they are Ulthwe. Yes, it's the right thing to do, considering all the -1 hit Eldar can stack on top of this (even without going to Alaitoc), he can potentially let the
basic infantry endurance compete in custodes. He's an expensive Phoenix Lord with 150 points, but damn worthy of the Aspect Warrior list. With some support, Asurmen can be a disgusting tank in battle. Cast Protect for him bump into his save up to 2+/2++ when fighting, which can still be supported by Enervate/Drain if you so wish. However, your opponent
can simply bow down and try to ignite him with wide firepower to reduce/undo some of this blown endurance, so try to get a team or two striking Scorpions/Howling Banshees to help surround the primary targets. Baharroth: Fastest (M14) and cheapest Phoenix Lords with 110 points, and with good reason. He has the same Wind Screaming and Skyleap
abilities as his hawks. In addition, if he moves over the enemy unit or strikes deep near it at the stage of movement, roll die for each model of the unit (max 3d6) for the unit and each more than 4 containers of mortal wound. He gives the friendly Swooping Hawks a re-roll 1s to bat (but strangely not himself), and all perspective warriors get +1Ld inside 6 of him
(friendly Swooping Hawks get +2Ld). You can drop him where his support is needed. He also has a Swooping Hawks Exarch gun and an S+1 AP-3 D1d3 sword that disassembles all units he shoots with a -1 to hit the end of the turn. If you thought the Fire Salmon Snakes were great, wait till you get him. His Firepike is still the same anti-tank or anti-Monster
weapon in the 18 Assault 1 S8 AP-4 D1d6 (rolling 2d6 abandoning the lowest, target is 9), a fire axe of AP-4 D1d3 (and Fuegan is And Melta's bombs. He's out pretty quickly, but his abilities really make him shine. He rolls 1s again to wound monsters and vehicles, and he rolls 1s again to hit the range (and gives this same bonus to the friendly Fire Dragons
6). In addition, he has a 5+++ FNP, which makes him almost as resilienceable as Asurme against normal weapons (and evenly better against mortal wounds), and if he suffers at least one wound in the fight phase, then at the end of it, once in the game, he gets his permanent +2 strength (which makes him S7) and attacking qualities (that's 6 attacks). At 140
points, he's an expensive beatstick, but a good one. Irillyth (Forge World): Speedy and firing with deep privileges, Irillyth is second only to Baharroth in only smooth mobility (M12), but packs a hell of a lot more firepower than his flying brother. Irillyth's Spear of Starlight (24 Assault 1 S6 AP-3 D2) allows him to make an extra shooting attack for every
successful hit he lands, no more than 4 total hits! To all that, his Souls' reaper ability allows him to roll the ones to wound the infantry in the shooting phase. Given his rather shootable nature, many would assume he would be an easy catch in close combat. Instead of having a scattered space in starlight's spear, it has a melee mode that stabs people 4 times
with S+1 (S5) AP-3 for 2D (D3+1 if he was the one who attacked), meaning even the Primaris Marines and Terminators can hesitate before trying to beat him to death. Combined with his over-2 saves, Irillyth has Spectre Holo-Field, which reduces the hit reels of 1 enemy, which, if protected and hidden by wizards, can make him a real to get rid of. The last
notable advantage he has for him is his fear bubble (The Ghost of Death), which makes all enemies of your 18 he or any of your Shadow Spectres reels 2D6 (abandoning the lowest roller) in all the morale tests they do. Note that this stacks with the exarch rule to make two irritable low dice in moral checks, and is an infinite range enthusiast - he doesn't have
to be near the unit he's buffing, just so that both are alive (he doesn't even have to be on the table!). Leadership bomb: The wording of the Shadow Spectre Exarch Rules allows you to create a terrifying morality check for 3D6, rejecting the bottom 2, for enemy unit 6 of the shadow spectrum exarch. Throw monstrosity/mind-shock pod/phantasm grenades, and
even those custodes might run. In case you wonder, averages of 1d6, 2d6kh1 and 3d6kh1 are 3.5, 4.47, 4.96, so stacking two fit die rules is quite worthless; Instead, if you take Irillyth, use him. be taken by an exarch who saves 5 points per team. Irillyth's rule has a much better range anyway. Jain Zar: The first of asurmen's students is back, both in plastic
and with updated rules! Jain Zar is a fearsome melee. melee time. use both Silent Death (attack 4 S4 AP-3 weapon) and Blade of Destruction (buffed Executioner, which hits the S6 AP-3 DD3 re-rolling due to failed wounds) mostly with a standard Phoenix Lord statline. Combined with his perspective on the progression of native special abilities such as
overwatch immunity after charging with an extra 3, if he does so, it will be especially easy for him to get stuck in a fight and do heavy damage. Jain Zar wouldn't be Lord of Phoenix if he didn't offer any incentive to drive his perspective with him, so his Cry of War abilities will come. This gives Jain Zar and all Howling Banshees a 6 Always Fight First rule (and
all the warnings that come with it) that may have some nich if enough banshees can completely cut off the withdrawal of enemy units from battle. Jain Zar's last notable talent, The Storm of Silence, is arguably his main selling point now. Allowing him to make attacks equal to the number of enemy models 2 inside him, this turns Jain Zak into a GEQ/MEQ
blender that alone can wipe entire teams off the board at one combat stage. Unfortunately, this prevents more than a group of banshes with them, because outside acting as a muscle soul in the approach, they are likely to just get in the way at the battle stage. Karandras: Hell yes, our infiltrating superninja warrior! He has an average Phoenix Lord's stat line
and currently runs at 125 points. He has a set of special abilities: The rules of the stealth and shadow-blown master in striking scorpions, and his Scorpion bite is a Mandiblaster mask that hits over the age of 5 and shoots 4 times instead of one (Averages 1.3 mortal wounds per battle round). He also has explosive attacks (6s hit produces one extra attack that
DOESN'T explode) for himself, and admits it to all striking Scorpions inside 6 of him. His Scorpions Claw has missed -1 hit penalty means he is one of the scariest melee figures we have (except Avatar or Yncarne) with 4 S8, AP-3 Explosive Attacks dealing with d3 damage each. If you give him Empower, he'll wound everything below the T8 at 2+, and let him
take anything other than Super-Heavy, and Enhance means his attacks will explode over the age of 5 or 4+ if the subject covers up. However, how psychic rules are valuable in the 8th Edition, you may be better off using these powers for the lump of Scorpions that he watches over instead. Maugan Ra: Our shooting sir, 140 points, and the slowest of them all,
the M6. He can shoot Maugetar twice using either profile in each salvo (and align them independently). Both profiles are 36 Assault X S6 AP-1 D1; The Shuriken profile has X=4, while the Shrieker profile has X=1, If it kills the infantry model, its unit will suffer further wounds from the 1d3-amorator. While it sounds awesome, 2 Shuriken Cannon shots that may
cause fatal wounds are always better than 8 Shuriken Cannon shots. His scythe scythe also powerful S+2 AP-2 D1d3, which makes him decent to take on enemy characters or monsters. In terms of abilities, as mentioned, he can fire his weapon twice in each shooting phase (allowing him to get 8 Shuriken Cannon shots on the turn), roll 1s to hit his Ranged
gun and give the same ability to all Dark Reapers 6 (this in addition to always hitting 2+ means he only has a 1/36 chance of missing a shot) and re-injuring re-wounding reels 1 when targeting chaos units. Troops[edit] All units in this section have a path of war (which is an old goal secured and is referred to as such). Guardian Defenders: When you want to
literally fulfill troop selection with as many bodies as possible, Guardian Defenders is probably your choice. In the 8-point model, they are slightly more expensive than their GEQ counterparts of other armies, but they make it space soldier-level accuracy, speed and access to many support options that can make them one of the military's most resilient infantry
units. Each of the 10 members per team allows you to purchase the Heavy Weapon Platform, which can be equipped with all the regular heavy weapons at your disposal, allowing your guards to take shots at a wide range of items they may otherwise be useless against. This should by no means encourage you to throw your protectors into your opponent's
Leman Russ tanks just because you gave them bright lance, but they can certainly try to shoot or two of them when the Fire Dragons or Wraithguard get into position. Shuriken Catapult every Guardian comes stock may initially feel undervalued, with 12 ranges, 2 fired S4 weapons, which can be AP-3 if lucky favors you, but in the numbers you're fielding
Guardians in, they make shockingly effective blob mixers that can seriously lock goals or deter anyone by recklessly rushing into your territory. Heavy weapons platform charging options: As noted, each of the 10 guards per unit allows them to take a heavy weapon, up to two. The standard fee is available to them, although they have to pay a small fee for the
platform itself in addition to the weapon. Shuriken Cannon: A great option for Guardians on the move, Battle Focus makes this the only heavy weapon that allows defenders to run and gun without penalties. Ideal for Biel-Tan lists. Scatter Laser: The cheapest choice is also solid. The long-range anti-GEQ firepower works pretty well with the big Guardian
guards, especially if you go big enough for a couple of them. Starcannon: A mid-range choice for mid-range units, Starcannon cuts out some of the all-or-nothing attitude your shuriken guns have on armor. A good additional choice against meq armies, but unless your protectors are close enough to give their firepower as well, don't expect it to drain forces on
its own. Bright Lance: If points to save and if you plan to take hanging and defending key places, a bright lance is good if the pricey choice promotes firepower against monsters and reservoirs. You can also push these to hit 2+ Ulthwé for Guardian Defenders, but you could argue that AML would be a better choice. Aeldari Missile Launcher: Same price as a
bright blanket, although much more flexible. In addition to acting decently against both individual heavy targets and groups of small paints, Guardian Defenders is undeniably getting the most out of this weapon than anyone else who can take it (namely Ulthwé targets). The discipline of black patrons always gives reliable accuracy to most other units (even
Dark Reapers), which can't quite be compared to, and Starshot Missile offers a clutch fly-to-fly option that can strike death wounds on objects in the air. Their exceptional range also makes them fantastic backlines for the Guardians, who operate deep hammers or objective defenders so they can give something cross-field. Storm Guardians: They're faster
and they can rush out of Wave Serpents, so they suck a little less than 7th. Unfortunately, they are in a rather niche unit outside of some very specific roles. They are the cheapest option to get Fusion Guns and Flamers on the board, and 48 points per 8-Tonttu group are the cheapest way to fill the brigade section, so they have it. Unfortunately, they lost their
high initiative, and nothing compensated for it, other than being able to fire their decent pistols in a melee. And their nicely crafted Aeldari blades are..... different, now you can roll the misses again, which would be something that would be amazing in almost any unit other than the one that got them... One ni9 they have at Codex is the cheap bodyguard unit in
ulthwé's department. With the Guardian's exclusive layerings, they are more accurate than the Aspect Warriors and stay decent enough with warlock to help them, so they can compete with other Aeldar melee options, but the support they need can be better served in other units. Like the Aspect Warriors, who do the actual killing. However, if we also consider
allies: Wyches is definitely better for tarpitting and is only a little more expensive, and troupes is by far the better choice for real melee, although you can easily field 2 Storm Guardian teams at the same cost. Weapon options: With the exception of the Shuriken Pistol, any storm protector can choose either a chain term or an aeldari blade. Two out of eight
Storm Guardians, on the other hand, can take one of two specialty bags and probably serve as the primary reason for even taking these guys. Aeldari Blade The default blade, which is complete rubbish. The only advantage it offers is that it allows Storm Guardians to re-roll failed hits Since this is definitely worse than just getting another attack, never take
this. Chainsword Completely free update giving Storm Guardian the Guardian Attack. Always take this. A flame, one of exactly two units in the entire Craftworld codex with access to the bog standard flame. One or two of these in the standard unit is actually quite useful against GEQ armies. Their range works fine with the rest of the team's shuriken pistols
and serves pretty well as a prelude to the charges and against them. Fusion Gun serves the exact opposite purpose to the Storm Guardian flame. Similar to taking a bright blanket or AML to the Guardian Defender team, you take these to complement your existing powers rather than replace them, as the Storm Guardian group as a whole is unlikely to give to
the items for which the fusion weapon is designed. In addition, these weapons can become expensive pretty quickly and packing S. Guardians with them can undo one of the biggest outlets: dirt cheap prices. On the plus side, Ulthwé S. Guardians can take advantage of its unique layer +2 to hit fusion weapons, which even Fire Dragons doesn't quite match.
Power Sword (Legends) A kind of special weapon to itself, only two models per group can take a power sword instead of their aeldari blade. The AP is nice, but every sword-using model gets only one attack on the S3 in turn. Skip this. Dire Avengers: 11 points per model, they may seem like an overpriced guardian unit, but their increased range, better
overwatch, better saving and unique Exarch options open up for a number of interesting uses. They are usually considered a Jack-of-All-Trades unit that can be tailored to your specific needs by choosing the appropriate Exarch option. In most cases, they excel at disrupting slower melee units by constantly advancing back from the enemy and keeping their
distance at the age of 18. And even if they get caught, their overwatch is nothing to laugh about (remember the grenades, so if your opponent is 6 away when you load...). Don't forget Exarch's 4++ invulan, which could potentially refuel high AP shots. There are many ways to get these guys, including: a 10-man group on Wave Serpent, possibly supported by
Guide, Doom, Jinx or Reveal, that clears out any goal of soft targets or a small MEQ unit. If you want fielders, take two of these! A group of 5 men who share a snake with a small unit of fire dragons to kill passengers for transport that dragons are just melting. A group of 10 men who, along with the Avatar, strike directly at the enemy, who take care of large
targets, while the Avengers keep him free of tarpaulins. An arbitrary-styling group that stays in your backline to protect your fire pit and fend off deep-hitting enemies. A group of 5 men with 55 points fills the brigade's section. Exarch Powers: Dire Avengers Exarchs is by default a Battle Fortune talent that gives them more than 4 invulnibles This can be
exchanged for one of the following powers or you can pay CP 1 for one specific Dire Avenger Exarch exarch Get on and take one of the following. Bladestorm When the exarch is part of the unit, all off-the-grenade weapons will take an additional hit on 6 unaltered hits. It may prove a little handy, especially with bigger teams or Exarchs dual-use ASCs.
Answer +1 to hit (and stack with it), even on Overwatch (where it works well, unlike real converters). Offensively, this is the best force in the bunch (Avenging Strike would be better if you could reliably lose only a few members, but it's challenging compared to losing one or many). Defend the forces that follow the exarch with this power opponent to reduce
the wound rolls made against them by 1 melee weapons. Basically free, continuous Enervate debuff (which can be stacked with Enervate on -2 wound rollers). Since Exarch can actually participate in melee to a reasonable degree, this is not a bad feature to take on objective defenders waiting for company. Stand firm Moral integrity for a group that includes
exarch with this power. Like, if you pass all moral tests automatically, don't throw the dice. Another decent talent used for maximized teams but somewhat overshadowed by other abilities you can take here instead - and why take on a team of 1,10 10 tons when you can take 25 group of 10 stats? Martial Adept This exarch's WS/BS is 2+. A pretty good
quality that's good for either ranged or melee exarchs. Valuable few troop choices in the game can get built-in BS/WS 2+ plenty of access to hit rerolls and performance buffing psychic forces you have. If you stay in a wide-ranging battle, this is going to be worse than Bladestorm, which is functionally BS2 + for the whole unit; Just take this if you're really going
to get into a melee or you're obsessed with exarch's grenade. Shredding fire All non-grenade weapons fired by this Exarch receive AP-3 all the time, losing a critical hit with ap-3's Rule 6 wound roll. This is generally terrible because even in a 5-ttu unit, the targets are few and far between where this beats Bladestorm, as this only polishes Exarch's shots, not
the team's. Avenging a blow When your exarch is alive and the group itself has taken at least one victim, you add one each model to the hit and wound rollers. This is also a very good force; you will invariably lose at least one model of your units as the battle progresses and these roller enthusiasts will be looking for all the attacks that each remaining model
will make. The only downside is also the upside: your opponent would rather not leave the injured team alive, so be prepared for this to turn into a real force, which is that Dire Avengers can control your opponent's flow. Since you also get +1 in the wound, this means that the rending effect of 6s also triggers 5s. Exarch Weapons: Your Dire Avenger Exarch
has arguably the most flexible download choices among other perspective warriors. If you don't want to spend extra points on him, he's just packing around. Around. The vigilante shuriken catapulted just like his less obsessive relative. Two vigilante Shuriken Catapults: Just how it sounds, Exarch simply uses two ASCs. Since you double his Ranged output by
a few 3 points, you almost always want to take this to any standard load. Because they count as two individual weapons (not dual connections), you can select separate items for each ass, so it's for him as well. Power Glaive and Shuriken Pistol: Shave six and a half shots from your Ranged weapon, but get a power axe equivalent. There is decent use when
up against GEQ/MEQ, but is undeniably better than Diresword or even just sticking to shuripults. Power Glaive and Shimmershield: Completely give up all exarch ranged weapons in exchange for a teamwide 5++ invulverible save. A pricey upgrade that is now significantly more attractive to Exarchs by giving up the invulnerable except for one of their great
new powers. Because these forces work, ideally you don't want the Exarch group to refuel shots unnecessarily, and this will give your other meat protectors at least some guaranteed protection to compensate. Diresword and Shuriken Pistol: Sacrifice a little of your firing power again to get a force sword equivalent that is AP-2, but slaps the mortal wound in
addition to all the damage treated with the wound roller 6. Since Exarch is naturally an S3 and should have rolled 5 or 6 just to wound most MEQ units anyway, this is a reasonably decent load for Exarchs, which you expect to be on the front line. Season this with a wizard who throws either Shelter or Strengthen Him, or pose with the Asurmen more
effectively to hit enemies in a melee. Rangers: Deep Striking Snipers, who can target signs regardless of limitations. Awesome. They also get 3+ Clay on the cover and with everything that shoots at them there is -1 BS to hit, which means they can be a nightmare to get rid of, especially if they are Alaitoc and/or Warlock is nearby. Sniper units all play an
essential Character Hunting role in the 8th Edition, and are fantastic units that spread out to deny your opponent the ability to Deep Strike exactly where they want them to be, so these guys are a strong contender in any of your troop slots, regardless of Craftworld. They are 12 points per model, making each group of 5-Lying 60 points. Remember, snipers
don't kill Ork Warboss alone, but they can kill the Pain Boy who's him, or snubb that the commissioner keeps the conscript block from breaking it for a second when your Wraithguard or Shadow Spectres open for them. Note: Since heavy weapons no longer snap shooting on the go, and Rangers also have pistols (if you need to use Battle Focus), these guys
are much more mobile than you might think. They're now the best unit in the brigade's department to get them. command points. Deployment: If there are larger ruins on your desk, be sure to place one or more And let the Rangers show up over there. Perfect for trolling slow, ground-bound armies. Dedicated Transport[edit] Wave Serpent: All those snakes
you really didn't get 6. It is still the most survivable Grav-Tank, but now by a larger margin: in addition to its extra wound compared to its shorter brothers, the old Snake Shield now reduces several damage results by 1 (at least 1). Launching it (and disabling the shield in the process) basically automatically gives smite psychiatic power. Any weapons load you
slap on it is useful, whether it's the cheap triple Shuriken Cannon for some Bladestorm goodness or Bright Lances hunting tanks (don't forget to take the Crystal Targeting Matrix if you choose a heavy weapon), you won't be disappointed. Currently only 28 points, Twin Starcannons is a good choice to scare the hell out of TEQs and Primaris Marines. Missile
launchers are as versatile as ever and Scatter lasers pose a good threat to all types of infantry. So take what your army needs. Did we mention that it's our most important transport? The one who brings the Fire Dragons to his Banshees and Wraithguard targets? Figure Approved 2018: One of the few Craftworld units to get a point increase instead of a
decrease, but only 13 points. And let's be real, they kind of deserve it. Weapon charging options: Aalto snakes have a fairly simple range of weapons that are easy to install on the base. Like all other Falcon-based tanks, it has an understretched double-bandaged shuriken catapult that can be replaced with a single shuriken cannon. As it is dedicated to your
transportation, it will indufy some more specialized and unique weapons in exchange for two heavy weapons. The only real drawback of these double weapons is that they are counted as a single weapon; Even if they're only two heavy guns tied together, they both have to jump into the same unit when they fire. Twin-Linked Shuriken Catapults Your default
underslung gun has its purpose in those Falcons that are going to get closer to the enemy to drop the Aspect Warriors and is the best choice for Wave Serpents who want to keep it cheap. The wound potential of this is quite comparable to that of a cannon and honestly is better unless you want to drive triple tummos into range and strength syergy. No, no,
no. Upgrading Shurike's Cannon Underslung weapon to shuriken cannon is usually not necessary, as Wave Serpent often tries to get close to dropping aspects of its payload or Wraith melee units on enemy lines. If you're going to take Wave Serpent to act primarily as a durable tank that doesn't take up your precious heavy support holes, then the cannon's
extra range over the catapults is certainly welcome. The twinned version installed in the turret is an excellent and reasonably priced choice for transporting units Because you can still give them their firepower even as you progress. It fits perfectly into the undercot. Twin Scatter Laser Cheapest and best anti-GEQ selection, the twin scatter laser allows you to
detonate 8 S6 shots in range that exceeds all the shuriken variant available. Even though the precision dip comes from constant movement, the rate of fire alone still helps make a dent in any infantry you pass by. Twin Starcannon Good middle of the road option, twin starcannon seems a little sparse compared to other options in this slot. However, being a
twinning gives it a serious boost, as 4 S6 AP-3 shots practically eliminate all the MSU MEQ teams you come across, and undercut catapults/cannons are able to clean up the rest of what's left. Twin Bright Lance A good choice that gives Wave Serpent a pretty powerful tank block/monster option functional price. It works pretty nicely as a tank/transport box if
you're transporting around Banshees/Wraithblades and you can give the novice Fire Dragons/Wraithguard an extra push, if what they were trying to blow up, managed to cope with their efforts. However, it faces pretty fierce competition from two AML's. Twin Aeldari Missile Launcher If you have points, dual AML is your most flexible choice and it's certainly
worth considering if you can afford it. Either 2 S8 shots or 2D6 S4 shots allow Wave Serpent to threaten a wide range of targets. It also allows Wave Serpent to double its passenger's focus (such as anti-tank fire dragons or anti-horde Howling Banshees) or help mask their shortcomings (such as the use of 2D6 shots against this 2D6 shot by a 10-man Scion
team, which fell from Taurox Prime your dragons just opened up) Vehicle upgrade options: Your wave snake and its sister tanks are the only ones that really have a choice of vehicle updates. Unlike most of these tanks, most of these are really useful for Aalto snakes and require a look if the dots allow. Crystal Targeting Matrix Fantastic selection that allows
wave serpent to close without compromising on utter accuracy. Probably a necessary snake that carries Aspect Warriors around, although don't take this if you're just going to stick to shurike weapons. Soul Stones Wave Serpents, which is a defensive tank that potentially carries cargo at a higher value than it is, definitely wants to buy these if possible
(especially if you use Iyanden or Aletic). Serpent Shield pairs with these as it reduces the number of FNP reels you have to do against anything that deals with damage to more than 1 tank. Star Engines Nifty but slightly unnecessary update. Wavestiles already have a pretty good movement on their own, but these can help them close the distance to their
destination much faster because of their riders. Just consider sticking with shuricannons if you are with this update so that it can: Fire all your weapons as you advance. Vector engines are similar to star engines. They stack well with them, Snake Shield and a feature of Alaitoc, making the snake even harder to bring down. Taking advantage of these
effectively limits the loading of the weapon into shuricannons if you really want to get the snake to give firepower. Elites[edit] Bonesinger (Legends) no longer legends because it has dots for CA19: Psyker, who knows only Smite but can repair friendly vehicles &lt;craftworld&gt; and wraith builds for 1d3 instead of emcating Smite in the psychic phase.
Significantly worse than most models that are able to fix because they don't give up their psychic power to do so (of course, it's because this is the only psychic repairman model in the game), and worse than most models capable of repairing infantry because it can't raise the dead, but is one of the very rare (Cawl is another) model that can repair both
vehicles and infantry. It is also the only form of healing support that Aeldari receives (because there is no longer a battle renewal run). Another advantage it has over other repair units is that it can still throw the usual smite when nothing needs patching, which is not a bad thing. At 55 points, you need to decide carefully whether the field should use the same
points for more stuff. It's definitely better than a wizard and as big as Spiritseer when it comes to Smite casting, but takes one of your very crowded Elite slots. It does not have a weapon, but its basic melee weapon causes 1d3 damage for any reason. With the power of the S3 base and 1 offense, if Bonesinger's in a melee, you must have screwed up
somewhere. If you take wraithlords or wraithknights and I'm not Iyanden (although Iyande's lists can hardly say no to the hijack if you're on the field with something wraith), consider making room for one of these on your list priority. Because of his price tag, make sure you have a cheap screening unit or two (such as Rangers or Dire Avengers) so that if the
Wraith units he follows are focused down, he still has someone to squat in the back. If you take one to babysit Wraithknight, you should always take Faolchu's wing to stay with them. Unfortunately, Bonesingers' short time in the sun has come to an end. They have been sidelined under Warhammer Legends, so the official competition game is no longer
supported. Worse still, all this except guarantees that they will not get a re-release of plastic. That's quite interesting because Bonesingers received a significant points deduction in chapter Approved 2019 despite their presence in Legends (which also drives old point values for it). Aspect Warriors[edit] Fire Dragons: Although changes have been made to
Meltaguns and Fusion weapons, Fire Dragons remain the same reliable anti-tank Aspect Warriors. Now you see that car, FWOOOM, You. They haven't changed much. they are still &lt;/craftworld&gt; &lt;/craftworld&gt; awesome vehicle and monster hunting aspect warriors who get to re-roll 1s to wound vehicles and monsters in the shooting phase, plus
Exarch reels in 1s to hit. As always, Fuegan gives this buff to all friendly Fire Dragons inside 6. They used to have a tough race with the Wraithguard for this, and while they still do, they have the advantage of being cheaper and easier to put in transportation. The tactic is simple: push them inside the means of transport, throw them up next to something big
and pull the trigger. If they're somehow alive at the next turn, leave and move on. Autarchs. Impressively excellent choice. Keep in the way that they're 25 points per model, including gear, so you really can't throw these away. Unless Exarch is carrying a flame (see below), it's usually easier not to throw a riot bomb, but if you can bother to remember this, the
bomb is better only against T8+ vehicles, and the advantage of the T8 is vanishingly small. It is also better whenever the target remains 2 or 1 wound. Fire and Fade is an excellent way to get these guys under cover after blowing up their target. Exarch Powers: Vanilla Fire Dragon Exarchs gets crack shot bonus, letting them roll 1s again from their hit rolls.
However, trade this or pay CP 1 to choose one of these other benefits instead/in addition. The unit involved in Dragon's Bite The Exarch can change its fusion gun specific to Pistol 1 at the beginning of the filming phase. Basically rubbish because you or your opponent usually have no interest in staying in close combat until the pistols come out. Tank Killer
Your Exarch can throw again one of the damages the attack has done with Fire Pike, but only against VEHICLEs. It helps to get the most out of that gun, even though it's not an ideal weapon. Very anti-synergistic - outside the melta area, it helps your damage less than Melta, and in the melta area it has a dwindling yield. Burning Fists turns your exarch into a
minifuegan. Their melee gun gets ap-2 D2 and re-rolls the wound. A decent choice of very likely melee opportunity for your exarch will meet. Quick step As exarch's unit advances, roll 3D6 and discard which 2 results you don't like. Very convenient to get close enough to do your job and possibly get out somewhat safely. This should usually be the default - it's
the only Exarch force you can take that helps the unit do the work you took it to do. The Wall of Fire Your Dragon's Breath flame, which uses Exarch, can give up its overwatch shot against the charging unit and roll 1d6. An enemy unit that charges over the age of 2 takes D3 death wounds. In particular, there seems to be no limit to the range of flame 8, and
nothing really can deny the wounds of death guaranteed by border openings. Burning Heat Unit Exarch Forces Enemy Melee Attackers to Reduce 1 in melee in melee Units. Basically, Banshee's War Cry ability and a pretty good defensive advantage stacking for Drain and Lightning reflexes if you want to go that route. Exarch Weapons: Fire Dragon Exarchs
has a couple of page choices they can only take if the basic fusion weapon doesn't quite pack enough heat for you. Fire Pike Pay 3 extra points and switch base fusion weapon +6 range, which has +3 improved damage range too. This was really nice on the 7th. Due to the 8th edition wounding rules, it is not even needed. you have to ask yourself if it's really
worth an extra 3 points? The short answer is no; You should tie up the whole unit to kill things, so you shouldn't attack things over 12 to begin with, and the 6.01-9 band damage enthusiast isn't worth the points, full stop. Dragon's Breath Flamer Replace your fusion weapon with a heavy flame without a point change. Used to be an infuriating weapon for
certain Ynnari Alpha Strike buildings that took advantage of Cloudstrike on July 7. It is more of a utility weapon that is criminally undervalued. It also prevents counter-charges against Fire Dragons, whose value really can't just be dismissed. Remember, exarch can still throw riot bombs, so you haven't given up all your bet. Exarch's crack shot (and Battle
Focus) is not about the flame, and the riot bomb doesn't roll wounds against monsters, besides just 4 ranges. This means that the flame is often worse than the fusion weapon it replaces - against TEQ, for example, in the shooting phase, even in the 6.01-8 band. Often with a fusion gun, it's better, and countercharging can be stopped while there's something
else, like the wave wrap these guys rode in with, charging any counter chargers. Howling Banshees: Insanely fast shock troops of your glass cannon. Howling Banshees is the fastest non-flying infantry with a standard movement of 8 and the ability to advance and charge like your clown cousin, with a supplement bonus of 3 to their fee if the banshees
progressed. This, combined with their overwatch immunity, makes them a fantastic spearhead unit that can tie enemy models when your slower, more vulnerable units get into position. Offensively, each regular banshee has 2 attacks on each, which is armed with Power Swords (and Shuriken Pistols, but whatever). But this is where they start to struggle.
While your banshes have a good AP because of their power swords, S3 arms waving them means that unsuppoled banshees just wound GEQ targets with an underpowered 4+ and MEQ/TEQ 5+. Defensively, Howling Banshees also finds that they lack contact with T3 and 4+ savings and one wound per model, which makes them very for most armies.
However, this is before you start to take into account their Exarch and RoB support. A clearing target bound by a team led by Exarch suffers a -2 hit attribute, which may well make underrated defense stats completely irrelevant in combat. In addition, empowered banshees easily crack through GEQ units and can more reliably go toe toe with MEQ/TEQ goals.
Plus, they can do all this much cheaper than your other melee units, but if you want them to do more than just turn off the gun lines, they need wizard support to do so. Banshees can use the option of Scorpions to shut down the enemy's fearsome fire support unit. With just 1CP, you can use Webway Strike to place a banshees unit near that devastator group
and bypass Overwatch. However, they do not benefit from a +3 download distance as they could not proceed. For obvious reasons, Banshees is excellent at quickly closing static weapons lines. Keep in the way that the salty tears of a Tau or IG player bottled can get a high price in Commoragh. Exarch Powers: Howling Banshee Exarchs defaults to War
Cry's ability, saffling -1 hit converter enemies in a melee with them. They can replace this with one of these six alternative forces (or you can use the exemplary floor of the Banshee Shrine to keep War Cry on top of one of these.) Graceful Avoidance Your Exarch's unit receives a free 5+ FNP against melee attacks. I assume this can be linked to War Cry,
Drain and Lightning-Fast Reflexes as particularly challenging to kill the banshees unit, but you're giving up a significant amount of potential attacking expertise to do this. Piercing Strike For Exarchs with executioners, whenever they fight, you can drop their total attacking power by 1, but add +3S and deal with a steady 3 damage per hit. This turns exarch into
a hell MEQ/TEQ butcher with a side consy of character hunting. If you take an executioner, you might as well consider singing this to your exarch for getting added oomph. Jain Zar's ability went into this. At the start of the battle, Exarch can choose enemy model 1 inside and reduce their attack feature to 2, at least 1. This works in every model, from the
lowest guards to the cheekiest imperial knight. This is a great tool for suppressing key battle figures (especially if several exarchs swarm that model) and can make your Banshoes an extreme tarpit unit. Rotating blades Exarch adds 1 to their attack feature, 2 if they use Mirror Swords. A solid force that turns your exarch into mini-Jain Zar, but doesn't really
help the rest of his squad. Strike Your Exarch's unadvered impact rollers 6 in a melee cause a fatal wound on top of other damage. This means that Exarch treats at least one mortal wound during the battle round by about 42% up to 53% if you use Mirrorswords. Mirrorswords. pretty decent power, although significantly more limited and situational compared
to others on this list. Nerve-breaking screaming When Exarch and his team successfully load up an enemy group (or teams), roll D6. At the age of 4 years, choose enemy unit 1 and share D3 fatal wounds with them. In fact, quite a good force because your banshoe tends to struggle to fail in charging, given their crazy mobility. Exarch weapons: Howling
Banshee Exarchs also has a collection of exotic blades to swing if the basic power sword just doesn't quite cut it. Executioner Pay 3 points to upgrade the force sword to +1S D1d3. S4 is a nice break point to hit because you're going to load infantry only with high armor to spare anyway, but Mirror swords are actually better in practice because the unit does
most of the work, and they're stuck on the S3 - and Empower Warlock hands, it's usually not worth taking. The exarch power of the piercing punch gives it a useful nich as a character/TEQ killer, as the bump of a flat D3 hitting the S6 directly kills the Terminators, the Primaris Marines and a very potentially unlucky figure. This makes the banshees a bit of a tax
on exarch, as they do little to promote the kind of fight that exarch is fighting. Mirror swords Free upgrade, mirror swords drop exarch's shuriken pistol in addition to the power sword. While this causes his AP to drop to -2 as well, it allows him to re-roll all the failed hit rolls in a melee. Discount for banshee exarch this is probably the preferred choice, especially
if the team is thrown into GEQ-type infantry blockbusters. Customized squirming blades exarch power, admits exarch 5 attacks when using mirror swords! Triskele Now officially supported plastic banshees! With six points, you can trade your Power Sword for a gun with 1 fewer AP, but it can be thrown as an Assault 3 shooting attack instead of firing a pistol.
Ends up a little worse than a sword in a melee because you've paid 2 points more and reduced the AP by 1. Suffice to say that it is completely better than a pistol, since it has triple shots and the usual AP-2 instead of AP-3 only 6+. Oddly enough, triskele is considered an S4 for ranged attacks, while its melee profile is an S user (S3), so it is more effective in
carrying than in combat. While this makes it perfect for softening enemies with a charge, it finds itself underperforming compared to all other options in real melee. Considering the melee is the focus of banshee's point of view... Make it what you want. Too bad you can't replace the pistol with this, so you might want to think more freely. Striking scorpions:
Deep Striking brawler unit, Striking Scorpions are able to bury unit S4 hits with their shuriken pistols and scorpion chainwords. Exarchs benefits the advantage of getting an extra attack hit roller 6+ (which can't proc another such attack if it's also 6+). In particular, this can benefit from Scorpio's team-wide +1 bonus of hitting things for cover, which helps not
only pistols and grenades - units remain protected in the Fight phase, they not only get the benefit of it, so +1 also applies in melee. While your scorpion has more than 3 armor to help against most conventional fires, they lack the protection your Banshees has from overwatch or revenge melee hits. This means that the hitting scorpions require a significantly
finer approach than other melee infantry, especially if you strike deep into enemy lines. However, if/when they do it for battle, their higher internal strength will help them wound targets more easily than banshees can sans warlock support, which is further replenished by each model of Mandiblasters; special weapons that go out at the beginning of the battle
before the attacks. This includes before enemy charges or abilities that allow the enemy to attack first! While the direct roll of 6 for them makes them relatively unreliable, the possibility of dealing with mortal wounds to your enemies for free is nothing to sneeze at. At 45 points for a bare-bones team, they're reasonably cheap for what they do best: teasing
backline cannonmen or bare figures. Keep in the way that they are very vulnerable in a Ranged game and can easily be wiped out if they miss the position. Exarch Powers: Striking Scorpion Exarchs uses Sustained Assault power by default, which give an extra offense over a 6-6-0 hit with attacks created this way, not triggering that force. Certainly a good
force, but you might want to consider trading it or paying CP 1 for one of these other great talents instead. Stalker As long as Exarch and his unit are fully on or protected, enemies will suffer -1 to hit the converter for their attacks on them. Currently, this means that Striking Scorpions can now also reach -4 beat the modifier just like their other Warp Spiders
and Shadow Spectres. Crushing blow Exarch gets +2 power. S10 Scorpion Claw hits anyone? Grasp Your Scorpion Claw of the Scorpion treats the mortal wound with, among all other lesions, the unconcilable wound rollers of 6. Not a bad choice in any way, mortal wound fishing is a major reason to take scorpions after all. Ambush Exarch and his group to
win Always Fight First while being fully off-road or off-road with features or cover. Your scorpion probably has more opportunities to take advantage of this mechanic than other units, as it's much easier to harass your enemies into nearby environments where ideally you want scorpions to stick. However, the situation is still topical. Withdrawal From Exarch
and his unit may fall back to 6 as if it were theirs at the end of the battle phase. This is how your scorpions rush in, shoot their mandiblasters, slap your face a little and then bounce back moderately. Reasonably. before your enemy has a chance to cut them off or surround them. Just remember not to take this when using attributes or layers that can do this
anyway. Scorpion's Sting Your Exarch and his unit's mandiblasters add one to their rolls and go over 5. Doubling down on these opportunities is no joke and is certainly one of the better choices for more general lists. Exarch weapons: The hitting scorpion exarchs have a surprisingly diverse range of weapons and weapons that can provide quite a stab at
various enemies. Scorpion claw buffed codex and is a 100% option again! Pay 12 points to change your pistol S*2, AP-3 D3 damages Power Fist. It no longer has the penalty to hit, so you're waving a full WS and your hits can explode without buffs or Shadowstrike. When Exarch drops his pistol for this, he can't promote firepower in battle. Since the default of
the Scorpion Chains does not admit further attacks, there is never any reason not to choose this instead in battle. The biting blade gives a 1-point improvement to S, AP and D with 8 points - easily worth it against almost all goals. Not a bad choice at all, especially against 2 wound models and a character. Very few of the things you send against the Scorpions
are T10, so Strength 5 is always a nice break point to hit. A cheaper option (if you only want one gun update) that allows you to keep your pistol. And who doesn't love a weeb like a hell of a BFS? Chainsabres - Legends Have your Exarch throws away his chained snald and pistol so he can unleash his inner Ork and dual-use shooting collats that shoot
intersized dakka. These are great 8. First of all, you now have another pistol instead of giving it up. Second, add +1A. Costs a total of 12 points and Eldar has several tricks to make dice explode at 5+ or even 4+. If you're fighting infantry instead of assassinating characters, this is your choice. Unfortunately, since they are exclusive to the index, they are not
allowed to benefit from Biel-Tan's shuriken weapons enthusiasts, even though they act exactly like one. Modeling Note: Need chainsabres? Cut off the right hand of the bite blade and use Exarch's Chainsword with it for dual-use Chainswords. More shuriken pistols and green stuff and you'll be ready. Shadow Spectres (Forge World): For an army known for
extreme specialisation, Shadow Spectres is strangely flexible in what they can do. 10 move with a FLY keyword that allows them to ignore the terrain/units gives these guys excellent mobility for both offense and defense. Offensively, Shadow Spectres can unleash surprising amounts of medium-strength firepower with their prism rifles. Coherent mode has a
reasonable range with a respectable S6 AP-3 that lets it burn meq/ through, while the degradation mode acts exactly as a pregnant flame; D6 Autohitting S5 AP-1 shots shred GEQ targets and can harder targets with massive armor/invuln savings. Shadow Spectres can take advantage of Battle-Focus to get into position and take advantage of either of these
two fire modes. Defensively, Spectres has a decent 3+ to save the Warp Spider and the Dark Reaper brothers enjoy, but that's something they don't really get their endurance for. The built-in Holo field gets all the attacks on the Spectres to take a -1 hit penalty in any area that stacks pretty fantastically for Alaitoc Spectres and can be supplemented with
Conceal RoB and Lighting Fast Reflexes to give an amazing -4 hit converter against shooting! While this level of hit shenanigans may encourage some opponents to try to get Spectres melee (which, to be honest, is a notable weakness for Spectres), the fresh MSU Spectre team can shoot off 3D6 autohitting S5 overwatch shots; severely punishing
opponents who are trying to get close. If they survive or ignore overwatch, they will still suffer from the mild impact penalties that the holocent (and possible Drain castings) will incur, while the surviving Spectres can simply leave the fight to your next stage of movement and light them with all sorts of fire. With 23 points, they can get to the expensive side, but
they can easily earn their points back against the armies focused on the infantry. Shadow Spectres, a unit of Forge World, certainly seems to have got into the abyss with Phoenix Rising. Unless frequently asked questions or a sheet of rules are published to them later, they are the only Aspect Warrior entity that doesn't get a selection of credentials for their
exarch. Even the Crimson Hunter Exarch got them. This stings all the more when they are also the only infantry-based aspect that Exarchs actually pays extra points for the field and actually needs to be bought at Forge World separately from the unit they should be running. At least the shadow spectrum is good enough on their own, they don't really need
Exarch. If you want a fear bubble, it's better than exarch's version. Exarch Weapons: Shadow Spectre Exarchs is quite a terrifying choice. I'm serious, even though I'm the only Aspect Warrior Exarch that actually pays extra points, none of his weapons offer anything noteworthy that a basicprisma rifle can't compete (if not completely better). If you take an
exarch, it's probably both from the extra wound and the moral roll debuff he causes to close enemies. Prism Blaster Spike pays 33-38 in exchange for losing 6 ranges, a point from ap and Heavy Flamer mode, but on average doubles the damage to the one-shot status. While this may match the damage to the rest of your team in total (if you roll well), it's not
worth the lost AP, range and Diffuse mode. Stay with the prism rifle. Haywire Launcher The Shadow Spectre's response to metal-BAWXes threw its way; 35), and it is a 24 Heavy 1d3 S4 AP-1 weapon that packs a 4+ and D3 fatal wound roller on the wound roller 6+ on top of all the other damage it can cause to the target site. Considering how cheap it is for
updates, you can really consider it. But considering that the extra 6 ranges are basically worthless because the rest of Shadow Spectres can't give toward that target in this area, and that both Prism Rifle modes are more likely to wound that vehicle (either from the volume of shots or from harder punches, higher AP shots) anyway, you might as well stick to
vanilla load. Moreover, there are much better options for handling tanks between Dark Reapers, Wraithguard, Fire Dragons, Fire Prisms and Bright Lance/AML than this weapon. Spirit Host[edit] Wraithblades: Angry Ghost Elves. Expensive and reassuringly scary heavy shock troops clocking 35 points per model. Like other Wraith units, they are very durable



by Eldar standards, but draw a lot of fire. Massed lasgun or bolter fire knocks them over, and Drukhari just see T6 just lovely (as is the tradition of WH40K, structures such as Wraith and Necrons are still susceptible to poison, even though walker vehicles are not). Like their ranged brothers, you want to put the unit's Double Cannon Wave snake, which has a
character supported, and then drop them next to a high value item, charge in transit to suck on Overwatch and watch the carnage un progress. Weapon charging options: Wraithblades has exactly two different melee weapon options depending on whether you want to equips them offensively or defensively. Ghost words Attack load as well as your cheapest
Wraith unit, ghost words provide an additional attack per model (3 bases, 4 charges) on the S6. Designed to overwhelm enemy units as the culmination of attacks, ghost words are excellent at slaughtering all the infantry they are deployed against, and if supported by Spiritseer, they can even make a dent in lighter vehicles through the amount of savings they
have to make. Wraithblades with ghost words need a wave mane to cart them around if you're going to get them into battle in your second round because they can't afford to take fire as they slowly foot it across the field. If the scores are particularly tight, you can try Webway Strike them on the drive to load the backline infantry, although likely to do this
charge immediately after the deep hitting is quite low. Ghostaxes Your defensive and most expensive Wraith infantry unit, ghostaxe Wraithblades struck harder with potentially more damage per swing than their ghostly tabbing variations. Why does this make them defensive instead of attacking? The additional strength of the axe is not quite enough to give it
greater vulnerability outside the T6/7 range than swords and lowered combined with fewer attacks on the model make it challenging compete with swords without broad psychological support. In return, Wraithblade enjoys a very comfortable 4+ + invuln recording, which can be enhanced with Protect for a 2+ / 3+ T6 unit with 3 wounds per model. Outside of
very heavy targeted fire or deadly wound spam, quite a lot doesn't break even the MSU group ghostaxe Wraithblades. Although they can take the risk of running across the field a little more than their ghost snams, the use of a wave snake is still highly recommended to get them into position. Wave Serpents also lets you more safely cart along spiritseer(s)
needed to complement Wraithblades' slightly inferior fighting skills, where a strange sniper may otherwise be able to sneak in. Try 10 Wraithblade arrangements with Ghostaxes, Spiritseer Quicken, two Warlocks with Protect and Enhance, one with Farseer fortune and what you want as another force, decorated with Khainen avatar. Alaitoc worked best to
protect them in their approach. It is absurdly difficult for the enemy to get rid of that unit that still destroys everything in close combat after losing half its strength. While it's certainly not cost-effective (about 1,000 points) and isn't recommended for tournaments, it's massive fun to play. A total of 4 movements, 2 advances and rerollable charging options are
quite high that you will reach a close battle in turn on 2 May. Wraithguard: Still as effective as 7. 38-43 points per model with T6 and 3 wounds, these guys are very tough and have a 3-foot firepower to boot. Their movement is quite slow, coming in 5 and missing Battle Focus, and their weapons have very short ranges, so get a wave snake to ride to. Add
Spiritseer/Autarch if you take wraithcannons and have a pretty nice little combination. They also have a pretty decent melee capability with the S5 AP-1 D1d3, albeit only on the A1. Weapons charging options: Just like wraithblades, Wraithguard teams can equip one of two weapons to deal with opponents at close range. Wraithcannons at Assault 1 S10 AP-4
D1d6, they are murder against heavy enemies and strip wounds from vehicles like crazy. However, keep in place that Fire Dragons are cheaper, are better suited to the transportation set and play much the same role, so they face some competition if you're tight on points. Alternatively, wraithcannons equipped with wraithcannons are fantastic candidates for
Webway Strike, able to drop by a key destination and unleash salvo on important backline destinations. Spiritseer, Autarch or Farseer help ensure that shots hit at home are always recommended. When in doubt, the default Wraithcannon will serve you well. Especially, unlike dragons, these guys are not only durable, but can fall back and then shoot; This is
usually not things they're good at murdering, but see below. D-Scythes Pays 5 points more per model to translate Into the flame: Assault 1d3 automatic hit, but only D1, and only 8. The net effect on damage is that you switch from 2.33 (after accuracy and after rolling the damage) to 2; moved to a standard roll once per model with the Codex, so variance is
now less of a problem, but you can no longer re-roll the entire unit for one command point. The injury difference is fantastic against Quantum Shielding, where they actually make a lot more wounds per point, and the increase in fire is easily worth it against hordries, but again dragons have better damage per point (here you would always take a heavy flame
with Exarch to compete); The Wraith field is that you can back out of battle and shoot anyway where D-Scythes really shines, because usually horddles try to stop you like this. 5/10/15 shots at a conscript or boy blog don't sound like much until you realize it's an average of 4.17/8.33/12.50 dead infantry plus additional morale casualties. Depending on the
leadership (4 for conscripts, 6 guards), you can end up causing a significant amount of damage in the Morality phase or forcing your opponent to burn some CP. Fast Attack [edit] Vypers: Highly resistant (by eldar standards) and a mobile heavy weapons platform with 16 movements, even with 20 maximum units. Can take any eldar heavy weapon in addition
to the double catapult (upgradeable cannon) it receives by default. It's a nice little unit, but the usual rules for moving around and advancing with heavy weapons apply unless you're Saim-Hann, who can move and shoot these with impunity regardless of the weapon, because they count as Bikers. In most other craft countries, they work quite well as an easy-
to-place heavy weapon tower that can quickly respond to various threats due to its flexible loading. Alternatively, you can get two double cannons for the Vypers five shuriken cannons Windriders, which are much less durable, so you have to take into account. It is also worth noting that Vypers does not suffer the same degrading statistics that other vehicles
have in taking damage. From Codex, they're both vehicles and bikers. Typically, you don't want one, but three: with shuriken cannons Biel-Tan or any heavy weapon Saim-Hann. Weapon charging options: As mentioned, Vypers is equipped with an undernourched double finger catapult, which can be upgraded to shuriken cannon if desired. However, the
main selling point would be a heavy weapon loaded into the gunman seat, which could be any of your five regular heavy weapons choices. Twin Shuriken Catapult Vyper's default weapon is the cheapest and weakest option. It puts a respectable four shots at close range, which Vypers can easily dart in and out, although maximum range 12 makes it
challenging to use together a much longer gun mounted on the turret other than Saim-Hann Vypers. Shuriken Cannon Ideal Ideal For Biel-Tan Vypers, two shuricannons per bike allow each model to churn a decent six S6 shots to pressure smaller MEQ/GEQ units. In other craft countries, updating the undercoat shuripult to a cannon will give you more reliable
extra firepower within range that is more in line with your second heavy choice of weapons. Saim-Hann Vypers may want to get rid of shuricannons altogether because their ability to move and shoot another heavy weapon with impunity could simply allow you to stay at a higher shooting rate, which the default twin shuripult offers at a lower price. Scatter
Laser GEQ gimper is properly synerged with a shuriken cannon for Vypers, which can act as a cannon and is the cheapest choice in heavy firepower. Going on this course means Vyper is struggling to get through tougher targets with good armor, but it's pretty effective in clearing regular infantry teams. Starcannon's MEQ murderer, starcannon, works very
well against most armored infantry because of its good AP values, range, decent fire rate and variable damage that allow it to cripple or directly kill multi-hulled models such as primaris marines or terminators. If other entities that use starcannons potentially struggle to wipe down MSU group MEQ or TEQ in one turn, 2-3 Vypers equipped with Starcannons
can center such teams down and use their underwear to complete survivors. Bright Lance Your Monster Mulcher returns through everything but armor. Once Vypers is priced as such, a unit of three can throw up the map and deal with horrific damage to enemy vehicles or monsters. A lucky shot with an underslung gun (preferably shuricannon to maximize
wounding potential against such targets with a safer breast) can also cause extra chip damage if (rather limited) bright lance shots fail to complete the target completely. Aeldari Missile Launcher Versatile weapon, AML can be very useful for setting hard/multifunctional firepower across the board. Honestly, this is probably the only weapon that may not be
recommended for your references. It has a double/quadruple selection of shuriken cannons/catapults, which somewhat prevents its use as a weapon line unit in addition to its extreme mobility, which encourages run-and-gun gaming style, which in turn punishes non-Saim-Hann Vypers with hit penalties. Windriders: Eldar jetbikes teams are back in fast attack
slot (although to be honest, with the new departmental rules, they don't even have to be troops anymore), costing 18 points per model with the default package. Windrider jetbikes find a nice balance; They are reasonably durable and blisteringly fast units that can Twin shuripults or shuricannons maximize speed, or can take Scatter Lasers to maximize each
model's medium-strength shots. They are excellent at filling Fast Attack slots cheaply and excellently in enemy positions with their speed and and Keyword. Special attention is paid to SAIM-HANN Windriders, who are much more effective when used in combination with Scatter Lasers because they lose penalties for moving heavy weapons. Alternatively,
Biel-Tan Windriders are excellent vectors that misuse shuriken spam with a bargain price tag. Weapon charging options: Windriders only have three options to choose from, all of which perform slightly similar roles. Adjust which craft world you run and whether you want them to play a leading role in your military or not. Twin Shuriken Catapult The default
pistol is probably the ideal choice for the average Windrider. Relatively short range is not too much of a problem as Windriders can fly quickly across the field and perform comparablely, if not better than a cannon against your more ideal targets. An excellent loading choice for Windriders just by filling the slots in the brigade's compartments. Shuriken Cannon
Interestingly, the Shuriken cannon is now your most expensive choice. The smaller number of shots means that while it hits the S6, it has a slightly lower kill potential against hordries than TSC and works in a relatively similar way against MEQ. However, it has its purposes; The 24's range greatly expands your range, while the potential AP-3 gives it a slightly
greater chance of wounding tougher targets with a lucky reel or two. In general, however, it may be best to choose one of the other two weapons. Scatter Laser The longest range weapon jetbikes can carry can also be the most temperamental. Its range allows you to simply get your Windriders camp back and blow up enemies downfield, although most
artisanal worldrs will suffer hit penalties if for any reason they have to reinvest. However, this is not a big problem and can be completely eliminated by running Saim-Hann if you so wish. Honestly, a solid choice against infantry-focused armies anyway and despite the fact that there is no AP, you can still try to deal with chip damage to heavier targets with
their fire rate. Wasp Assault Walker (Forge World): You know what doesn't suck? A war walker who strikes and flies. Retains the ground walker's charging configurations, 5++, can still become a squadron, as it still has a profile that doesn't break with the bonus Wound for good measure, Battle Focus, you name it. What do you want them to do? Shredded
infantry, murder tanks, hunt teq, harass sloppy characters... A wasp can do everything. All this, and not melee; Bounce out and keep shooting. As a rapid-attack unit, Wasp Walker is exceptionally durable (at least by eldar standards) and can bring in two heavy weapons from any selection for about the same price as a single Windrider team of course, your
load). In the Saim-Nnin sections, Vypers is more ideal because they are one of 3 biker units that benefit from moving heavy weapons without penalty and are a little cheaper for it. Alaitoc and Ulthwe are good for generic generic while shuricannon wasps enjoy Biel-Tan's re-roll support (although you have cheaper, more ideal shuriken platforms for the benefits
of the craft world). Gun download options: Despite being an exclusive of Forge World, Wasp Assault Walkers is just as standard as its ground-bound variant. As well as being simply a better War Walker, Wasp is also privileged not to export your controversial Heavy Support slots. You can mix and match these as you wish. Shuriken Cannon Decent choice for
Biel-Tan walkers, although it is somewhat ineffective compared to the Windriders or even the vanilla war walker for this role. I'm not saying it doesn't benefit greatly from Battle Focus and the ability to strike and ambush backline cannonmen, but when your walkers are able to strike deep outside the commissioning range, any of your biker units could have
easily rushed into position at their superior speed of motion. Scatter Laser Honestly quite a great choice for caring for infantry and probably your second most cost-effective scatter laser platform (excluding Saim-Hann wind pallets). Wasp's mobility and deployment options allow it to get to the ideal position of acting as a tower to pick up enemy lines, although
the usual problems with ap's lack and accuracy on the go are in place. Giving Starcannon These pairs to a wasp can make it an ideal executioner for smaller MEQ/TEQ teams such as beginners or attackers, while creating a decent threat to light vehicles, but the significantly reduced number of shots makes Wasp's fight against heavy vehicles or particularly
hard vehicles/monsters. While affordable weapons, you should probably field no more than one or two wasps equipped with starcannons if you want them to effectively earn back their points. Bright Lance Solid selection of wasps, kitting it out two of these allows it to effectively hunt for more difficult targets, as feared quite reliably. Like most units with access
to them, it faces some overlap with AML now because it costs the same, and should probably only be picked up over it if you expect heavy armies of vehicles/monsters. Aeldari Missile Launcher The most flexible, although the most expensive choice, AML can effectively balance geq/ MEQ targets and its D6 shots or vehicle/monster targets with its single D6
damage shot. Wasp can take advantage of this weapon's range alongside flexible deployment/movement to give it almost complete coverage on the battlefield. Hornet (Forge World): A fast and sturdy vehicle, the Hornet is basically a vyper: T6 8 Wounds without degrading statline keeps it in the field for a while, even a relatively continuous fire of peak
efficiency. This can be added to the pinch with the in-pack Lightning Assault which will result in a -1 hit penalty on units targeting the Hornet if it proceeds. Unfortunately, taking advantage of this disable 5/6 of their weapons for the rest of the turn, so external tricks only have to be done in relative emergencies. However, in a 50-point baseline, the ability to take
up to three Hornets per position makes them quite reasonable vectors for heavier firepower. Sading CTM into them really makes them the fastest and most accurate platform for such firepower available to you (with the usual warning about CTM penetration), and it should definitely be considered if you don't use Vypers under Saim-Hamn. Weapons charging
options: In addition to the standard number of heavy weapons available to most vehicles, the Hornets also have access to their own unique weapon; Probably the best in his arsenal. Shuriken Cannon Usually decent if subpar selection, the hilarious niq Hornet keeps the shuriken cannon is synergy it is a lightning attack. As the only weapon in the use of the
hornet, which can shoot after progression, taking these pairs is important for people who want to abuse the hornet's speed and natural defenses while providing some firepower. Without the psychic power of the guide or tag-a-long Autarch, you'll notice a pretty significant dip in hornet accuracy by playing this way. The Scatter Laser Scatter laser, as always, is
a great choice for handling infantry heavy lists, keeping total unit price tags relatively low, although like other standard heavy weapons, it is undeniably bigger than a pulse laser even in this regard. Starcannon Although starcannon is just over half the price of a pulse laser, in every respect it is completely in its order. Avoid taking this. Bright Lance Decent
Choice, anti-vehicle/monster Hornet, but it's probably worse than a pulse laser in most matches. Aeldari Missile Launcher The most flexible choice, AML can effectively balance GEQ/MEQ targets with its D6 shots or vehicle/monster targets in its one D6 damage shot. Like several options for the Hornet, it is quite underrated with a pulse laser due to the
variable and unreliable shot count and/or damage output of AML towards the shot. The Hornet Pulse Laser Hornet pulse laser, although expensive at 25 points per, is honestly the most attractive due to its excellent range, fire rate, fixed AP values and steady 2 damage, which allow it to slaughter GEQ, MEQ, TEQ, light vehicles and even slightly weaker
monsters in quick order. It can also prove effective against heavier goals due to its good strength and AP, all things to consider. Connect your device with CTM to make sure you stay on the same move. Vehicle upgrade options: As full-fledged vehicles, hornets are fully eligible for all vehicle upgrades. Of course, if several Hornets are taken in one place, they
all need to be updated in the same way as each other. Crystal Targeting Matrix Fantastic Choice to Help can move without compromising on accuracy. Accuracy. you have a score, you should definitely connect this pulse laser to the Hornet. Of course, since it removes the penalty for shooting the nearest target only after movement, note that positioning is
key. Soul stones Like most vehicles, hornets can appreciate the potential to ignore incoming wounds, but taking them can significantly increase the price of your Hornet, especially if they pack pulse lasers. Like literally all vehicles, do not take these if you use your hornets under Ulthwe. Star engines Nifty but largely unnecessary upgrade. Hornets are as fast
as they are, and in almost no case does the usual advance provide the extra speed they need. Vector engines Now this has the potential for a bit of funny cheese. Combining this with the Hornet's lightning strike from the back of a -2 hit debuff in units targeting the Hornet stacking up in Aaitoc's Fieldcraft attribute of -3 hits 12 or more. Use flash reflex straters
to exceed that debuff to the comical -4 hit set. This can ensure that the Hornet is almost untouched for rapid relocation, or you can drive two shuriken cannons into a zipper and hasty enemy units when all they can do is shake their fists at you. Just remember, if you run anything other than shuricannons and do this, your Hornet won't give you a finish. Aspect
Warriors [edit] Shining Spears: When you look at their stats, they look like Windriders shoelaces with +1 Ld, but they're more expensive. That's before you look at their special abilities and weapons, and the fact that they have to keep their more than 3 armor safe. You get an S6 AP 4 D2 gun (Exarch can upgrade to the S8 version basically with 2 extra points)
in addition to a double shuriken catapult, and 4+ invulnible except vs shooting, which allows some shoot, download, withdraw, shoot shenanigans that leaves Mon'Keigh raging. They have been greatly improved from the 7th Edition and can cause serious damage while charging, although their cost may be prohibitive. Always remember to shoot the twins with
shuriken catapults! They're easy to forget. To be honest, they are the hidden gem of the CW index and the limit in the op Ynnari list. The minimum unit is effectively immune to morale, and for 102 points you can either shoot any 28 off up to 6 damages (advancing and shooting then the Lances with impunity thanks to Battle Focus) or shoot and reliably load
any 22 off up to 20 damages. Even better with Warlock Skyrunner throwing Quicken, of course; Alaitoc warlord skyrunner can support them with a moral immunity bubble if you are worried about enlarging the unit. Make sure you blow up Sabaton every time you report a charge to these guys. You'll thank me later. These guys got a significant point drop in CA
2019, which seems fair considering that spears are now incomparablely worse than once Exarch Powers: Shining Spear Exarchs on Expert Hunter standard question credentials, giving them a wound reel against monster and vehicle units. Like others, you can replace or pair this force with this kind of force using a corresponding layer. Blademaster Your
Exarch's role model game does 3 damages. Generally speaking, hot garbage - situations where this is better than Star Lance paired with Lancer are so little that you might as well ignore them. Heartstrike Your Exarch's melee weapons give rise to a mortal wound on the unsized hit roll of 6, among all the other damage. Never take this - like Blademaster, this
will almost always behave like Lancer, but worse, waiting for you to take the Star Lance you should take. Lancer The Exarch delivers an extra hit with 6 unaltred hit rolls during laser/star lance use. Especially works by carrying and melee, and usually behaves like a +1 beat, with which it also stacks. This power and Star Lance should always be your choice
over Blademaster or Heartstrike; While it stacks with Expert Hunter, if you choose between them, Lancer is better against lighter targets and Expert Hunter is better against heavier ones. Skilled rider Exarch (and exarch only) is 3++ invulnible to save shooting against attacks (1 better than stock). The Warlock Skyrunner marking along the casting protection
gives Exarch a disgusting 2+ + invulnerable saving, bar possible tracking FAQs. From now on, nothing says you can't use a CP reyra on them. The downside is that you have to take pictures of Exarch to use this, so anything that gets through kills the most valuable member of the group. Swooping Dive When Exarch is alive, the entire unit adds 1 to all the
charging rollers made. Generally speaking, the best option available is because Shining Spears really wants to be in close combat to do his job. Retreating while Exarch is alive, the entire unit could fall at the end of battle phase 6 as if it were their stage of movement. Useless if your opponent falls back (or dies), so it's primarily useful when you're on the
receiving end of the charge, allowing you to functionally back off, shoot and then charge without CP or specialized release positioning instead of being forced to choose between falling and shooting or hanging out in a melee without a charging bonus for your strength. Alternative to take, this is far from the best Exarch force, as it allows you to move away
from the fight against opponents in the fighting phase to move the shoot and load normally in turn. Wrap spears around the enemy unit preferably one that poses no threat to them in battle, wait for their firing phase in battle, then at the end of their shift, support your unit without strings. Exarch Weapons: Great spear exarchs can trade their Laser Lance for
any of the ones below: Paragon Sabre Trap. It's going to cost the same. Like a laser tube, so it's practically free, but you just won't give up. shooting profile, you drop on S3 all the time and D1; The S3 is useless against Shining Spears' main targets, Monsters and Vehicles. Exarch's rolling wounds against your main target, and Aeldari isn't hungry for hitters
anyway, so what's the point? Exarch already has a lot of attacks on the head of the unit, so you want to improve the quality of your Exarchs offenses, which leads to: Star Lance Pay 2 more points for blown laser lance with S8 on charge and shooting. The minimum unit is still 2 laser lancea and star lance, but you have 4 laser hits and 3 star hits in close
combat. Easily worth it. Hawks: Anti-pack option. Deep Striking, a large movement and a large shooting father means there is an absurd threat zone in the unit. Since their lasblasters are on the Assault 4 S3, they appreciate Doom, apt re rolls and large unit sizes, so going MSU with these is a bad idea. 13 points per model is still relatively cheap. If they are
somehow trapped, Skyleap is a good get-out-of-jail-free option that can be used at any turn. Bounce, ladies. It can be tempting to use too many of its grenade packs by landing next to enemy units or flying over them. However, even under the best conditions, the maximum-sized unit reaches only 1-2 mortal wounds against more than 10 enemy units.
Considering that their typical targets are guards, combat gloves and matching GEQs, 2 mortal wounds are likely to be minor. This puts the Hawks directly in penalty areas they are unlikely to survive. In most cases, it is more useful to stay at the age of 24 and use mortars only if two mortal wounds are affected. For some reason, they forgot to use Haywire
grenades. Alternative use can be a minimum-sized unit at 65 points without updates to objective grab and finishing residues from enemy units. In this case, you should also use other means for herd weapons. The default power of Exarch Powers: Swooping Hawk Exarchs is the Herald of Victory, which uniquely gives +1 leadership &lt;CRAFTWORLD&gt; to
all units within 3. This has its own minor uses, such as the farseer buffing of the war of mind or the support of Guardians. Outside of these special uses, this overall ability really doesn't compare to the choice below, so don't feel compeled to waste a command point on behalf of HoV. Intercept Your Exarch and the unit he accompanies can reroll hit rolls
against units that Fly. Kind of handy, given the overall abundance of the keyword, but not the most useful of these force. Repressive fire When Exarch shoots the overclock, the recharging enemy must foresad 2 of its charging rolls. This could make swooping hawks a fantastic screening unit against heavy armies. Exarch Evade Your Exarch gives team-wide
over 5 Salvation. Good defensive force against various armies. Quick attack when swooping &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; download/download successfully, Exarch adds 2 of their attack feature to the translation. Fast Shot Exarchs turns its range gun profile into an attack on June 6. Dakka Dakka Dakka! Swooping Barrage Your Exarch
and her unit add 1 to all grenade bag rolls, causing fatal wounds of 5 and 6. Just like scorpions, doubling your chances of dealing with mortal wounds (especially when hawks just need to land nearby or move over enemy units) is awesome, especially when you run larger units. Exarch Weapons: Hawk Exarchs can take a power sword in addition to trading
their lasblaster for either of the weapons below: Power Sword This won't replace your lasblaster and can be taken with either of the two below. 4 points it gives you a bit of a melee bite, especially since you typically have them in the charging area a lot of units if you use their grenade packs. However, you don't want the Hawks to end up in a melee anyway,
and 2 power sword attacks won't have any noticeable effect. After all, it seems wasted to spend points on devices you don't want to use, and you're better off using these for other units (such as spears for your wizards and farceers). Hawk's House Lasblaster, which costs 3 points more and gives you an S5. This is a more straightforward upgrade to the anti-
infantry role the Hawks are designed for. Definitely worth the points, although as good as sunscreen. Take what tastes better. Sunrifle - Legends Lasblaster, which costs 4 points more and gives you -2AP, which is likely to undo any armor that saves your typical targets. In addition, it causes a -1 hit if damage has been done. Unfortunately, this -1 to Hit debuff
only lasts until the end of the turn, so it only affects the consecutive melee phase, making it quite useless. You can potentially support someone close to your fighting unit, such as Scorpions or Banshees, or imagine trolling when you kill someone with it on Overwatch! Most likely, you will take this weapon for ap, not blinding effect. Warp spiders: These were
one of the main reasons everyone hated playing against Eldar on 7 May. Although they lost most of their mobility tricks, what they retain is still hilariously good: instead of progressing, they can increase their movement with 4D6 and get a Fly keyword without any other restrictions. That's right, poimph spiders are now faster than jetbikes almost half the time.
Their weapons work the same way, 2 shots on Str 6 with ap-4 if you roll 6. Their Flickerjump ability doesn't really move them, but forces -1 to hit during the enemy firing phase, even though spinning snake eyes kill one of them. For Khainen's love, keep them protected. Saving over 3 isn't much when you're always in the Rapid Fire and Charge area. 2+ save
and -1 beat? Now we're getting there. Because spiders rely so much on drowning, drowning opponents, Since they can reintroduce morale tests, going MSU isn't really the best idea with these guys. With Fire and Fade Stratagem, they also get the JSJ back, which again favors large units. Codex makes them 18 points per model and confirms they can use
jump packs to fall back - in fact, because they get a FLY keyword when using it, they can still shoot afterwards! Bounce, bounce, bounce! They also finally learn to strike deep again! How to become That Guy: Claim that Flickerjump is not limited to a single turn, but can be activated every time the enemy shoots at you (this is how it is written) and stacks
without restrictions -3, -4, -5 and so on (it's not explicitly written, but it's that guy's wet dream). Frequently asked questions may change this in the future. How to block this guy: The frequently asked questions in the main rule book already show that the effects of rules with the same name won't stack unless they say so. So, even if you can activate Flickerjump
several times raw, the end result is still only -1, which hits the reels. Exarch Powers: Poimuhämähääkin exarchs is Iron Resolve, which gives them rerolls of failed Morale tests. Due to its smaller unit sizes and good leadership, this isn't the best vanilla power, and unless you're really planning on maximizing team sizes, you don't have to use a command point
to keep this and any of the much superior ability listed below. In a surprise attack on the turn where the Poimph spider exarch and his unit were erected on the field, each model can re-roll her hit roll death surface. A nice sturdy force that negates the real need for swooping Hawk/Jump Pack Autarch to track your dude. Retreating like shiny spears and striking
scorpions, Poimuhämäki exarchs and their units can fall at the end of battle phase 6 as if it were their stage of movement. A little unnecessary, because Warp spiders could already only use their jump kits to teleport away without much consequence. Leave the charging-withdrawal devices to the units designed for melee. The whim of Deceit Your Exarch and
his unit can leave the battlefield at the beginning of the movement phase and reintroduce it at the end through Deep Strike rules. This can only be done once per battle. This is a little depressing; it can certainly serve as a free prison free card and it removes the unpredictable variance that the 4D6 movement of the jump kit can cause, but it looks less useful
compared to a few other pertles here. Spider's Lair If Exarch and his unit are fully on or protected or off-road and successfully downloaded by an enemy unit, roll D6. With more than 3 enemy units taking d3 fatal wounds. This is the kind of power you're going to want! Considering how ridiculously maneuverable Poimuhä spiders are, it's easy to put them in a
deep shelter, where enemy units are encouraged/enticed to dive after them. Skilful opponents seize on this tactic quickly and try to smoke spiders out of hiding rather than risk the risk Kind of damage. Flickering Assault Your Exarch and his team are piling up 6 instead of 3. Warp spiders aren't meant for melee. Sure, they can survive in it because of their
more than 3 armor, Flickerjump rules and semi-errand Exarch power knife, but why not use units like Shining Spears for that purpose? Spider's Bite Your Exarch's powerblades get +1S buff and handle 2 damages per swipe. A lot easier melee than the others here, but once again, why don't you just take a group of shimmering spears if you want fast, tough
melee units? Exarch weapons: Poimph spider exarchs can trade their coroners for either of the weapons below. Exarch also has the option to pay 4 points to buy a couple of power blades, very useful now we know they can warp out of battle. Powerblades AP-2 and +1A; Warp spiders don't want to be in a melee, but if they find themselves there, this is
definitely worth the cost. Still, you're better off saving your points and playing them with as much devoted a lot as shooting. Two Deathspinners Warp Spiders rely on appearing in a shelter near a valuable target and drowning them in armored washers. This will help them be better at it. Always take this if you can afford an extra 8 points as it is definitely
cheaper than another Poiuhä spider. Spinneret Rifle - Legends It's 4 points cheaper than two causes of death and -4 on ap, but with Rapid Fire it kind of sucks. You have to be 9 inside to get 2 shots, which doesn't happen if you hit them deep (and you need them to get any benefit from this). While statistically better than even two death prosecutors against
high armored value, TEQs and MEQs shouldn't really be your preferred targets. That's not a good option. Flyers[edit] Note: All Eldar Flyers have a special rule called Khainen wings, which means they progress without rolling 20, and most importantly, it gives the old vector dancer: pivot up to 90°, move 20-60 and then turn again up to 90°, which even Dark
Eldar can't get. This rule means that now Eldar flyers can potentially fly between 2 points all the time, good luck placed in the Crimson Hunters 6 bubble near Asurmen. Hemlock Wraithfighter: Easily the best pilot for Craftworld Eldar (although it has fierce competition for Dark Eldar for the title Best Aeldari Flyer), and overall one of the best support units on the
list. For 210 points you get 16 Assault 2d3 S12 AP-4 D2 shots that you cart, wound easily, and do a lot of damage, although 16 areas will put you in the Rapid Fire area of Plasma Guns and Hellblasters, and Bikers and Assault Marines with Melta can easily crash in and cause serious damage, so be careful of your location. The 12 -2Ld aura (-3 with Horrify)
for enemies is very strong in this morality, if it forces your opponent to burn CP automatically passing moral tests. Don't forget the psychic power! See below for a breakdown, as everyone has their nits. It also needs to be kept. Dancer, so it's easy to keep on the board too! One of the reasons why this is the best flyer you can take in the Codex is that it can
actually use its automatic 20 advances and still shoot - note that this makes its movement 20-80, which combined with the size of its base means it can reach anywhere on the table. It also has built-in Spirit Stones for 6+ + FNP, unlike other Flyers who can't take anything from vehicle equipment. Due to the recent increase in Crimson Hunter exarch point
costs, hemlock may see a much more competitive game in the near future. Psychic Forces: The Hemlock Wraithfighter, as mentioned, is one of the valuable few vehicle units in the game, which is also Psyker, but has a small warning. With the exception of Smite (which can be replaced by a wheel of fortune if you like), each Hemlock can feel only one run of
battle and can only target enemy units with it (in practice, they only know the heinous half). With only one cast and denial available per shift, you need to choose wisely based on how you want Hemlock synergized with your army. Runes of Battle Reveal: Use this to undo item cover saves. Hemlock's D-Scythes punches through the armor with ridiculous ease,
only to model a saving of more than 2 armor rather than invulns that won't return, there's no hope of surviving the explosion from these soul snips. If you want to support other units with this power, take it to the wizard. Terrifying: Use this to use the -1 Ld converter on your target - if you're trying to make a moral bomb, this is a convenient way to improve your
Mindshock capsules. Clean-up: A -1 converter is required for the target to hit in the Fight step. For several reasons, you should never take this with Hemlock; Use a wizard if you want to cripple enemy units during the battle phase. Jinx: Use this to extract the item recording (armor and invuln!) with -1. This is the best supporting force for the attacking mindset,
as it allows Hemlock to more effectively target targets with a remarkable invulnible rescue of Restrain: Target halves its movement. Be careful not to use this enemy leaflet without reading its table - for many of them you will end up using buff, as you reduce their problem of having to move to a minimum distance. It's not really useful against targets favored by
Hemlock, but it can be used to help keep a particularly fast target relatively close to the rest of your army so they can kill it. Enervate: The target reduces its 1 wound rolls. Once again, you have much more cost-effective vectors to use such forces, do not take it from Hemlock. tl;dr: Use Horrify to improve mindshock Pods, Jinx upgrade Heavy D-Scythes and
help boots on the ground, and Enervate protect other elements of your military's powerful melee threat. The rest are situational and/or usually best left by wizards Crimson Hunter: This is the Crimson Hunter Exarch, which is even less accurate, accurate, it doesn't roll 1 again to hit, and it's only marginally cheaper. Usually skip - take Exarch or don't take
Crimson Hunter at all (although Hemlock is still better). Crimson Hunter Exarch: 15 points more than the base version, it gets reels in 1s to hit or better (see below). It has double Bright Lances and Pulse Laser, and can replace bright lances with starcannons. Re rolls the failed wounds to the goal positions with a fly, but only BS4+ rolls 1s against enemies
hard to hit, and the low shot count to deal with jetbikes and jump infantry, about worse than just taking Jinx Hemlock to solve the same problems. Strangely, our dedicated fighter planes shoot planes worse than the down-to-earth Dark Reapers. However, the monster/vehicle or MEQ/TEQ as an anti-TEQ unit should not be underestimated. The default
underslung Pulse Laser is a significant threat to multi-layered models that don't pack storm shelters, and semi-flexible charging options give them a slightly more customizable utility compared to Hemlocks or regular hunters. However, if you use CP to make your CHE have a sniper's eye and Hawkeye, it will increase its expected damage performance (v 8
regular vehicle collection) significantly and make it harder than hemlock with fewer points. Use bright blankets with this combination. Exarch Powers: One of the defining features of the basic version of the Crimson Hunter Exarch is Marksman's Eye, the aforementioned ability to re-roll hit rolls on 1 January 2011. While it's good, other forces are better, so you
only keep it when you want to use CP for both. Generally speaking, your best bet is Hawkeye, followed by Hawkeye + Marksman's Eye, but Aerial Predator and Evade can both be used effectively if you have a special use in mind. Aerial Predator Ranged attacks deal with another 1 damage against enemies flying. D4 pulse laser shots and either D1d3+1
(usually 3) damage starcannon shots or D1d6+1 (usually about 4.5) bright lance shots. Whatever combination you choose, it's sure to leave a hell of a dent in a significant part of the game. Since the damage benefit only triggers targets against which you have already rolled wounds, you should usually always choose starcannons for this, since you will get +4
damage from it instead of +2, because double the rate of fire - between the lower weapons and the re-rolling of the wound, which is enough for the power difference, stardust should eventually outperform the bright blankets against almost anything. Works miracles considering the annoying primarine repulsor bricks are FLY just like those damn Rapetides.
Evade Free 5++ Unleaded Storage. I can't argue with that! Combine with Iyanden, Alaitoc or Ulthwé into particularly durable combinations. Hawkeye You will no longer suffer movement penalties for your heavy weapons, let your chesi actually use your BS2+ completely! This is going to work. brilliantly with Marksman's Eye if you decide to keep it using a
layer to do so. What's in mathematics: there's: Transfer, accuracy is 24/36 base, 28/36 Marskman's Eye, 30/36 Hawkeye, and 35/36 each. This means you should always take this over Marksman's Eye as you have a way to stop moving, and this is a better benefit. Attack attacks on targets that can't fly are re-rolling the wound rollers of 1. Completely
worthless because it's Marksman's eye, but worse because it only works against some targets, and it's always going to be worse than Hawkeye. The eyes of the Khaine units targeted by your Che will not receive the benefits of protection. Since all your weapons are AP-3 or AP-4, you can reliably skip this. Air exercise You can turn 180° and not just 90°. This
is ridiculously unnecessary because practically all the pilots in the artisan world can bounce back and forth between any two points on the board like cocaine addicts thanks to their Khaine wing rule. Unless you try to confuse and distract your opponent with half random twists and turns along the way, it's better to choose something that really improves the
damage or accuracy of che. Exarch Loadout: Unlike its regular counterparts, crimson Hunter Exarchs can combine a built-in pulse laser with either two bright blankets or two starcannons. Bright Lances These are the most expensive choice, but they have the most synergy with the pulse laser. Bright blankets also provide the maximum damage output against
a single object; A few lucky reels can allow the Crimson Hunter to vaporize the tank with one volley of four shots from the S8. On the other hand, D6 damage from bright blankets can be as much of a curse as a blessing, given the fewer shots per turn and highly variable damage compared to the slightly weaker but more consistent starcanns. Starcannons
Cheaper and more flexible approach. Four S6 shots and two S8 shots can completely wipe the MEQ group and seriously threaten a TEQ team or monster. D3 damage to star bases may not have quite the same effect as bright mirrors have against harder targets, although double the number of shots per weapon allows it to compete or even outperform it
against any T5 and lower. Nightwing (Forgeworld): Fixed for a quick attack on a flyer in Errata. The Nightwing Interceptor is one of the undiscovered gems of the Aeldari Hangars, when it is 139 points and effectively benefits from many of the best upgrades to flyers. Sure, only the payload of a double-connected shuriken cannon and double-connected bright
blanket might sound like a small arsenal putting a flyer on your selection, but thanks to the embedded CTM and the rather versatile movement you've acquired with the vector gearbox, you can rush straight in to make a tank 60 go boom without penalties to hit. Overall, the Nightwing Interceptor is a slightly solid choice that doesn't change the tides of battle by
itself, but once combined special units - plentiful in CW Codex or even another Nightwing, become a daunting threat to everyone Player. But it has a price that it's a soft T6 target that tends to run straight into the enemy line to use CTM, so be careful you go down and go down. Phoenix (Forge World): Fixed for a quick attack as a Flyer in Errata. Not the
cheapest of all Aeldari Flyers, although it has more wounds than most Space Plot flyers and more shots than all of them! The built-in CTM means you can fire subjudged heavy weapons in the nearest unit without a -1 hit penalty. Due to the movement of flyers, this is a little trickier to use than other eldar pilots, so beware. The Phoenix Pulse Laser has one
more strength than a standard pulse laser, making it more likely to wound T8 Super-Heavy vehicles, such as knights and Baneblade variants, than standard bright blankets and pulse lasers. Twin StarCannons are very expensive, but 4 shots guarantee death (even FAQ errata due to D3 damage instead of 3). Nightfire missiles, which average 7 rounds a turn,
can be used as an anti-pack option and include debuff if you wound the enemy if you play the apocalypse game. Phoenix missiles resemble star probes with only D6 variable launches and flat 2 damage, so they are unreliable for major damage, but can cut a few enemy terminators or Primaris space soldiers from any group. Finally, Twin Shuriken cannons
attached to the nose increase anti-infantry and because they are attacks, they can shoot even from a distance into targets without a -1 hit penalty. Heavy Support[edit] Dark Reapers: Easily one of the best units in heavy support slot throughout the Aeldari conglomerate (which says something, given the competition they face), if not the whole game. Their
Reaper Launchers offer you one chance at your S8 AP-2 flat D3 vehicle and monster killing needs, or two shots on the S5 AP-2 flat D2 to kill infantry. They always struck at the 3+ shooting stage, no matter what happens, no matter what they shoot at the supersonic aircraft at night on the move. Including movement, their threat range is 54, although most
likely they still sit on a warm and cozy, high cover. All in all, they're a big fire station that can bomb anything. Because of their reputation, your opponent is trying hard to eliminate them as soon as possible, which is why you should take extra precautions, especially when fielding larger units. 34 points per model each loss hurts and reduces their result. While
three-man teams are too insignificant to bother, you should worry about 5-10 man teams. When you deploy them, you should consider placing them either in the WaveLeading Or at least in some LOS blockage behind the terrain to make them safe in case your opponent gets the first turn. For obvious reasons, they Being part of Alaitoc. If you put in a large
group, Farseer, who has a guide and fortune, will tremendously improve reliability and damage yields AND make them an excellent target for the osite, which is warned to counter enemy reserves. Combat. that the guide is still active!). Thus, your unit is a massive distraction from CARNIFEX, and therefore they appreciate any possible protection or concealing
issues. Be sure to kill the units that ignore your opponent in L.A. before you exit these guys from their wave wrapping. It's unsustainable to lose even two of your dark 1,000 shifts to the basilisk fire. Exarch Powers: Dark Reapers Exarchs has crack shot ability that allows them to re-roll one of their hit rollers from their Ranged attacks. But just like all other
aspects, they can either trade Crack Shot or pay 1CP (just one use) to take one of those additional powers. Generally speaking, you should do this - unless you bring Tempest Launcher, Rapid Shot is definitely better than Crack Shot. Rapid Shot Your Exarch adds 1 to the number of shots it captures. Pretty decent, it allows him to double-tap or triple-tap
Reaper launchers and missile launchers. This ability is better for a Storm thrower than The Rain of Death, below - stating that you only use it when you should, Rapid Shot is negligibly better (8 and not an average of 7,35/36 shots). It's also worse than Crack Shot (which is 76, which is better than the 8/7 this offers), so you should only take this with your
Tempest Launcher when you burn CP when taking 2 power. In any other weapon you can take, this is better than Crack Shot, and the effects stack up if you take both. Stating you're taking this, always switch to an Aeldari missile launch - it beats the Reaper launcher against hard targets. Tempest Launcher is better against GEQ/MEQ and Reaper Launcher
better against TEQ, but AML generally serves you best, especially when you can share the team's fire if you feel the need. The death penalty Exarch may be resuscreferred to 2D6, which is used to determine the number of Tempest Launcher shots that describe his shift. Never take this - Rapid Shot is functionally the same thing, but better. Grim Visage
When the enemy unit is inside the 6 dark reaper group with this Exarch, they will be subtracted from their 1 leadership. First of all, if the enemy unit is 6 away from your dark reapers, you will either play incorrectly or your opponent will play against you. You already have a lot of leadership that unpacks talent and credentials, this isn't worth trading on Crack
Shot or 1CP. Long-range Fire Your Exarch and the group he's in add 6 to their gun ranges. This is the only ability that affects the entire Dark Reaper group and it's pretty ok. The Reaper Launcher collections already cover most of all the regular table tops, but this gives considerable leeway to those teams that are the corner camping of the table. Deadly touch
When exarch makes an unconved wound roll in 6 melees (yikes, why do you allow him to be there?), it deals with flat 2 mortal wounds in other made Also. While it is certainly impressive, I think it goes without saying that this is a dedicated arms line unit. Bar the most desperate last Or play, there's no reason why you should tie these guys to melee; Their
weapons always do more damage than their Exarch, even if he rolls anything, but 6 is in close combat (unless they load something absurdly durable, like the titans of the forging world). Focused fire Exarch can target and shoot enemy Character models within 18 of him, even if he is not the closest enemy model. Despite 18 warnings, this is very easy to work
with and a very good force (especially if it's combined with MotIC Autarch/Wraithseer) when you want to go into killing characters. Tempest Launcher can be particularly brutal against GEQ/MEQ characters (especially when it ignores LoS), while Reaper Launcher serves fantastically to MEQ/TEQ or &lt;10 wound monster characters. Like all exarch forces,
there is no limit to the number of teams that can take this power, so 3 MSU groups with this power to the Aalto snake with MotIC Reaper Launcher Autarch, Jinx Warlock and maybe Doom/Mind War Farseer. Ordinary Reapers can share fire against any nearby enemy that could pose a threat to your drive-by death star when Warlock and Farseer destroy the
character you want to die. Then unpack either 4 S8 AP-2 3 Damage shots on this character or 6D6 S4 shots if you cheekily want to hide from LoS, rolling hits 1 and all failed wound rollers. Exarch Weapons: The price given to Dark Reaper Exarchs in exchange for their Reaper Launcher. Reaper Launcher If you don't have anti-vehicle measures on your list,
it's not a bad idea to keep the default weapon, maximizing the amount of hard hitting. Tempest Launcher Pay 5 more points to replace the Reaper Launcher Heavy 2d6 S4 AP-2 D1 weapon, which does not need LoS to help clear blobs. Remember, it has a shorter range than Reaper Launchers. While this choice reduces damage to your group's vehicle, the
total damage increases because Exarch alone typically takes multiple single-injured models on each lap. If you are not very short on anti-vehicle weapons, this should be your default choice. Aeldari Missile Launcher Ajele off 2 points from the default Reaper Launcher to get the same versatile AML that we all know and love. As usual, a versatile weapon is
always worse than a specialized weapon. While the damage characteristic of a single S8 D1d6 shot is on average slightly greater (3.5) than a flat 3, but the goodness typically plays against you. When you need a lot of damage, you roll 1, and when the enemy model has left only 2 wounds, you roll 6. The reliability of fixed 3 should not be underestimated. The
multi-image profile is embarrassingly inferior to Tempest Launcher because there are fewer shots and THE AP fewer. The status of 2 S5 shots is completely lost with this weapon. At least it's justified by a Starhawk missile. Overall a rare choice, and in most cases you should stick to one of the above weapons. Shuriken Cannon Hard pass. Input. it's
technically the cheapest Shuriken Cannon in the game, your Grim Reassers should never be close enough to take advantage of it. We have much better options with Shuriken Cannons. If you have so few points, you can't even afford a basic Reaper Launcher, you should first look at your list long and hard. Falcon: Your trademark Falcon serves you in
exactly the same way as always; flexible transport that sacrifices part of its capacity and defence power due to excess firepower. The built-in pulse laser is a Heavy 2 S8 AP-3 weapon that makes a solid 3-damage shot, making it reasonably effective against all meq, TEQ, vehicles and monsters. With 6 slots available for your guys, filling one full of Fire
Dragons or Dark Reapers and sading CTM with Starcannons or Bright Lances is a perfectly feasible way to carry a small team from your elite units. However, for the fact that Dark Reapers themselves and Night Spinner are still better than an anti-vehicle or anti-infantry chassis, and Wave Serpents is still better than it is in utility, sustainability and point costs
without competing with other units for a slot. However, at the 120pts base, it's a little cheaper than Wave Serpent and is still a very transportation option if you maximize your Wave Serpent capacity (in games/tournaments that use table data usage restrictions). Weapon charging options: Falcons, just like all Wave Serpent, can fit into their turret with any
standard heavy weapon available to many of your units. In addition, like literally all of its sister tanks, it has the option to upgrade the underside twin-shuriken catapult to shuriken cannon. Twin-Linked Shuriken Catapults Your default underslung gun has its purpose in those Falcons that are going to get closer to the enemy to drop the Aspect Warriors and is
the best choice for the Falcons, who want to keep it cheap. However, in your tanks that you plan to keep further away, it is probably in your best interest to upgrade to shuricannon. Upgrading Shuriken Cannon Alusase to shuriken cannon is recommended if you can afford points; It has a functional area that can work with the falcon's other weaponization.
Although you can also take one to the tower, it is advisable to drive one in addition to the other two heavy weapons, rather than giving your tank a little more flexibility in its targets. Scatter Laser Scatter laser, as always, is a great choice for handling heavy infantry lists, keeping total unit price tags relatively low, and complements the washer pretty well. A
pulse laser can help deal with objects that these two weapons would otherwise have difficulty cracking. You can further supplement this if you also ride inside the fire dragons group. Starcannon Good middle of road option, starcannon slightly mearant compared to other options Place. Its performance is overshadowed by a much better pulse laser built into
the tank, which in turn would appreciate a couple of waste connections to either a bright cover or AML to increase synergy. Bright Lance Good choice, paired pretty well with your pulse laser to make a pretty powerful anti-tank/monster platform at a fairly reasonable price. Put the CTM here and slap a group of Howling Banshees or Dire Avengers inside to
help sift through or deal with what fell out of the enemy transport you just broke open, and you'll have a pretty flexible unit on your hands. Aeldari Missile Launcher Although AML doesn't quite strike through enemy armor like a pulse laser or a bright blanket, it still pairs quite nicely with the former due to its similar strength and damage values. The obvious
advantage AML has over a bright blanket is that it can actually deal with infantry lumps without needing a group of spouses to support this deficiency. Since it is the same price as a bright blanket, you might as well take this if you have points to save. Vehicle upgrade options: With one or two exceptions, the Falcon and its sister tanks are the only ones that
really have a choice of vehicle upgrade that is still available. Crystal Targeting Matrix A fantastic choice that allows the Falcon to move completely without sacrificing accuracy to do so. Since this benefits the pulse laser and the weapons installed in the turret, there is no reason not to take one. Probably essential for falcon carrying Aspect Warriors. Soul
Stones Iyanden and Alaitoc Falcons might find these quite handy as they add a layer of damage mitigation that complements their Craftworld features pretty well. Of course, they work well for Saim-Hann and Biel-Tan as well, but Ulthwe gets none of these. Outside the last Craftworld, take these if you have a few extra points to waste. Star engines Nifty but
largely unnecessary upgrade. The Falcons already have a pretty good move on their own, but you can't fire most of your weapons whenever you take advantage of this. Vector engines are similar to star engines. They stack well with them and also stack with Atitec's attribute, but a turn that progresses with falcon is a turn you choose not to shoot anything at.
Fire Prism: Grav-Tank's second archetype. Lance mode with prism cannon is probably eldar arsenal's highest statistical weapon (except, of course, superheavies) with S12, AP-5 and D1d6. Focussed mode (D3 shots, S9, AP-4, D1d3) is better suited for hunting 2-wound infantry such as TEQ, and Dispersed mode (D6 shots, S6, AP-3, D1) is ideal for single-
injured targets such as MEQ. It can double-tap the main pistol in the same location with the same profile, as long as it moves less than half of its current move or stays in place. In its 60 areas, you are likely to stay any most of the time, so is optional according to your game plan. Unless you encounter a clean herd army without major targets, Fire Prism is
likely to always earn back its points, especially if you put two of them and use a widely linked fire stratation. When shooting without a Linked Fire, it is advisable to use either Dispersed or Focussed mode, because then an unlucky hit or wound roll will not hurt you so much. On the other hand, use Linked Fire to make sure that a few precious Lance shots
come statistically, concentrated mode is actually marginally better than Lance anywhere with 3+ armor safe in t7 or T8. It is also more difficult for an opponent to undo multiple shots on CP's reels of invultent recordings. However, a random number of shots and a random amount of damage make this space less reliable against large targets than Lance mode.
When using Linked Fire, the first Fire Prism always solves all its shots at the end of the shooting phase, limiting its usefulness in cracking transportation. Since your filming phase is over, you can no longer shoot passengers. Weapon options: Since Fire Prism specializes in tank, it is significantly less flexible with an optional load than the traditional Falcon.
However, you have your standard choice in the alias investigation. Twin-Linked Shuriken Catapults Your default option when you want to pay as little as possible for Fire Prisma. If you plan to use this outside the emergency watches against the deep breasts of the backfield, you should probably reconsider what type of tank you want to bring. Your head
prism cannon usually shoots, but TWSC doesn't give you a jak. Shuriken Cannon Probably a choice if you can afford extra points. In the functional 24 area, backline fire support is much easier to find targets so you can safely contribute to this compared to TWSC. Vehicle upgrade options: Just like everyone using the Falcon platform, Fire Prism has picked up
all updates for your vehicle. Probably only two are useful for it. Crystal Targeting Matrix A fantastic choice that gives fire prism movement without compromising on utter accuracy. All profiles of the prism cannon are classified as heavy, and since that's the main reason you're taking one of these over a Falcon or Wave snake, you should probably try to make
the most of its use. Soul Stones Iyanden and Alaitoc Fire Prisms might find these quite handy as they add a layer of damage mitigation that complements their Craftworld features pretty well. Of course, they work well for Saim-Hann and Biel-Tan as well, but Ulthwe gets none of these. Outside the last Craftworld, take these if you have a few extra points to
waste. Star Engines A pretty useless upgrade to Fire Prisma. With a range of 60 main weapon, Fire Prisms want them to be possible for additional mobility. This is exacerbated by the fact that progression sacrifices the use of the largest point of sale of the tank for translation. Vector motors These can be potentially handy in emergencies where you need to
get your tanks to safety while maximizing their indefensibleness. Here, however, the same questions that afflict star engines apply; Traditionally, there is no reason to promote Fire Prisma in any other situation. Night Spinner: Night Spinner looks great with 2d6 shots and D2 on his headboard, while maintaining a rending effect and a shut-off ability to shoot
without LoS. Make sure you get the Crystal Targeting Matrix to take full advantage of that amazing 16 moves. When every Doomweaver fired on the S7 and did a steady 2 damage with possible AP-4 hits, this thing eats up the MEQ/TEQ units for breakfast. The only thing that hurts is that it lost torrent fire mode. Costs 112 points with a catapult, ten points
less than a vanilla hawk. With an extra 13 points, you can take both Shuriken Cannon and Crystal Targeting Matrix, which gives you a unit that is very good at both clearing goals and responding to incoming threats before they happen. Combined with Doom's psychic power, some night-spinning can prove extremely dangerous even for T8 units, since re
rolling wound rollers produces a significant number of AP -4 2d shots, only 8 must get through to destroy the ground attack. This unit is an almost perfect counter for tau triptide lists because your opponent has to take these hits on their drones because each hit is 2 damages. After the recent point drop, they are no longer mathematically worse than the fire
prism. I hope you magnetize. Weapon options: Since night spinner specializes in tank, it is significantly less flexible with an optional load than the traditional Falcon. However, you have your standard choice in the alias investigation. Twin-Linked Shuriken Catapults Your default option when you want to pay as little as possible for your Night Spinner. While
ideally you don't want enemies in an area that these can shoot, they can contribute to a more consistent firepower that helps complement the varying number of shots in your headboard. Shuriken Cannon Probably a choice if you can afford the extra costs. With action in 24 areas, night spinner is much easier to find items so you can safely contribute to this
compared to TWSC. Its strength values and potential rending also complement your most important Doomweaver cannons, as they work practically in the same way as each other. Vehicle upgrade options: Just like everyone using the Falcon platform, your Night Spinner has a choice of all your vehicle updates. Probably only two are useful for it. Crystal
Targeting Matrix Fantastic choice that lets Night Spinner move uncompromisingly accuracy from accuracy to do so. Since there is no need for a visual entity for enemy units, this update is usually not necessary, but it keeps your options open when you are unsure. Soul Stones Iyanden and Alaitoc Night Spinners might find these quite handy as they add a
layer of damage mitigation that complements their Craftworld features pretty well. Of course, they work well for Saim-Hann and Biel-Tan as well, but Ulthwe gets none of these. Outside the last Craftworld, take these if you have a few extra points to waste. Star Engines A pretty useless upgrade for your Night Spinners. Night Spinners very rarely want the
extra mobility these offer when their main weapons have a range of 48 and the ability to ignore visual contact. This is exacerbated by the fact that progression sacrifices the use of the largest point of sale of the tank for translation. Vector motors These can be potentially handy in emergencies where you need to get your tanks to safety while maximizing their
indefensibleness. Here, however, the same questions that afflict star engines apply; Traditionally, there is no reason to promote your Night Spinners in any other situation. Support weapons: Now one model unit for the rules, one guard per gun is some kind of decoration. Like War Walkers, your support weapons are a poor man's alternative to Heavy Support
slots. At 35-60 points per platform, depending on your taste of the weapon, these are excellent long-range fire support options for players who want to save points for other slots or when trying to fund the brigade section cheaply. In addition, like War Walkers, support platforms can be taken in squadrons of up to 3 models in one place and act as individual
units after deployment. If you are carefully positioned, you can configure and move the support platforms so that everything on the table is inside their launch curves. This is made much easier when two of the three weapons evacuations ignore the line of sight when firing, allowing you to push them into the deep shelter for additional protection. Another
positive note is that as a GUARDIAN unit, it can take advantage of Celestial Shield and Ulthwe's Black Shield discipline to confirm the durability/accuracy of one of your weapons as a pinch (though probably best saved strictly for D-Cannon platforms). However, all of this, these support weapons are one of two vehicles of Craftworld Codex that do not have a
FLY keyword, and unlike War Walkers, there are also no non-webway port drize options (stratagems or otherwise). This significantly complicates their mobility and commissioning options, making them vulnerable to melee and preventing them from scaling buildings outside the first floor. Because of this, you need to be very aware of their first introduction if
you want to get the most bang for their buck. Weapon charging options: In Shuriken Catapult (presumably the otherwise decorative Guardian Defender that comes with the platform) has three unique flavors in your supportings, each with its own uses. Shadow Weaver Discount Night Spinners, one Shadow Weaver platform costs a third of the cost of a vanilla
Night Spinner tank and packs half of the shots the tank brings. Since it is not as remotely manoeuvrable or as durable as a tank, why bring it? Shadow Weavers' unit is cheaper than the Night Spinner, which has 3d6 LoS bypass images that can be divided into multiple targets compared to 2d6 shots that can target only one unit. Against GEQ-type armies or
units, this is significantly more useful because the extra force and damage point per Night Spinner shot is void against such targets. In addition, when Night Spinner suffers from degrading statline, your three 5-wound platforms do not, and since their size and ability to spread independently, it is much easier to cover deep in a shelter where the enemy does



not see/shoot them. Vibro Cannon A long time ago it was a pretty fun weapon, now it only makes D3 shots with S7, AP-1 and d3 damage. The more Vibro Cannons shoot at the same target, the better it is to be wounded and AP. However, since it needs a line of sight and a model to be relatively small, it is quite challenging to find a target to shoot and quite
impossible with maps with ruins. Although it finds the target, most often it does not do considerable damage. The only funny thing is that if the target is damaged, it may not proceed in the next turn - this can be used to troll large pack units of orcas or tyranides. Since it is now the cheapest option, it is worth considering a little more freely. D-Cannon The most
expensive option with half the range of two other weapons, but significantly more punch. Like Shadow Weaver, D-Cannon can fire its D3 shots at targets regardless of LoS. This compensates for its otherwise average range, especially when those shots slam these targets with astonishing S12 AP-4 hits that ruin a day of all multi-injury items that rely on
tenacity and/or high armor to save to protect it. In terms of utility and range, units like your Fire Prism unit beat it separately, although you can take two of these weapons for slightly less than the cost of one Fire Prism for average shots, but you also have access to the aforementioned Guardian floors. War Walkers: With 55 points, you can get one of these on
the table with two Shuriken cannons or replace the Shricannons with any other regular heavy weapon. The packing deliverer restored its ability from the sidelines, allowing for a deep blow, although the additional alarm puts Unit 3 on top of the edge of the table on top of the usual 9 enemy rules. As for the Heavy Weapon platform, it sacrifices staying. mobility
and durability, which makes it more of a skirmisher type unit than a tank/monster control platform. In addition to 4+/5++ decent toughness with the ability to side, it makes it an ideal attack on backline infantry or goals deeper in enemy territory. It also has the advantage of being a modestly priced Heavy Weapons platform and not a derogatory statistical line
that would hamper its accuracy or mobility, the more damaged it is. Recommended in ulthwe or Biel-Tan departments, where it appreciates extra durability or Shuriken Cannon support. Also an ideal Heavy Weapons platform if you want to reduce the cost of other unit categories. Falls behind Dark Reapers, Fire Dragons, Fire Prisms or Wraithguard in an
anti-tank/monster game, and if crossing the enemy is not a priority, Falcons/Wave Serpents or Windriders are recommended shuricannon platforms. Weapons charging options: Your war walkers are arguably one of the most cost-effective platforms for your usual heavy weapons, considering what they bring to the table about how much you pay. As
mentioned, each War Walker can take two of these in any combination. Shuriken Cannon Shuriken cannons are a great choice for war walkers looking to take advantage of their impressive mobility to disrupt key infantry units on the opponent's sidelines or backline cannonmen. This also makes them very suitable as part of the Biel-Tan department. Scatter
Laser Cheapest choice, and not a bad one. Two of these at War Walker bring the total cost to a fairly respectable 49 points from 8 S6 shots on the turn. Starcannon Good middle of the road option, starcannon is a little weak unless it's taken in pairs. Even then, no more than 4 shots completely clear any regular infantry teams in one shift. The lower strength
value of these weapons compared to a bright blanket or AML also makes it a little challenging for these to participate in points that are larger than these infantry units. However, if you have a couple of War Walkers equipped with these, they can prove very effective in slaughtering MEQs at wholesale prices. Bright Lance Good choice, especially when taken in
pairs, from the handling of enemy tanks or monsters. Despite their mobility, War Walkers are pretty happy to sit in one place as needed and only provide heavy fire for key targets throughout the field Aeldari Missile Launcher Probably the best pick on the mixed list if you have points. Two AML's effectively gives each War Walker either 2 S8 AP-2 D1d6 shots
or 2d6 S4 AP-1 shots on a wide range of targets. Just like a bright blanket, taking two or one doubles war walker's cost, so make sure you plan accordingly. Wraithlord: Eldar response to space soldier Dreadnought. Bare bones, runs 80 points on the S7, T8, 10W, compared to the S6, T7, W8 Dreadnought statline, which is likely to cost more on average when
both are equipped. Wraithlord fights unlike its imperial counterpart, but several Craftworld features can help mitigate this downside (a big shout out to Iyanden). So while the degrading statline sucks, there are many ways to design around it. With two heavy guns and up to two shuriken catapults/flames, it is a very flexible and capable choice for heavy support
coin spots, but it suffers from considerable competition. War Walkers offers a cheaper, more mobile platform for heavy weapons and has built-in invuln except extra protection, while tanks can hit harder from afar. And of course, Dark Reapers. Unlike literally nothing else in this category, wraithlords are CQC monsters, even if you don't give it Ghostglaive. In
addition, as a Spirit Host unit, spirits and wraithseers can support it to provide additional synergy. Also note that as a Unit of the Wraith, the ability to heal not only bonesingers, but Isha's tears should not be forgotten either. Modelling shows the plastic wraithlord has some pretty cool looking configuration options, such as sniper rifle style Bright Lance on his
hands or the ability to attach Heavy Weapons to his arms to make the model look much more unique and less derpy than Bird Walker if it's important to you. Weapons charging options: In addition to the optional and exclusive Ghostglaive, wraithlords have chosen any standard heavy weapon topped with a pair of wrist-mounted options that allow the giant
statue to fill multiple roles in the field. Shuriken Catapult Wraithlord's default track cannons that are free. These are always a viable choice, but typically you stick to them when you want a medium to long-range load for your Wraithlord. Flamer One of the few units on the entire army list that can withstand ordinary flames, and damn if it knows how to use them.
While taking one or two of these can increase the point cost of wraithlords, they are shockingly effective in CQC loads, where (2)D6 automatic beats can soften download targets (yours or theirs). If you charge wraithlord with longer range firepower through bright blankets or missile launchers, you should probably avoid taking these so you don't pay too much
to the Wraithlord. Shuriken Cannon Shuricannons is a fantastic CQC Wraithlords because they are the only heavy weapons that do not drop accuracy on the move; a necessary thing to do when trying to hit things. They synergized decently with shuripults if you want to keep it dirty cheap, although the flames are arguably better paired with all the things to
consider. Scatter Laser The cheapest choice, although the increased number of shots is reduced due to reduced movement and degrading statline accuracy. Still, it's a decent ANTI-GEQ choice for Wraithlords who want to keep their distance from them and their enemies. Starcannon Good middle of the road option, star canton a little Pairs. Even then, no
more than 4 shots completely clear any infantry squad in one shift alone. The lower strength value of these weapons compared to a bright blanket or AML also makes it a little challenging for these to participate in points that are larger than these infantry units. However, shuripults cost nothing and can potentially pick up the remaining teams left in the wake of
these bippers. Bright Lance While a bright lance is a decent answer to larger and stronger targets such as enemy tanks and monsters, the wraithlord probably isn't good at using them. Sure, it can take two of them, but unlike many vehicles that can take these, wraithlords can't replace precision debuffs from its damage table or simply move around. In
addition, if armed with Ghostglaive, it is much more effective at breaking the tank in close combat with four S9 attacks hitting the same AP and damage values that these weapons have. Take these to someone like War Walker if you desperately need them. Aeldari Missile Launcher Miscellaneous Bag, AML can work against a much wider range of items than
many other Wraithlord options here, but it is tied to a bright blanket as the most expensive option and encourages a more sedentary play style for wraithlord; Something other units in your military can do more cost-effectively than it can. A pair of such pairs, paired with a couple of flames, can unleash 4d6 shots (2d6 in AP-1, of course) against one item and is
followed semi-unreliable by charging to maximize damage, although such a load maximizes wraithlor's point costs and accuracy issues on the move with these still haunting. Warp Hunter (Forge World): A Falcon chassis tank that decided there wasn't enough oomph in the Pulse Laser, and I threw two heavy turrets in exchange for a giant Distortion weapon.
D-Flail isn't quite as effective as a regular D-Cannon (S10 compared to the S12), but that makes this small weakness a longer base area of 36 and a small collision from heavy d3 to Heavy 2d3 when targeting lumps of infantry of 10 or more models. Plus, it has an autohitting Heavy d6 12 S10 AP-4 D1d6 flame profile that tears apart anything that gets a little
too close. While these weapons make warp hunter quite versatile against infantry and vehicles, it has a few flaws compared to other heavy support listed tanks. At a discounted price of 175 (much more reasonable for what it used to be CA 2018), it's still one of your most expensive Falcon chassis tanks, but it doesn't really offer anything that's better than one
of your cheaper options. Yes, D-Flail can punch holes in tanks, but Fire Prisms can do it cheaper and further afield. Tear profile may shred infantry, but Night Spinner does it more and more consistent damage significantly less. However, it is flexible enough to perform well any real role in your list and is certainly worth considering if you can save points. Lynx
(Forge World): With an astonishing 325 points, Ilves enters the warehouse with Shuriken Cannon and Lynx Pulsar, who have a chance to trade Shuricannon for any other regular heavy weapon, as well as its Lynx Pulsar Sonic Lance. Depending on how dead you want your target, Sonic Lance fires shots that always wound infantry with 2+ AP-3, or you can
stay in vanilla Lynx Pulsar for a long-range heavy bombardment depending on the state of the bombing. In addition to being on the table, this is capable of moving from a ground-bound hover tank to a sky-lumbering flyer to deliver its steaming payloads to unsuspecting objects much faster than they've expected. Keep in place that as a lumber flyer, it's not
nearly as maneuverable as any other flyer eldar can take, so plan ahead before rushing to a tight spot in an expensive flying tank. Hardness 7 with 16 wounds and only 3+ saving (and no -1 hits even in the air), it can very easily succumb to a mass fire if it is sloppy. Weapons charging options: Your lynx has two first choices for its main weapon and is
privileged by a reasonable choice of standard heavy weapons that it can ling as a side hand. Shuriken Cannon Your standard choice and arguably the weakest choice. Sure, you can go ahead and still shoot this, but this ni file is completely unnecessary in a vehicle that can turn into a regular pilot and back again. You either want to take something to reduce
the cost you pay or praise the main weapon you use. Scatter Laser Cheapest selection and best to maximize how many shots you put in the turn. This should probably be your default if nothing else really misses you. Starcannon Usually a decent enough choice, starcannon offers very little praise for lynx compared to other options. Like they say, go big or go
home. Bright Lance A decent enough choice to pair with a pulsar, apart from a drop in power, the bright lance has the same AP and damage values as salvo mode, making it a pretty decent continuation against tough targets. Aeldari Missile Launcher A sufficiently robust choice for either end cap, AML can both praise strengths and provide coverage for any
main weapon it is connected to. Note that if you take one of these sound lancella, you will use 405 points in one container of 16 wounds without updates. Think about what else you can buy from that pile of points (and cash if you really want to buy one) before settling on it. Lynx Pulsar Default cannon and pale imitation of real pulsars found among super-
heavy tanks, Lynx Pulsar has two shooting states. The first, Salvo, fires two S12 AP-4 Dd6 shots at a decent 36 down range, making it powerful vehicle/monster Second space, saturation, fires fires 2d3 S7 AP-3 Dd3 shots over the table, making it better to handle MEQ/TEQ teams. If you want a pulsar but don't want to be burdened with some kind of Super
Heavy release tax, the lynx pulser can fill that role. You'd better only take two Fire Prisms for what you pay for. literally every profile of their prism cannon is better than what a lynx pulsar offers for less than half the cost. Sonic Lance For a staggering 60-point charge, you'll get one profile cannon with a tragically impotent range of 18. However, it corrects this
literal deficiency with a hellish firestorm; 3d6 shots in the AP-3 shreds the entire infantry with 2+, allowing it to beat any individual team through the turn, the bar perhaps boyz/Gaunts' biggest lumps. Against everything else, it wounds non-infantry over the age of 4, reasonably better than many dedicated anti-infantry weapons in the game. This would be a
fantastic weapon unless it brings Lynx just shy of 400 points, a price that could be better spent on cheaper, cost-effective alternatives that can do the job just as reliably. Vehicle upgrade options: Like many full-fledged tanks, you can improve Lynx with a standard range of bits and balls that improve its performance offensively and defensively. Crystal
alignment matrix As always, this is practically a must-have; Especially if you're going to take advantage of the Sky Hunter ability. The measly 5 points that prevent drops in accuracy when you move a lynx is definitely worth it, even if it limits your goals a little. Soul Stones Another valuable update to consider, 6+ FNP can come into play quite often considering
the 16 wounds Ilves is (in an ideal world). Combine this with standard Iyanden/Alaitoc or Vaul Craftworld students to maximize durability. Star engines Because you can transfer Lynx to a pilot with a minimum movement of 20, you'll never find a situation you regret not taking this. So don't. Vector motors Less hard feed compared to star motors, vector motors
are a little more useful when trying to get the lynx out of the dodge. However, since every weapon on the lynx is classified as heavy (bar shuricannon), you sacrifice all the firepower you have used 330-410 points for translation. I don't think you should plan it. Firestorm (Forge World, Open/Narrative Play only): The Falcon-Chassis tank, which serves as a
powerful anti-aircraft platform, Firestorm's main weapon fires 12 Scatter Laser shots up to 60 away, receives a hit bonus against all units with a FLY keyword and suffers a hit penalty for anything without it. Otherwise, it is functionally a Falcon that retains the same statline and vehicle equipment options available to other tanks of this class. It can even carry
up to 6 models, although its range of Scatter lasers encourages the role of the tank's seating weapons line. Despite The world offers a data form with updated rules for Firestorm, it is unfortunately limited to open and narrative gaming; this unit has not been assigned point values and will not exist in the near future. Warlords[edit] Wraithknight: The only non-
Forgeworld WarLord and eldar answer to the Imperial Knight. While Wraithknight has a couple of advantages over the Imperial Knights in the form of flexible psychic support, it is very poor in terms of endurance and firepower and can still underperform even with babysitter Farseers and Spiritseers doing everything they can to help WK earn its points back.
Fortunately, GW has noticed a general lack of Wraithknights in official tournaments in recent years and has steadily lowered its point costs to encourage its use. Unfortunately, even at the recently revised base of 285pts, it's still a little too expensive for what it brings to the table (you can bring ten wraithguards for the price of one Heavy Wraithcannon
Wraithknight). Just saying that 10 S10 AP-4 shots is better than 4 S16 AP-4 images if you're looking for anti-tank/monster options). For larger point games (1800+), you may want to bring a semi-DISTRACTION CARNIFEX, because despite its impracticality, it is still a very efficient unit that can and kill everything it engages in in the area or in hand-to-hand
combat. It's worth noting that in the Wraithguard vs Wraithknight comparison, one important factor is missing - the range. More than 12 Wraithguard kills nothing and full unit 10 is slog it over the table on foot unless you use CP to drop them or throw points at a vampire. Apparently, someone took one of these ITC majors and actually did pretty well. The
strategy is based on the use of Expert Crafters for consistency with their Wraithcannon shots, as well as a Wraith host spiriter that gives it a 4+ + every turn with a Spirit Shield stratation. Weapon charging options: Wraithknights enter the warehouse of Titanic Wraithbone Fists (which you don't use to believe me) and stomp equivalent titanic legs, which can
now be used as a weapon (now go), Titanic legs, if selected weapon to give 3 attacks instead of 1, pump attacks up to 12 (4*3), have S:8, AP-2 and deal with d3 damage each. And this is statistically a better weapon against anything but another Superheavy. Each Wraithknight also has a primary weapons load, which you can complement with a range of
shoulder-mounted heavy weapons. Shuriken Cannon Shuricannons is a legitimate waste of the place. Wraithknights do not suffer hit penalties for moving and firing heavy weapons, so shuricannon has one advantage over other heavy weapons that you can further promote and fire (with penalties). Skip this. Scatter Laser Scatter Laser is the best anti-herd
selection you can combine with Wraithknight. Two of these can help alleviate the low shot count, which is double heavy Wraithcannons suffers and further promote tougher targets for damage to the chip of good health here and there. It's also your cheapest choice, so stick to it by default if you're short of points. Starcannon's Good Premium Option, which
paired very nicely with Suncannon for quite obvious reasons. Great for taking anything with half decent armor, save or multiple wounds to their name, but is the most expensive shoulder option. Double Heavy Wraithcannons A go long-range vehicle/monster wrecker now each is assault 2 S16 AP-4 d6 dmg, which beats through most armor to save and wound
basically everything in game 2+. While these powerful cannons can throw down everything from Leman Russ tanks to other Wraithknights, it doesn't make it any easier how many points you spend facing this beast. Suncannon and Scattershield still viable TEQ killer now Heavy 2d6 AP-3 and 2 dmg. Slightly more surviving scattershield, but rather slightly
weaker with varying shots and still forced to roll after hitting. But if you look closely, you can see that it's actually the miniature weapon of the Knight of the Avengers, but it's not the Heavy 12. Titanic Ghostglaive and Scattershield Now the cheapest variant, and the most situational to deal with a flat 6 damage and wound everything for 2+ Str 16, but only 4
attacks hit 3+ it can find its use only in matches with other Superheavies, ranged loadouts in particular. If you expect enemy titans to be CQC oriented, it may be in your interest to take a wraithcannon load. Against everything else, take Suncannon or Wraithcannons; attacks are much more effective against anything else. Skathach Wraithknight (Forge
World): Basically a premium Wraithknight, the Skathach version has exactly the same standard WK statistic, although it serves a significantly different role from the basic version. At first, Skathach lacks the melee potential of a normal Wraithknight because it cannot take a sword. In addition, all the weapons available to it lack the eye watering power of heavy
wraithcannons. In return, Skathach is much better equipped to encounter infantry herds and lighter vehicles because its shot count is much higher than its base brother. In addition, the ordinary WK lost the ability in the deep transition on 7-8Th, where Skathach retains this ability as well as the ability to leave the battlefield and again deep on the next turn.
However, be careful, as if the game ends before it gets a chance to return, it will be considered slain. Weapon charging options: Skathach Wraithknights share the same Titanic Wraithbone Fists, shoulder-attached heavy weapons and Titanic Feet as regular Wraithknights are. Unlike the standard version, the weapon charge available to the Skathach
Wraithknight is a little more flexible in this version than before; It can mix and match primary weapons as you see fit. Take two, one of each or pair one or Scattershield depending on what you want this monster to do. Shuriken Cannon Shuricannons is a legitimate waste of place here. Skathach Wraithknights does not suffer strike penalties for moving and
firing heavy weapons, so Shuricannon's only advantage over other heavy weapons has been made pointless. Skip this. Scatter Laser Scatter Laser is the best anti-horde choice you can pair with Skathach Wraithknight. Combine these with your deathshroud cannons to remove the spots indiscribly. It's also your cheapest choice, so stick to it by default if
you're short of points. Starcannon Good Premium Alternative. Great for taking anything with half decent armor, save or multiple wounds to their name, but is the most expensive shoulder option. Deathshroud Cannon Take these when you want your Wraithknight to be the largest warp spider in existence. The loss of models damages the effectiveness of this
once mighty blob blender. It retains its two firing states; capable of firing a concentrated explosion in 10 Heavy 2D6 shots on the S7 AP0 or a diffral explosion of 48 with only heavy D6 S8 AP-2 shots doing D3 damage. Like its tinier Deathspinner cousins, the Deathshroud cannon gets a juicy AP-4 for every wound roll over the age of 5. While it still effectively
stops infantry (and even some light vehicles) it detonates with this weapon, it can no longer indiscrimpiently remove the more than 20 conscript blogs that march across the field with a single shooting in the same way it used to. Inferno Lance This puppy is basically what you get if you change Fire Dragon's Fusion Gun and kirnutat daka; 24 Heavy D6 S8 for
AP-4 D6 damage that allows you to roll 2D6 and discard the lowest roller in the half range. With this gun, you can ruin any day of the tank that looks like fun to you. Keep in place, however, that unless all those small infantry models in the 12-24 area are either eldar or armed with knives only, expect heavy amounts of return fire. Scattershield The chance to
make your overcooked titanium less, this gives SWK 5+ + one for the price of its other unique cannon. Honestly, the best choice as it helps stretch the 12 wounds that keep Wraithknight remotely effective, while giving you more than 40 points to use for infantry or upgrades to other, more cost-effective vehicles you might use with it.
Deathshroud+Scattershield SWK is the cheapest load available if you want to pinch pennies. Scorpion (Forge World): Your first super raven tank and the most suitable to receive anything from infantry lumps to enemy tanks. With BS 2+ and range 60 double scorpion in Pulsar, you can safely camp in this backline and thoroughly remove any single unit's jaw-
dropping 4d6 S12 AP-4 D3 (D6 with wound rollers 6+) shots turn. The inability to allocate more than one unit to the translation with a large number of shots means your super tank is struggling to earn back points in most standard games (and at a 700-point base, it has a lot of work to do worth it). Defensively, it is equipped with the same Distort Fields in all
Forgeworld Titanic vehicles coming and being relatively stacked with T8 and 26W. Take it either Iyanden, Alaitoc or make one of the custom features for Vaul students to take advantage of this durability. Weapon charging options: Twin Scorpion Pulsar is your only primary weapon and the only reason you're considering bringing this tank. However, it has one
standard heavy weapon equipped with an additional one that you can equip as you wish. Shuriken Cannon Shuricannons is the default option and the only one that works if for some reason you have to manage your Scorpio (although you really should never promote Scorpio, or it's 700 points that you don't use this translation). It's... a decent choice with the
potential to rend, but its inconsistency is not really worth taking over the scatter laser. Scatter Laser Scatter Laser is the cheapest choice and probably the best pair with a pulsar as it gives as many shots as possible a turn. 4 S6 shots in 36 areas is quite a nice source of additional firepower for its cost. You might as well take it. Starcannon Starcannon, while
excellent for killing MEQ targets, lacks firepower damage, volume and range that would allow it to function even decently as an addition to scorpio. Pass, Bright Lance. You don't want high power or high AP firepower, and a very variable d6 damage just can't compare to a steady 3 or 6 damage that the pulsar treats toward the wound. Aeldari Missile Launcher
Second gun to ignore. It doesn't matter if you want to use a one-shot S8 d6 damage profile or a D6 shot S4 profile, it's just way too temperamental to pair with a pulsar. Vehicle upgrade options: Scorpion can take any and all standard vehicle upgrades, and due to the points that consume it, several of these are worth seriously considering. Crystal Targeting
Matrix 5 more points lets Scorpio hold a fantastic BS 2+ after movement, although it limits your targeting options. For anyone who wants to take advantage of scorpio's distorted fields, this is a must. Soul Stones Considering you spend at least 700 points on this tank, spending only 10 more points to give it more than 6 FNP should be easy to sell. With 26
wounds, you don't want this to come into play, and when paired with Iyanden or Alaitoc, possibly even a Bonesinger support, you have a disgustingly durable tank. However, if you have a Fortune Farseer or for some incomprehensible reason you want to drive this Ulthwé department, you can skip this. Star engines never take this. There's practically never a
time when you'd have an excuse to use the extra d6 movement as you progress, even if it makes it easier to save a distorted field. Vector motors in a way boat as a star star Yes, especially when paired with Alaitoc, -1 hit on top of a distorting field invuln can make the tank particularly frustrating to align. But since it's only active if you're moving forward (and
it's very challenging to find a legitimate reason to move forward and give up the Twin Scorpion Pulsar shooting round), there's no point in investing in it. Cobra (Forge World): The first anti-tank/super-basket available to artisans at a hefty 550 points, Cobra's main weaponty consists of a D-Impaler; Heavy d6 S16 AP-5 gun that makes extra d3 fatal wounds per
6+ 6+ reel. When it has more than 15 wounds (or 8 + Iyanden Cobras), it hits 2, so you have a lot of chances for those wound rolls! In addition to this primary weapon, it has only one other standard heavy weapon (of your choice) that it can fire, which means that while this container can only ensure what it shoots, it is thoroughly removed; it is particularly
ineffective against armies focused on hordding/infantry. Like most Artisan Titanic models, the Cobra can take advantage of built-in Distort Fields to give motion-based invuln recordings, although this can reasonably only be done in a 9-16 5+ + + range (with CTM support to eliminate penalties somewhat). If your Cobra becomes the center of your opponent's
attention, you probably want to make sure allied models aren't three feet away from the issue if it's close to death; If you roll 4+ when the Cobra dies, all inside 2d6 will take d6 Mortal wounds when the Cobra collapsed into a warp tear. You can try to take advantage of this and suicide bomb the severely wounded Cobra deep into enemy lines to literally tear a
hole in their defense, even if it takes quite a bit of luck on your part and a clear ignorance of your opponent's defense. Still, a pretty joviant way to get the last laugh. Weapon charging options: D-Impaler is your only main weapon and the only reason you're considering bringing this tank. However, it has one ordinary heavy weapon that the Cobra can use in
situations that require it. Shuriken Cannon Shuricannons is the default option and the only one that works if for some reason you need to promote your Cobra (although you really should never promote Cobra, or it's 540 points that you don't use this translation). It's... a decent choice with the potential to rend, but its inconsistency is not really worth taking over
the scatter laser. Scatter Laser Scatter Laser is the cheapest choice and probably the best pairing with D-Impaler as it gives as many shots as possible turn. 4 S6 shots in 36 areas is quite a nice source of additional firepower for its cost. You might as well take it. Starcannon Starcannon, while excellent for killing MEQ targets, lacks firepower damage, volume
or range that would allow it to function even decently as an addition to your Cobra. Pass, Bright Lance. You won't be offended by high power or And a single D6 lesion doesn't really compare to the 2d6 damage that every D-Impaler fired, ignoring the possibility of mortal wounds. Aeldari Missile Launcher Second gun to ignore. It doesn't matter if you want to
use a one-shot S8 d6 damage profile or a D6 shot S4 profile, it's just way too temperamental to pair with D-Impaler. Vehicle upgrade options: The cobra can take standard updates of any and all vehicles, and because of the points it consumes, several of these are worth seriously considering. Crystal Targeting Matrix 5 more points lets your Cobra hold a
fantastic BS 2+ after movement, although it limits your targeting options. For anyone who wants to take advantage of cobra's distorted fields, this is a must. Soul Stones Since you spend at least 540 points on this tank, you only spend 10 more points to give it 6+ FNP should be easy to sell. With 26 wounds, you don't want this to come into play, and when
paired with Iyanden or Alaitoc, possibly even a Bonesinger support, you have a disgustingly durable tank. However, if you have a Fortune Farseer or for some incomprehensible reason you want to drive this Ulthwé department, you can skip this. Star engines never take this. There's practically never a time when you'd have an excuse to use the extra d6
movement as you progress, even if it makes it easier to save a distorted field. Vector engines are similar to star engines. Yes, especially when paired with Alaitoc, -1 hit on top of a distorting field invuln can make the tank particularly frustrating to align. But since it's only active if you move forward (and it's very challenging to find a legitimate reason to move
forward and give up the round of shooting D-Impaler), there's no point in investing in it. Vampire Raider (Forge World): After a year and a half of being reunited in seventh, the two vampires are separate entries again. Vampire Raider stands out for its mind-free 30-unit transport capacity, which can easily drop passengers up to 70 off in just one turn. It's fast!
In addition, Raider enjoys quite sturdy 32 wounds in T8 with Distort invuln, which is usually reserved for the. Unlike some titans, it's actually quite likely that Raider will take full advantage of the 5+ or 4+ profile. The built-in CTM allows it to fire its Scatter laser and both Twin Pulse Lasers (Heavy 4 S8 AP-3 3 damage profiles each) against the closest threats
without penalty; plus for a fairly fast air unit (note that with a number-approved update, it always counts as stationary, so CTM no longer has any use). In addition to enjoying the special rule of Khainen's wings, it can also go into Hover mode to stay sedentary if you need it. This costs hard to hit, Wings of Khaine and Airborne talent, so be aware of its
surroundings if you do. Remember that Vampire Raider benefits it in Iyanden or Alaitoc release power maximizes its efficiency/durability and is highly recommended (especially if you want to drop 10+ Wraithguard/blades on your opponent at once) In addition, Errata gave it the Colossal Flyer rule that other Superheavy Flyers have, adding 12 to the areas,
which means bolts underneath it can no longer shoot them, and it will never be punished for firing heavy weapons. Both vampires don't technically count as Flyer Battlefield Role (FOC slot) because they're warlords, so they can control goals and don't count as flyers for Boots on the Ground. Vampire Hunter (Forge World): Basically a Scorpion that moves
faster, has more HP, -1 beats and is currently out of production from FW. Shooting the pulsants in any direction was a huge improvement. Twin Pulsar is a Heavy 4 D6, Str12, AP-4 D D6 and 6's wound to do extra D6 damage and will never be punished for firing heavy weapons. Craftworld features affect vehicles, and this is one of the best flyers available. If
you go to Iyanden, the precious low will remain effective twice as long; Something no other army can claim. Alaitoc and Colossal Flyer always give -2 hits, which can go up to -3 stratagems, which is a jovial LoW. With 8 pulse laser images and a 4d6 S12 pulsar it can be the most annoying distraction for CARNIFEX to get rid of and certainly the meanest.
Errata gave it the Colossal Flyer rule that other Superheavy Flyers have, adding 12 to the areas, meaning bolts underneath it can no longer shoot them. And it no longer gets -1 hit while moving (which is almost always). Chapter Approved 2017 puts the cost of Vampire Hunter (not Raider) at a ridiculous 1,500 points - a whopping 62% increase! Both vampires
are technically not counted as Flyer Battlefield Role (FOC slot), but as Lords of War, so they can manage goals and don't count as flyers for Boots on the Ground. Conclave Titans [edit] These are the largest and most powerful aeldari warplanes you can ever use... If they weren't so strikingly expensive to both buy and field. The only realistic time you can
expect on the field up to one of these would be in the apocalyptic game or the ≥3,000-point list, and even then they leave virtually no leeway for the other units you want to support them with. Another significant drawback, unlike literally everything else listed on this page, revenant and Phantom titans &lt;Conclave&gt;are , not &lt;Craftworld&gt;. According to
the Forgewold xenos index &lt;Conclave&gt;, it is the same as craftworld. Therefore, you can use stratagems, forces and get attributes. If you make one of these tins, take advantage of their miraculous territory to rain hell on enemies from across the table (or from the end of the table if you play a big enough game) to keep monsters alive. Revenant Titan
(Forge World): A stylish Scout titan who can fly, and on&lt;/Conclave&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; &lt;/Conclave&gt; &lt;/Conclave&gt; Empire reaver/scout for titan. With a hardness of 9 and 32 wounds, you can expect the Revenant titanium to be quite difficult for your opponent to finish without his own titanium. But just saving more than 3 armor and invulvertent
saving completely dependent on movement/advancing as far as possible means that even S5 weapons with any AP value have an honest chance to shaver some wounds. Even worse, while the Revenant has an impressive 32 movements (automatic 18 fronts) and the ability to be about ground-bound things like terrain and enemy units, the Revenant's injury
table drops movement 24, 18 and 8 accordingly, making it mandatory to proceed just to keep some invultent saving as it wears off. Granted, now that this thing costs 2,000 (seriously, what's flying fuck?) shows only 8 more wounds than one Wraithknight, which can also have an invuln not only not dependent on movement, there's no reason to take this.
Never. Literally everything it can bring to the table, even other eldar Titans can make cheaper. Weapon charging options: The Revenant Titans are equipped with Titanic Stride (S9 AP-3 D3 stomp attacks that make 3 hit reels per attack like Wraithknight's stomp attack) and Cloudburst Missile Launcher (2d6 S8 AP-2 D1d3, which adds +1 hit units that fly). In
addition, they have exactly two options as a primary weapon. Pulsar Default load, each Pulsar is a Heavy 2d6 S12 AP-4 cannon that does d6 damage with a normal wound roller, and 2d6 with a wound roller of 6+. Overall a pretty good weapon, but again is relatively weak for the Titanic unit as it is a heavy weapon instead of a macro. At least it can shoot
Overwatch and has a huge range? Sonic Lance One of the few good blob blenders that still exists. Every Sonic Lance, while pathetically fluctuated at the age of 18, fires unholy 3d6 shots that wound the infantry by more than 2+, ap -3, to erase most regular saves. Taking these means the Revenant is always within range of some heavy impacting device. In
addition, if your opponent is smart and the field monsters, vehicles or your own Titan, you will only hurt those with 4+. Not ideal odds for such an expensive unit. Unless your opponent is idiot enough just for the infantry against the Revenant, it's probably better to stick with the Pulsants. 60 area that is excellent at staying away from middle and long areas, and
the S12 basically wounds all infantry with 2+ anyway, when most vehicles/monsters hit the harder AP, which wounds 3+ does d6 damage and not just for the price of 1 with additional shots of d6 (insignificant to most infantry units anyway, with their 5-10 man average). Phantom Titan (Forge World): With 60 wounds with access to the only macro weapons in
the entire Aeldar Arsenal, the Phantom is basically (and only real) option when it comes to working with a similar enemy Despite being almost twice as resistant as the Revenant titanium, which has the potential to use heavier firepower, the Phantom is only 400 points more than its half-sized relatives. In addition to all the other standard Titanic unit rules,
Phantom can also buffer other units (if you play so &lt;Conclave&gt; insanely high-point apocalypse play at first) by letting them re-roll failed punches once in a turnaround. Weapon charging options: The Phantom Titans are equipped with Titanic Stride (S9 AP-3 D3 stomp attacks that make 3 hit reels per attack like Wraithknight's stomp attack) and Voidstorm
Missile Launcher (2d6 S8 AP-3 D1d3, which adds +1 hit units that fly). In addition, they have three interchangeable weapon selections for arm-specific primary weaponization and a base weapon mounted on the base. Starcannon's default weapon wed in missile bridges is the default and cheapest choice for this place. With only two S6 shots, it's precious a
bit this weapon can really promote targets that you really want Phantom Titan to be interested in. Since you are already almost 2,400 points for this, just go ahead and use the extra 7 points to replace this with a bright blanket. You have much more cost-effective means with field stars if you really want them. Bright Lance Just a couple of pence over the star
annum, give your Phanth one shot gun that's more in line with the Voidstorm Missile Launcher profile (S8), which can be used in combination with it as a finishing hit as needed. You might as well take it. Firing 2d6 shots at the S14 on the lower track of the AP-5 120, wherever it hits, can't save the armor. In addition, like the smaller Pulsar, a 6+ wound roll
causes it 2d6 damage compared to only d6. D-Bombard Although D-Strength is gone, the AP-5's S16 is as close to it as you can get. Although it sacrifices the range and number of shots fired by D. Pulsar, this macro weapon causes 3 fatal wounds per wound in addition to the 2d6 damage caused by each salvo. It's a tough decision, but this makes D-
Bombard a more ideal enemy with the Titans than Pulsar. Wraith Glaive Anti-titan melee option, this Sx2 (S18) AP-5 armblade makes a flat 9 damage cleave, proccing additional attacks on hit rollers 6 (extra attacks not proccing more). Since this bypasses Void Shields, it is honestly the most reliable antititan weapon you can give Phanth. In addition, while not
quite amazing, it has a built-in starcannon that helps give a little more firepower to compensate for the loss of other switched options. Unfortunately, it is also the only primary weapon that pays extra points for either weapon. 400,000 webway portals: with 120 points you can choose this gigantic arc. &lt;/Conclave&gt; &lt;/Conclave&gt; That's exactly why Eldar
trollobility suddenly appears and disappears without a trace. Crunchwise, it's a massive arc with a T8, 14 wounds, 3+ and 5+ + which gives you a deep one-unit turn. It can be set anywhere on the battlefield from more than 12 enemy placement areas and its units during deployment (and as all landscapes must be 3 away from other landscapes - making it
very difficult to place)(remember, hills [i.e. simple LOS-clogging terrain] are not considered terrain features) and, like any other structure, is completely immobile. During commissioning, the owning player can set up any of their AELDARI units on Webway (i.e. Necron-style TombWorld), allowing them to be set up 9 away from enemy units and completely out
of 3 ports in a way very similar to the usual deep shock. Of course, if the gate is destroyed, all units that were on the gate webway (this does not affect units that use Webway Strike stratation) will be killed. On the other hand, it allows you to save some CP because you don't use the aforementioned Webway Strike Strat, and lets you hit deep into units not
covered by strata, such as wraithlords and support weapons. You can also use this at the same time as the said parts; If you use Cloud Strike Stratagem for flyers or grav tanks, you can use portal to deep strike group howling banshees or wraithguard, as an example. Still, limiting model investing (9 far from the enemy and 3 from the gate itself) can be
problematic against herd-based opponents who can block the gate and prevent anything from actually leaving it. While it's impressively durable, with no built-in weapons to defend, a canny opponent can turn off hundreds of points worth of your army without even firing a shot. However, the model itself is still very comfortable, so don't hold yourself back from
using it as terrain for Aeldari-pretend battlefields if you don't really want to use it. Keep in mind that to use Webway Gate certain Stratagems from harlequins codex, you need to be a small compartment for this nice and deadly murder (and pray to any god for this to be FREQUENTLY ASKED AND Labyrinth Laughs And Webway Ambush are available to all
AELDARI because it actually affects all of them). You also need a fortification department just for the portal field, so in order to effectively use this piece, you need to chew 2 departments. Also, keep in mind that it's not really a bad way to make sure your vehicles survive if you don't go first, because the gate has high tenacity and 5++. Something to consider
for your fire prism. It is difficult to set this up because it is a massive footprint and because it cannot be within 3 of other landscapes. Just hope your table has a 12 x 8 area in perfectly clear terrain, otherwise you won't be able to place it. (remember that hills [i.e. simple terrain] is not considered terrain features) RAW all models must be taken 3 inside the
portal. Because the supports are so small, RAW you can't enable anything bigger than wraithlord because any larger one doesn't fit completely 3 - which means that even a wraithKnight box photo is illegal. Look for frequently asked questions or just play RAI. Or just model Phantom Titan balancing on one toe, ballerina style, 3 bottom. Or put it between the
arches, which is not a problem because of their size. The arches must be positioned so that the bottoms are 5 of each other (the tips would be about half an inch apart), the overlap of each foot 3 (since you need to measure to the nearest part of the network road portal) is too thin to fit anywhere between them when within 3 inches of each leg. Which is a
base. File:Geometry3.jpg To be honest, it may simply be more practical to upgrade to Skathach Wraithknight if deep-seated Wraithknights are so primary. It would be roughly the same cost as the Webway Portal + Wraithknight combination anyway, although it comes with undeniably a more flexible weapon charge and the ability to leave the battlefield and
with deep aspiration; ability not to be entered by a single and completed Webway Portal. In addition, Skathachi is limited only by standard deepstriking rules when it comes to deployment, where as standard WK would be forced to come out of the highly visible and highly existing Webway portal, making it difficult to predict and block deployment. Finally,
you're only taking advantage of one extra compartment for Superheavy, and no two for the super-shed and revolutionary departments. Ynnari Overview[edit] A reborn aeldari from all walks of life, in one of his wars against Slaanesh under the flag of Ynnead and his elected champions. At least in fluff, or especially in separate teams, as far as the plague
goes. All non-branded Ynnari units work virtually the same as their original counterparts, and some minor warnings are listed below. To declare Ynari, include Yvraine, Visarch or Ynnaad's avatar in any battle-forging department and decide to make it Ynnar's department. In this case, all &lt;Craftworld&gt; units will become Reborn Asuryani. Bad news out of
the way first. Once named Ynnar, the department and all units inside it lose access to all vanilla eldar properties, relics, stratagems, psychic disciplines and named characters. For artisans, this means that not all of the Phoenix gentlemen, Eldrad, Yriel, Illic and Khainen's avatar may be included in Ynnar's department. To remain forged in battle, these
departments must follow the Battle Brothers Rule and maintain only craftworld, Drukhari or Harlequin units in any individual Ynnar department. Craftworld Aspect Warriors will also lose access to the Exarch Powers list featured in psychic awakening, which their default abilities. In addition, Ynnari Units &lt;/Craftworld&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; be the target or
benefit of the psychological butting or debuffing forces of the Allied vanilla department. Pros [edit] Ynnar has access to really good Warlord features and relics, some of which are powerful enough to consider at least removing little Ynnar just to use them. Benefiting from Soulburst, the Ynnari factions can be the best CQC groups in the game; A limit of more
than 2+ on charging makes units like Harlequin Troupes, Wraithblades or Shining Spears completely threatening. This is more of an indication that the craft world, harlequin or dark Eldar units themselves are treacherous units, not really by any death of power. Yvraine and Visarch are both pretty good characters. Yvrainen's psychic ability can compete or
even surpass Farseer, while Visarch acts as both a cheap bodyguard and a powerful beatstick. Yncarne can also be quite effective, but its point cost requires you to really build around it to get the most out of it. Taking Eldar groups as Ynnar no longer removes their unit's broad rules, such as Battle-Focus or Power from Pain. Soul outbursts now affect all
units on your list across the board, which is significantly better than before. Minuses [edit] When your units aren't soul-breathing, they may not have any attribute. It would be a dramatic understatement to say that soulburst's mechanic himself is a pale shadow of his former glory. It does nothing about infantry or a vehicle designed for a wide-ranging battle,
and melee units have to rush into battle to really take advantage of it themselves. This group has a notorious history of nerdyness that stretches all the way back to The 7th. They really deserved it at first, even in the first half of the eighth edition. However, how enthusiastically GW have continued to beat this grouping with a nerd bat, it is not very far away to
say that Ynnar's detachment is a significant discount for just sticking to the classic groupings at this stage. Despite the fact that characters such as Jain Zar or Eldrad are considered part of Ynnar in every respect, no named characters are allowed in Ynnar outside the original Triumvirate. Outside the triumvirate, Ynnar has no original units. Every unit they can
draw from is simply copied from one of the original eldar groups, which means that for an adapted game you only play a slightly irritated version of the military. This sounds especially true for The Aspect Warriors, who, despite getting some great new exarch powers to trade, shouldn't take any of them if it's considered Ynnar. Your new layers, as mentioned,
are rubbish. With perhaps one or two notable exceptions, your documents have very situational uses or are at worst completely useless and are overpriced or simply copied from one eldar grouping at its best. Loss of access to Runes of Runes And Phantasman Disciplinecy sucks at a lot of your guys. Even your Ynnari units in the craft world can no longer
exploit enemy debuffing powers like Jinx or Doom. The special features of triumvirate are unquestionably an overconstituated tax for Ynnar's detachment. The only real exception to this is Yvraine, which is a powerful psyker. This problem has been addressed a little through the random point cost bills they receive. Special Rules[edit] Redeem Galaxy: Goal
Protected, Reborn Style. Reborn: Allies of the Beast, Incubi and Scourge units can be included in Ynnar's detachment without removing the Force from death for anyone else, even if they themselves do not gain the ability. Specifically for Dark Eldar Ynnari lists, but it's worth noting if you plan to take another Ynnari detachment facility using them. Prestigious
figurehead: Yvraine or Visarch can start any Aeldari transport, even if it normally limits the models to another group. Reborn Asuryani - Force of Death: Whenever a unit is destroyed, all Ynnar units fight during the battle phase first for the rest of the transition. If they were already able or just loaded, they also add +1 to their hit rolls. This is your only attribute,
and it's... Okay. This will greatly benefit units such as Howling Banshees, Striking Scorpions, Shining Spears or virtually anything in your army Wraith in its name, but it will also do nothing for units that do all their work by carrying, such as Dark Reapers or Fire Prisms. While your units may not be guaranteed to fight first due to interactions with AFF's enemy
payments, the +1 hit obtained by loading with active ability is certainly no mockery. Warlord Traits[edit] Since Ynnar's departments are working now, as long as the named Ynnari character is in the department, you can take it as Ynnar's detachment and name any public headquarters as your warlord if you so wish. Lord of Rebirth: Automatically heals one
wound and ignores wounds over the age of 5, a solid choice for a tank warlord like a Wraithseer. Leader of souls: Whenever Soulburst influences your warlord and +1 their power and attack qualities. A reasonably reliable way to buffer your warlord more consistently compared to other offensive features here, but with a remarkable peak of performance.
Yncarne has this by default. Walker of Many Paths: Free hit/wound reroll in every turn with a 5+ CP credit when using a layer. A flexible choice that helps keep your options open when you don't know what to expect. Fear of the tomb: All enemy forces 6 of your warlords will be subtracted from 1 of their leadership, 2 if it is in turn, the warlord killed the unit.
Stacks very well lead bombs with Visarch and nearby Hemlocks, Wraithseers or Horrify Warlocks. Popular Ynnead: Consolidating 6 instead of 3 in melee. It may be convenient to keep up the momentum, but it is Leave your warlord your warlord Behind. Yvraine has this by default. Master of Death: Whenever your warlord spins 6's hit roll in a melee, it
produces two hits instead of one. A good way to help deal with hordes and fish hits in general, but kind of unreliable. Visarch has this by default. Ynnar's Tactical Goals[edit] 11 - Spirit Sanctuary Roll a D6; get 1VP if your enemies don't control the corresponding goal sign. Completely random and unreliable, but a little easier to achieve than the vanilla version
in a rare twist. 12 - Harness spirits Successfully throwing the power of the nin psyker produces 1VP. Yvraine or Farseer can make this an easy pick. 13 - Ynnead's Glory Get 1VP if three or more units were killed in attacks by Ynnar units this shift. That's a pretty big order for one of the vice presidents. 14 - Purpose stabilization Get d3VP if you achieve at least
two other tactical goals with this twist. 15 - Death's Every Visage Score 1VP if you destroy the unit at the psychic/shooting/combat stage with this twist. Score d3VP if you destroy the unit in all three. Worse than the vanilla version. 16 - Soulsurge Score 1VP if you destroy three or more units with attacks from Ynnari units when they benefit from Soulburst in
one twist. In a way, you screwed up that the more challenging version of For Ynnead's Glory no longer offers a vice president for the extra effort needed (you have to wipe 4 enemy units in one turn to get this; one launches Soulburst and the rest for 3 goals). A little easier if, by any miracle, you manage to pull the strongest layers of souls in advance. Some of
the dids that improve your Ynnari releases. Fire and Fade (1cp): Copying the vanilla version. This allows the unit you select to move after 7 shootings, charging or progression is not allowed. Still useful for units like Fire Dragons. Lightning-fast reactions (2cp): Add another copy-paste, add -1 to hit definition if targeted to a ranged or melee attack. Useful pinch,
but a little less flammable compared to Alaitoc lists. Lethal Diversion (2cp): Identical to Feigned Retreat, this allows you to shoot and load after retreat. Objects of death (1/3cp): Always the usual extra relic(s) stratage, nothing special. Webway ambush (1/3cp): Your taste for deep-hitting layering of infantry, biker or beast. It's a useful situation. Praised Ynnead
(1cp): Select one non-warlord/named HQ characters and give them a warlord feature, no duplicates allowed. That doesn't make them a real warlord, and you can only do this once. In fact, quite convenient because there are good features to choose from. Inevitable fate (2cp): Choose an enemy unit at the beginning of the battle phase and all your Ynnari stuff
will roll the wound against it. May be handy, but kind of pricey. A Taste for Death (1cp): Used when unit wiping out the enemy unit, they add +1 hits in close combat until the end of the turn. Objectively useless, as they would be. Would. From Soulburst, if they kill the unit and since most decent weapons can't be fired in battle, they'll have to charge and they'd
fix soulburst's hit bonus themselves. Great Enemy (1cp): Much the same as Inevitable Fate, but limited to Slaanesh targets and only one of your units. A fluffy layer stacking with your ancient judgment both re-rolling hit and wound rolls that pretty much benefit from Soulburst, but your chances are very slim. Back from Brink (2cp): When one of your
infantry/bike figures dies, use this and roll D6. Over the age of 4, they come back with D3 wounds and install as close as possible to their death. You can only do this once per character. It might be handy if your opponent ruins your plan. Reborn Together (1cp): Add +2 leadership to all Ynnari units with another Ynnari unit inside 6. It'll help if you're worried
about leadership boys or victims ruining your morale. Whispering Spirits (2cp): Basically the opposite of the Reborn together, a targeted enemy unit reduces 2 of their leadership when 1 dudes. Stack obscenely when you have countless leadership collapses at your disposal. Acolyte of Ynnead (1cp): If any psykers try to embody the Revenant force at the
same stage that you destroyed the unit, add 3(!) to their psychic test. In Farseer, it guarantees a cast of what you want. Allied vanilla remover Farseer spamming Smite/Mind War/Executioner can help create opportunities to use this. Ynnnead Network (2cp): The Ynnari cyclist can progress and charge on the same shift. The shining spears still have a place in
this army! United in Death (1cp): Choose the reborn Asuryani, Reborn Drukhari and the reborn harlequin unit. Everyone gets +1 Attack in combat phase if they are Soulbursting. Yikes, try to make it happen on Matched Play. Shrine of the Whispering God (2cp): Pick up to three Incubi units and they gain strength from death. Convenient, if useless, with
craftworld-based Ynnari list. Souls of the Strongest (1cp): Kill the enemy warlord, and all units with the Force of Death are soul-breathing for the rest of the game, although no other units are destroyed in subsequent translations. Better take some Rangers to make it work, but can take the pressure off trying to kill something before a fight at every turn if you
control it. Revenant Discipline[edit] Ynnari Psyker units will replace either their access to the Battle Runes or Runes of Fate disciplines with this. These forces allow them to both support and insult the army. Reminder, Ynnari units can no longer choose or benefit directly from any Runes of Fate and Battle because they can no longer target them. Offensive
forces from allied vanilla departments such as executioner and war of mind are good forces to take on the Allied Vanilla Division, which supports Ynnar because they can help SfD or they can be used to help trigger layers or tactical ones. Tactical. Ynnead's gaze: Basically in Smoten crack, this WC 6 force allows you to select a target and treat mortal wounds
based on D6; 1 roll leads to the wounds of 1 mortal, 2-5 causes 1d3 mortal wounds, and 6 leads to the wounds of 1d6 mortals on target; the total expected death wound is therefore 25/12, i.e. just over 2. Like all non-smite psychic forces in the eighth, this is worse than Smite: the probability of it going off base has dropped from 30/36 to 26/36, so the expected
total output is only 1.5 mortal wounds. By comparison, Smite deals of 1.79 (both results assume Psyker will survive a break with a double of 6). What's surprisingly nice about this is that the reduction is small compared to two significant trades: the first is that you can choose a target, and the second is that your wizards can throw it without the crazy special
rule that nerded your mortal wound output. Still not a great force, but other disciplines are definitely worse off. The math changes for both Yvraine and Farseer. However, any buff that increases the casting amount, such as Yvraine's, tends to make Gazea worse, not better: Yvraine's Gaze deals with 1.74 mortal wounds, but his Smite offerings are 2.08. In
other words, Smite usually makes 19% more dead wounds than Gaze, but for Yvraine it treats 20% more. The difference is insignificant, but accumulates when you include more buffs, such as consuming cp to roll plaster. It may be a solid attacking tool in Yvrone's hands, but you can preferably pick it up halfway through the fight when some of his wizarding
meat protectors are chewed instead of starting with power. Storm whispers AoE aura attack, this WC 6 force allows you to roll 3d6 per enemy unit inside 6 wheels; Each roll of 6 hits that unit in the mortal wound. This power is hot rubbish. Stating that you can do it - and get 26/36 of the time on a regular bike or slightly better than 2/3 of the time - each unit
suffers on average half a mortal wound (or, in other words, each nearby enemy unit suffers an average of 13/36 mortal wounds or slightly better than 1/3). This means that a normal bike must be within five unit ranges to compete with Smite, and Yvraine must be within six. Stay away from this power - you're really better off throwing Smite in extra times, even
despite the casting penalty. Phoenix word: WC 5, this ability no longer triggers Soulburst, but allows the target Ynnar infantry or Ynnari Biker inside 18 to heal 1d3 wounds or resurrect one model that returns to unit unity with one wound left. Thus, this is best used as elite destinations (to maximize how many points you return to the table) with as few wounds
as possible, as well as to maximize your chances again and not and so that res returns as much as possible of the total vulnerabilities in the item. For example, it fixes Vypers' Vypers Nicely (because it doesn't care about the presence or absence of a Biker), but overall you get better performance from the Warlock Skyrunner conclave. Unbind Souls A WC 6
debuff, which allows units to re-roll wound rollers against melee attacks on the target unit. Now that Doom is more or less off the table in Ynnar's units, this is the next best thing. It synergoes pretty well with the new Soulburst because it's relatively easy to throw without much effort - and while it's easier to throw than Doom, a shorter-range double nerd AND
melee just really hurts. Shield Ynnead Slightly more challenging toilet 7 power, which gives all Ynnari units inside 6 Psyker 5 + invulnerability to save. This literally works for everything in your military that doesn't yet have more than 5+or better (e.g. this doesn't do anything to protect Wyches in hand-to-hand combat) and can be a fantastic tool for your Wraith
units, vehicles or even always regular Aspect Warriors. Edible Grace: This WC5 power allows the targeted friendly unit 18 inside to re-roll the hit rolls until the next 1 psychic phase, so both shooting and melee. A nice extra power, but it might be better to use only Autarph or Archon, which automatically benefits from multiple units in their aura (as long as you
use &lt;Craftworld&gt; &lt;Kabal&gt;primarily or Eldar in your Ynnari release unit). Since even your Craftworld Ynnari units can no longer benefit from the guide, this is the only option that can support your various units. Just consider parking Autarch with a reaper launcher for your backline cannonmen on the Craftworld-focused list. Perhaps the two most
valuable powers here are the Phoenix word and the Shield of Ynnead; To give you a good example of them working together, if you deliver a blaster scourge unit on both, they go 4+/6+ + - 4+/5++ - and every time you bring back a dead Blaster wielder, you bring back 36 dead points. In addition, they need the grace of their ancestors, because they are
allergic to the Archons. Ynneadin relics[edit] General character relics gallery. Named Ynnari characters cannot be taken according to the standard. Hungry Blade: For you, Autarch exclusive as it replaces his Star Glaive/Power Sword. S+3 AP-3 flat D2 sword that strikes the targets of an extra mortal wound against every 6 wound rollers. A decent upgrade if
you're going to keep him in front. Ynnead song: 18 S5 AP-1 replaces shuriken pistol. Follows Shurike's AP-3 rules and every time it kills an enemy model, its unit reduces 1 from its leadership until the shift ends. Since it fires three times, this can destroy enemy leadership along with other debuff forces/abilities. Very good for herd-based armies. Mirrorgaze:
Standard -1 for hit rolls against carrier. Affect all hit rolls, and it's not limited to infantry. Soulsnare: Once per game, you can select unit 6 inside the holder and roll D6. 1 does nothing, 2-5 deals with D3 mortal wounds and heals&lt;/Kabal&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; &lt;/Craftworld&gt; 6 deals with D6 death wounds and heals all lost wounds in the carrier. Basically, a
pocketmini smite with crazy benefits if you're lucky and apparently pay more to characters with large health pools. Lost shroud: Halve all damage caused by rounding upwards, with more than 5 FNP for good measure. Crazy good ability that can remove the edge of strong weapons, but largely underrated for any character with fewer than 6 wounds combined.
Corag Hain locket: Whenever the holder destroys a unit, permanently adds 1 to their motion and attack capabilities. There is no cap here, which means that you can get ridiculous statistics if the owner of this collects kills. Stack beautifully with soulbursts and the guardian of souls. Special Characters[edit] HQ Yvraine: Emissary itself, leads by a slightly
cheaper 115 points with psychic Awakening. With soulburst's fierce retrial and phoenix's word stating into a healing force, Yvraine is now geared toward a close fight more than before. In practice, this means that he can very easily spin the Wraithblades of some ghost swords or even the Warlock conclave as he heals them and causes them to roll wounds
again with the right psychic powers. Wizarding conclave can indeed function very nicely as a bodyguard unit, because if one of them dies, Yvraine will be allowed to create a new force from the Revenant discipline and can optionally revive any of the wizards who fall with the phoenix word. Beware only that despite his ability to get the wounds back when
Aeldari dies at 7 on his 4+ and 4+ invuln save, he is still T3 and will fall quite quickly if you are not careful. There are two more errical schools about how he runs in craftworld Ynnar's department: a very aggressive role in which he follows the unit in pushing them as far into enemy lines as possible before he potentially dies causing considerable destruction, or
a more passive supporting role involving a wizard conclave and/or Farseer as he dolls heal, roll buffs and pain equally. Remember what detachments support farseers and wizards are if you want them to double the Revenant's discipline with him, or if you want them to offer more offensive powers to an otherwise exclusive vanilla craft site. Visarch: Now
actually a better fighter than Yvraine. With Psychic Awakening's updated point cost dropping to Visarch's bargin-bin by 80 points, he is stealing a contract both as a close combat figure and as a cheap way to get the Ynnari section. His BFS, Asu-Var, The Sword of Silent Screams is the Strength 5 Force Sword, which reduces the leadership of the enemy unit
by 1, allowing him to be the setting of leadership bombs. Very tanky as when any Aeldari model inside 7 dies, 4 + he gets back a lost wound, and gets +1 attack (caps 7) if it was a character and considering his Warlord Trait he is ambivalent quite regularly. He's the one who Acts like a bodyguard for Yvraine and if he's within 3 of him, he can take wounds on
him as a mortal wound with over 2+, blocking one of his biggest weaknesses at the moment, a good co-worker for 2 years and you've finally found use. Visarch's weird about the three, isn't he? He is the cheapest Ynnari character, and this is reflected in his limited support compared to Yvryine or Yncarne. He's got a pretty cool sword. When you think about
where he fits in craftworld Ynnar's department, it's a mute game, I'm sure he could back you up, but Yvraine or Autarch do it infinitely better, you could get him to help set up a leadership bomb, but wizards, your own floors or delusional Hemlock do it better, you can have him. On top of that, when you can take on any Ynnari character as your warlord, there's
no reason to bring him in except that it's a beat stick. He gives Ynnar units 6 rerolls 1 hit in battle, and given how the army works now, he can replace Autarchi for your frontline attackers. Yncarne: Our avatar of the god Eldar (although Ynnar has Khaine's avatar and it's the biggest and scariest, but whatever geeDubs isn't, it's gutting the nature of this army at
every turn) from a 280-point point may seem a lot, but he's equipped with Vilith-shar, the sword of souls, the mighty weapon that is S6, AP -4 and d6 Damage re-rolled. Six attacks, the S7 A7 warlord trait, whatever it strikes, are dying. With the reworking of the SfD, Yncarne can't fight twice, but his Warlord Trait strikes much harder strangely, getting him to kill
half as much, more efficiently (that is, he drops only one imperial knight's turn in battle rather than 2), all of which is said to be a flying, monstrous figure who can give two of your six Revenant disciplines that give him impressive flexibility. Yncarne is also quite resilient, with a T6 with 3+ armor and 4+ invuln covering 9 wounds that regenerat 4+ in any Aeldari



model killed near it. It also provides 6 Fearless Bubbles inside any friendly Aeldar 6 that wipes the wound or mortal wound over the age of 6. While movement 8 it may not have seemed particularly fast, Yncarne also has a unique ability to inevitable death, which allows him to teleport where a unit friend or enemy died 1 allowing him to appear where and when
he is needed. Note: Yncarne can't charge after arriving this way, so you'd prefer him to appear when opponents turn around. You also want to take advantage of the ability to resettle when something dies as a mobility/escape device. If something else Yncarne appears somewhere unexpected, you can steer a ton of fire away from your other units, although
you might want to leave the DISTRACTION CARNIFEX role somewhere like Succubus or Venom. Corsair Overview[edit] Unique Eldar Subdiber, Corsairs are death-high for Aeldar are for the Imperial Guard; An overpriced Forge World exclusive conglomerate with a nice little twist on the usual way they normally play. Unlike the Kriegers, corsairs are
significantly less popular, and thus have significantly fewer units to play with. Get in the picture. Nonetheless, Corsairs offers a much more flexible way to play your eldar groups and practically encourages you to go wild with conversions to really... partly because the only visible difference between the usual Corsair Reaver and Guardian Defender is literally
just a bit of a helmet. Pros Corsair has the most flexible weapons loads of all Aeldari groups, so you can either specialized against a specific type of unit (such as GEQ or MEQ) or set them to deal with a wide range of threats. As 2017 CA lowers its point costs, most corsair units are actually pretty reasonably priced for what they bring to the table. Troop
selections with 16 movements flying make securing or denying targets much easier compared to most country-bound armies. Between craftsmen, Dark Eldar and Harlequins, Corsair has more opportunities for conversions than any other non-imperial army; It's fantastic to make guys. Minuses When moving from 7 to 8 May 2006, the 7th and 8th of July 2011
will be the first time that For some reason, this also included the choices of their headquarters, such as Corsair Princes, Barons and Void Dreamers. With data pages of only 5 units (2 of which are copied/pasted from Craftworld/Drukhari codes), this is also the smallest single grouping in the game. If it's about diversity, look elsewhere. Like Imperial Assassins,
can only be brought in as a pure Corsairs division without a headquarters that does not receive command advantages for the department. As an army of Forge World, its units are also the most expensive financially. Not that there's a lot of them left. Corsairs has all the fragility of a dark Eldar, which means one stiff wind can easily destroy a whole group of
your guys. Although they now have access to the Falcon without the means to repair or mitigate the damage caused, it suffers even more from it. At the moment (which is likely to be a very long time) Corsairs lack anything and all the features of the faction to address their weaknesses. With all the other Aeldari armies with Craftworld capabilities, Drukhari
Obsessions and Harlequins Masque Forms, they can all perform more effectively in both defensive and offensive roles compared to Corsair. Together with the lack of unit choices, this leaves the Corsair group with very little incentive of its own to choose them compared to what all the other Aeldari groups offer. Forge World has stopped delivering all corsair
transformation kits, which means you have to very much pretend that Swooping Hawks and Windriders are space pirates if you really want to drive basketaires and don't have an army from those days past. Special Rules Reckless Rejection: Unique Unique this risk/reward capability will only be triggered if the enemy unit that loads your group loses the model
to overwatch fire. If these lofty requirements are met, you can move said group 3 in any direction away from the guys who charge them. Borderline useless cloud dancer Jetbikes, although Reavers and Sky Reavers have an honest chance to launch it between brace of pistols each model is along with the flames they may have pulled with them. Don't be
arrogant, however, that 3 potential relocation may not be enough to get the Corsairs off their charge, and they are absolutely pathetic in a fistfight. Not that you want to use corsairs defensively, but with most deep punches/infiltration up to 9 max, 3 back-out makes instant charging almost impossible. Dancing on the Blade's Edge: This ability to continue the
risk/reward trend and allow Corsairs to throw an extra dice at moral tests if they so desire, rejecting the lowest highest score (the typo in the original Imperial Armour: Index Xenos was corrected through the FAQ). However, if a model fades away, one additional model escapes along with the one you lost from the test itself. This ability is quite double-edged;
On the other hand, it can reduce or reverse the loss through the moral tests of pirate elves on good rolls. On the other hand, bad rolls can only stop the work your opponent started with your rather cowardly thieves. Wargear Corsairs is unique in that basically everything that's available in your usual Aeldari Troop choices is basically an open game for your
pirates. Most of their range of loads can be found between the two groups: Craftworld weapons: Shuriken Catapult, Lasblaster, Flamer, Fusion Gun, Shuriken Cannon, Scatter Laser and Aeldari Missile Launcher. Drukhar's weapons: Shardcarbine, Blaster, Splinter Cannon, Shredder and Dark Lance. The three Corsair units also have a few extra exclusive
options to explore them (some, such as Brace of Pistols on manditory), which can give them even more flexible applications based on what you need them to do. Headquartered Unfortunately, the 8th Edition does not currently have a Corsair unit. You don't need any. On September 28, 2018, per thunderstorm, as long as your army's warlord is AELDARI,
you can bring a headquartersless Corsairs patrol, battalion or outrider section, even if you no longer give any command advantages to the department. Moreover, this means that they cannot be influenced by group-specific strata, ploughs or psychic forces. As a Corsairs outfielder, more of an extra force than is highly recommended in your core army. Troops
Corsair Reaver Band: The most versatile troop selection in Aeldari, it will drive you to 80 points base 5-ton team armed with lasblasters and Brace of Pistols. However, 7 points less, feel free to For shuriken Catapults or Shardcarbines lasblasters (Dropping costs to 50 points, including Felarch), and for each model of Unit 5 (up to 15), one of them can
exchange their weapons for one of several heavy or special weapons, including flamers, fusion cannons, shredders, Shuriken cannons, Dark Lances, Blasters and even Aeldari Launch Missileers. While the Reavers have all the flexibility of the SM tactical group and can do a lot on the field, don't forget they're still flat little Eldar with only more than 5 armor to
save his skins. These are your best objective holders, even if they are directed defensively, you need to keep them away from LoS or protected to survive. Figure accepted: With the exception of Wraithseer, the only Eldar units that received spot drops were all Corsair units, including The Reavers, Skyreavers and Cloud Dancer Jetbikes. Reavers dropped
from 9 points per model to seven and Felarch from 14 to 12. Felarch weapons: While the corsairs as a whole are in a reasonable range, their Felarch only has Dissonance Pistol and Void Sabre to choose from, excluding the standard price. A Dissonance pistol might be useful if you want to bite your team leader. Void Sabre could find use spar-glaive group
Reavers, although a group with such a load basically beg to die. Note on costs: The default load for each reaver is Lasblaster (7p) and Brace of Pistols (2p). In almost all circumstances, lasblasters are definitely worth replacing with Shardcarbines or Shuriken Catapults, as it drops the cost of each model by almost half. Brace of Pistols is a must-take, so it
may be a good idea to build at close range to make the most of it. A shredded/flame with a group of Pistol/Spar-Glaive or Pistol/Shuriken Reavers can deliver an unholy number of shots despite being a relatively small team. Works doubly for Skyreavers, who can get straight into the team's face (preferably 9) to use their shredding for double shots. Corsair
Skyreaver Band: There's only one real difference between these guys and the normal Corsair Reaver Band. Jet backpacks and some of the best jet backpacks most infantry have too! All the flexible good-bye from the ground reavers gave a nice 16 moves with Fly and Jetpack keywords. These guys act primarily as objective opponents and forwards in
skirmishes, as they can easily enter enemy territory as soon as the 1 turn is carefully positioned. Recommended special weapons for these types would be Stick/Shuriken cannons or flames anti-infantry or Fusion Gun/Blaster anti-vehicle; You can give them heavier firepower through Dark Lance or AML, but considering how often Skyreavers move, they are
less effective with them compared to land-related In addition, please note that a 100-point base for a 5-ton 5-ton or 205 bases for 10 groups of plotted people, they can be expensive quickly. Chapter accepted: Like his reaver brother and sister, Skyreavers received a small drop from 12 points to Model 10 (17-15 for Felarch). It's not much, but that 10-point
difference has quite an impact. Note on costs: Similar to the Reaver twins, Skyreavers' default weapons are Lasblaster (7p) and Brace of Pistols (2p). Replacing Lasblaster with either Shardcarbine (recommended), Shuriken Catapult or Spar-Glaive will reduce their total cost by just over a third of the original price. Dedicated transport Corsair Venom: A small
paper boat with a stick cannon and either a Twin Splinter Rifle or another stick cannon. Now that the double rifle is free, but the second Cannon gives you another 15 points, it might not be a very bad idea to keep a Twin rifle. Just ask yourself, is the difference between 24 Rapid Fire 2 and 36 Rapid Fire 3 worth 15 points? Anyway, it carries one group of 5
plots of Reavers. It's also now 2 faster than the Raider, so zip around and a huge amount of poison. Alternative shot: One thing people have missed about Twin Linked Splinter Rifles, is that the approach of rapid fire leads to either 1) The poison dies in Lasguns, Bolters, Melta Guns or random krak grenade after a quick round of firing bolts, 2) Poison is just
charged (6 movement plus 6 Charging is not difficult to do), which loses you shooting passengers, charging that Venom survived the fight, 3) You don't quite get to the fast fire zone turning 1 , in which case you will lose unit 4) The combination of the above. Remember that although toxins can be spammed, they are not exactly expendable. You take an extra
cannon for extra firepower by carrying while ducking just outside the range of weapons that can reliably threaten it. Fast Attack with Corsair Cloud Dancer Band: Corsairs Jetbikes. While they have almost the same statline (inferior leadership unless you pay 5 extra points Felarch to bring it back) as the Windriders, they have a few extra options they can take,
such as dark lances, Splinter Cannons and Dissonance Cannons (of which only Stick Cannon and Shuriken Cannon are not heavy weapons). Overall, they are a fairly decent and relatively durable unit that is very flexible, although their lack of rules to mitigate the penalty for moving with heavy weapons damages their effectiveness as a vector of heavy
firepower. Accepted figure: Their costs were calculated at 27 points per model, making them significantly more cost-effective than before. Note when it comes to modelling: When Forge World's Corsair Jetbike bits move into the Last Chance to Buy category, it seems corsair cloud dancers either have to be lucky on eBay or kitbash some miscellaneous
Aeldari jetbike bits if they don't want to rely Rules. Fortunately, Corsairs is all about stealing their relatives' rides, there are plenty of opportunities to be creative when your friends are piming out bikes. Don't pay attention to the rules behind the curtain: Felarch can replace his lasblaster with [...], but it doesn't have a lasblaster. Heavy Support Corsair Falcon:
The Corsair Falcon is functionally exactly the same as falcons Craftworlders and has access to all the bells and whistles they carry. While the Corsair Falcon has some transport capacity as it can carry out up to 6 Corsair Reavers with it, its main use is a fast, fairly durable heavy weapon ship (considering it's your only Heavy Support choice). Falcon, equipped
with two Starcannon and Shuriken Cannon, is quite versatile and can better handle the MEQ and TEQ goals that the Shard Carbine Corsairs can graff on. If you want to give falcon extra support, you can season the Corsair Reaver group with Shard Carbines and take either a stick cannon against the infantry or Dark Lance for anti-tank and let the Reavers
hang out in the Falcon until they're needed. Army Building and Tactics[edit] Army Building[edit] Force building: Starting Bundles: For those who have considered creating a CW Eldar army, or for those who want to expand their existing forces, now is a pretty good time to do so. There are several bundles available to a thrifty player that can save both new and
old players quite a bit of money Start collecting! Craftworlds ($90): This repackaged bundle comes with Farseer, Wraithlord, Warwalker and a bunch of wraithguard/blades. It is an offer of what it offers; hard durable units led by arguably the most useful HQ selection you can take to any general list. Unfortunately, it also has one, if not the smallest, number of
models among all the other starting packages without sets, which means you need to buy your Guardian/Dire Avengers separately if you need them. However, for $55 odd bucks this package saves you can easily cover the cost of a team or two of them. Craftworlds Army ($170.75): Premium Start collecting! a series that includes the Wave Serpent and
Guardian Defender team in addition to previous bundle content. A higher price point of $170.25 makes this bundle a little harder for a wallet, but it comes with everything you need for a solid scouting department. Unfortunately, there is literally no difference in the price of buying a start-up! The Craftworlds package then buys a group of Guardian Defenders
and Wave Serpent separately or just buys this bundle, so it really boils over to how much you're willing to spend all at once. Wake the Dead ($150): A joint narrative campaign package with Craftworld Eldar and Primaris Space Marines. Honestly, stealing a contract, Craftworlders can get a plastic Spiritseer, /blades, Guardian Defenders and Wave snake
effectively for $75; half the price they Individually! You can make this price literal if you can get a friend or even a local colleague to share the cost with you to the Imperial Forces. Alternatively, you get a bunch of Primaris Space Marines mainly for free if you just buy it yourself. Anyway, it's a fair deal that makes for a much more balanced starting power for
new players than basic fundraising! Kit. Battleforce Craftworlds Asuryani Bladehost ($170):(Discontinued) Yet another package for vanilla artisanal painters, this package comes with Farseer, a group of Guardian Defenders, Dire Avengers and Windriders, Vyper and, for some reason, Wraithknight. This is ultimately just over $105 in savings; a pretty solid
deal with all the things to consider (it all but pays said Wraithknight included). A unique thing about this set is the inclusion of the Lord of War unit, something very few generic bundles have done in the past. Since LoWs today tend to be less common in the average department, in addition to Wraithknight's field costs (and questionable viability), you get more
value by buying another package if you don't have the need/desire for Wraithknight itself (it would actually be cheaper to buy all the other units embedded in WK separately than buy this package). Craftworlds Vanguard Detachment ($170): Designed for apocalyptic games, this package comes with a Spiritseer, two Wraithlords and three wraithguard/blades
teams. What it lacks is diverse (bundles seem to focus only on Wraith units or guardians, but given everything else is nata, they don't have much to complain about) it can be enough with a punishing firepower more suited to the larger scale that apocalyptic games aim for. A solid choice if you only have a couple of teams wraith units or are going to play it big.
Wraithknight Super-Heavy Detachment ($345): The most expensive package (which it technically is), this three Wraithknights package is... impractical for a number of reasons. First of all, it doesn't offer a discount compared to just buying three wraithknights separately, so it really only offers minimal convenience for packing them all in the same box.
Secondly, although the approved 2018 figure gave them to the field, wraithknights are still too cost-effective to justify the inclusion of more than one (then, on a case-by-case basis) on the average list. However, if you're just modeling or mainly apocalyptic design, be free. Blood of the Phoenix ($230): The first new plastic Aspect Warriors and Phoenix Lord
debuted in GW's most expensive non-superheavy boxes set in the past for the most expensive non-superheavy box set (they wasted no time breaking that record). Uh... Yay? Nevertheless, this set comes with Jain Zar and a host of Howling Banshees' stylish new plastic splendours, falcon transporting them around and Vyper, since all the other eldar boxes
released the spam Windriders full-volume. If you find a player who shares Eldar units (or plan to get them into their fancy new plastic Incubi and Drazhar models anyway), then it's undeniably worth it (you know, considering how inflated GW prices are these days). Queuing that Jain Zar will pay $30 and the banshees will run for $50, you'll save $55 on
included $2,000 in artisan units compared to buying them separately, queuing again that you'll find someone to share a set with. This just happens to be enough money to cover the cost of the Phoenix Rising rulebook that you want/need to buy separately if you want to use all the great Exarch Powers and Custom Craftworld features, as there is none of these
rules in the book included in the series, which forces you to buy a separate book separately if you really want to use them. While plastic perspective warriors are certainly welcome with open arms, there are a few problems with this set that make even one buying a high issue; A 30~% price increase for a package that includes only two new units per
conglomerate (compared to a bundle like Shadowspear, where everything on both sides was completely new and still half-standard at $170), and two models were named as brands, making this series particularly difficult to sell. At most, you'll probably only want to buy this set once (if even that), even if you share it with someone else. Squadron: Players who
want to fill more niche models can save a few bucks on Vyper Squadro ($75) and Vaul's Hate Support Battery ($60) packages; Each model has three models that can either be determined either individually or as a single team, giving players a bit of tactical flexibility when it comes to filling their departments. Aspect Warriors: When it comes to Aspect
Warriors, unfortunately almost all of them are online exclusive and finely cast ingested ingest models (Dire Avengers and Howling Banshees are the only exceptions to both of these standards) that are not only woefully outdated aesthetically, but also constantly out of stock and difficult (if not impossible) to find on third-party websites. Now that much of the
40k hype has shifted to less model-intensive game types, the availability of these units isn't as big a problem as it used to be, but don't be surprised if it takes GW several months to fill the package that sells to Eldar. With the psychic awakening focused on craftworld coming and going, it's likely to take some time before any other aspect gets plastic
renovations, as Banshees did. Required and recommended reading[edit] Here is a list of all the rulebooks that apply to Asuryan that you need to play the game officially. Outside of Codex itself, many of these books are largely optional, but they are good to be on hand only if the guy in question continuous fact-checking of any unclear rule or unit you want to
use. The prices listed assume that you want to buy a physical copy of the book. Warhammer 40,000 (Core, $60) - Sort of Sort of the basic rules for playing the game are listed inside. Watered-down rulebooks are often included in battle box sequences that go beyond the basic rounds of combat, but they don't mention anything about game modes,
commissioning areas or other necessary other information. However, check with your local store or other playmates to see if they already have a copy that you can borrow; You may get by splitting only one player with a core rule book if you play only rarely or occasionally. Codex: Craftworlds (Core, $40) - Another no, Sherlock book you have to dedicate to
playing Craftworld Eldar. All you need is for anyone interested in playing open/narrative, this and the core rule book are all you need. Imperial Armour - Index Xenos (Forgeworld/Optional, $24) - You'll need this book if you want to use the more obscure or super-hectic options available on GW's sister site Forgeworld. It seems that Forge World will release
updated versions of these indices sometime later in 2020. These updates provide new rules and rebuilt datasheets to align Forge World units with other standard units, as they are in their own Psychic Awakening books. Once the current edition is sold out on their website, they will no longer add copies of the index until they release a new version, so if you
have an interest in picking up Forge World units before then, you should probably grab a copy soon. Chapter Accepted: (20XX/Kinda optional, $35) - A book published annually, which is an annoyingly necessary order to play competitively as it includes the most up-to-date balance updates for any unit played in all groups (core and Forgeworld). Needless to
say, these point reassessments override all point costs listed in previous Codexes/Indexes/CA volumes and are needed for the field of legitimate lists of tournaments. Fortunately, each version also has new game modes and rules that extend gameplay, so they aren't completely outdated every year when the new volume drops. Random players can get away
with skipping this purchase too, especially if their local community doesn't really give a about the official GW stance on tournament play. Vigilus: Defiant (Optional, $50) - Now for really optional reading, Vigilus: Defiant offers access to two special units that allow you to update your lists if you're playing with compatible units. It's a little expensive and the
percentage of the book that really means a lot to you is disappointing, but it offers more common gaming modes and access to many other departments of people specialising in groups if you're going to use double dipting for any of them. Awakening: Phoenix Rising (optional, $40) - While it's completely complementary, custom Craftworld features, Exarch
Powers and full Ynnari rules offer very compelling reasons to pick up a copy for players who want to and reshape his army. Additional game mode converters such as Theatres of War add extra rules that can confuse things by granting unique effects to specific units. Warhammer Legends: Craftworlds (Optional) - Gw, a retirement home for all models/units,
does not currently stock or has the intention of keeping relevant in the current tournament world. To do this, the units or download options available in the Legends section are still supported in Narrative/Open/Casual Matched Play, but they are illegal in official Matched Play tournaments and are generally not recommended for locally hosted tournaments
either. The only things to note here are the extended weapon options from your Autarch variations and a few discontinued Aspect Warrior Exarch special weapons. Craftworld players certainly got off easier than Space Marine or Ork players in this regard. Finally, keep a close eye on Warhammer-Community on all published FAQs about key rules and any of
the books listed above. They can significantly change the functioning of the units and are necessary (at least for competitive players) to play the game correctly. Random players can live without these again, but since frequently asked questions are the only rule changes that are released for free, there really is no reason not to read them. Tactics[edit]
Overview: Craftworld in Eldar is the thing that most of their infantry units are elite and highly specialized; in the concept, each different unit fits into one particular job, which they do exceptionally well, and struggles to effectively do anything outside of their designated roles. Although they also reflect this in practice, certain units do not do these work well
enough to justify their fieldwork without the need to build entire lists around them. When building a department, you need to keep your opponent's army in mind when choosing your units; find their strengths and weaknesses and exploit them with surgical precision. The CW Eldar lacks the tactical flexibility of space soldiers, is far too expensive for field work
on disposable infantry lumps, and cannot afford field units with limited use against adversary forces. Battles can be particularly one-sided against Eldar due to their minimal model number, fragile durability with subpar armor and below-average range. With the exception of the Wraith units, your infantry units are faster than most other armies, are reliably
accurate and have powerful weapons and psychic powers that make their less than adequate defenses. Aeldari, not just Asuryani: Something you want to consider is that you can and should take units of Dark Eldar, Harlequin and While Craftworld Eldar has access to durable, hard units (such as Wraithguard, War Walkers and Wave Serpents) as well as
solid psykers (Farseers and Warlocks), most of your units have a point price tag that makes most of the losses you suffer. Losses. It's like it should be. Dark Eldar, on the other hand, has access to surprisingly cheap and hard hitting, harlequins themselves are more expensive, but their infantry mobility and close fighting game are second to none and finally
Corsairs are modestly priced, highly flexible troops that can help fill any nich your military may lack. Take units that complement your strategy. 28/09/2018 FAQ Note Now that the Battle Brothers beta rule added to frequently asked questions on April 16, 2018 has been given a full-blown rule, Matched Players must ensure that each Aeldar conglomerate
keeps its own purely purely strenuous departments. Even corsairs have to follow this rule, although they now have a special rule that allows them to be brought in without headquarters in their department (because they wouldn't otherwise be playable), but they are limited to scouting, battalion and outdoor wards. Their inclusion in those departments will also
repeal the bonus CP they would otherwise give. Plan accordingly if you want to take more than one flavor of eldar. Beware of your departments: When it comes to clean Craftworld departments, regular scouting, battalion or brigade formations are often not the most economical way to get an army (however, with codex it is much more feasible due to point
deductions from Dire Avenger and Ranger). With Vanguard, Outrider or Spearhead, you can use the special army that Craftworld Eldar is known for without the troop tax limiting your options. Considering the large number of new layers released with the new Codex, make sure you plan what you're using and how often you think you need to use them before
committing to a lower CP cap. Melee Combat: It sounds obvious at first, but it really is necessary to say to Eldar: you really don't want to wipe the unit in a melee on your turn as Craftworlds Eldar; Even for Ynnar, it's less than ideal. You want to wipe the unit with an opponent's shift to protect yourself from the return lights, or you abuse Yncarne's ability to
teleport next to something that just died on anyone's shift (possibly allowing them to teleport over the table and then charge on your shift). Considering all but your Wraith units are T3, you really don't want them standing there openly with your opponent to fire into pieces. Wraithblades, Incubi, Grotesques and Harlequins are all units that are able to easily
wipe the unit off the board on a single charge, so be sure to plan an escape for them if/when they do. Everyone else has a cheap crowd that they can literally throw at your melee units (yes, even Dark Eldar) to tie them up for the round and then proceed to shoot to hell for them in the next round. Bike Swarm: Not a clean list of craftsmanship but close enough
included here. With the new space cormorant, quite a few classic Craftworlds catalogues have been made almost unplayable, fortunately there are a few lists that almost perfectly perfectly meta AIDS of space soldiers; including this one. Take 1-3 maximum size units Gleaming spears with retreating Exarch force (Starlance exarch weapon) and three wizard
Skyrunners, Jinx/protect, Empower/enervate and Quicken/Restrain (probably take with Farseer Doom and Guide too). You'll also need 3 units of harlequin Skyweaves with zephyrglaives and haywire cannons with Shadowseer, Twilight Pathways and Webway Dance. Finally, take Alaitoc or custom detachment with 3x units of Rangers using quicken/restrain
wizard and Farseer as headquarters if after all this you have points to save to put them in a large unit of dark grim reasses with Tempest Launcher and Long-Ranged fire. You'll probably get an idea by now, because a lot of quick hard-to-kill, With 2 injury-causing units that you can get, a list tailored to kill those Primaris rats, protecting and withdrawing from
your gleaming spear leadership unit, you're almost immune from basic space-related marine, S6 AP-4 and D2 melee attacks, S6 AP-4 and D2 make fun of primaris and centurion and their fly keyword allows them to charge these annoying Stormtalons and Stormhawks. One unit of skyweavers can have 3+ + each step for 1cp and the other can be -2 hits,
don't forget that they can also move twice on twilight paths. They strike with 3 S5 AP-1 D2 attacks in combat, but their real strength is against vehicles in range that make an average of 1-2 mortal wounds per bike in any unit with the vehicle's keyword - nothing Ironstone will save them this time! Wave Serpents: Craftworlds premiere tank, Wave Serpents
outperforms falcons as durable conveyants that don't provide a small amount of firepower significantly cheaper than any other gravitank you can field. However, if it only carries a small group of Fire Dragons/Howling Banshees, you might consider paying a little more for the Falcon to increase its firepower. Wraith-Bus: No matter how durable the Wraith units
are, they don't appreciate it being slowly rushed across the field with weapons from either a melee or flame zone when your opponent lights them with all sorts of heavy firepower from half the end of the table. Wave Serpents fits comfortably into a group of 5 blades or guards with Spiritseer or Yvraine (or both if you like!) while providing a reasonable amount
of extra firepower. Wraithblades along with Enhance Spiritseer can definitely slaughter most infantry 20 S6 AP-2 attacks that hit 2+ (re rolls!). This can be made exceptionally terrifying if Spiritseer uses Iyanden's Psytronome, giving each wraithblade 6 in its bubble an astonishing 6 attacks to prosecute (for a group of 5 statues it's 30 S6 AP-2 attacks! Although
this costs each affected group d3 Let fatal wounds, at worst you will lose 1 in exchange for what is likely to be the whole group they just charged. If you feel feisty, you can do this with some Ynnari Wraithblades (They are &lt;CRAFTWORLD&gt; still units, &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; &lt;/CRAFTWORLD&gt; Psytronome applies to all IYANDEN Wraith units) and is
very likely to trigger Soulburst. Just be careful that if you do this, you will not accidentally leave Spiritseer to the wolves when wraithblades load to make Khaine proud. Fire-Bus: A much cheaper option than these expensive Wraith units, these guys basically exist crammed into Wave snakes for your vehicle and monster-fighting needs. While they are basically
throwing units after opening up on their first target, they can do surprising damage while operating on Strength from Death. Watch your opponent open an artery as your Fire Dragon immediately burns those space soldiers who fell from that rhino you roasted literally seconds before them. Depending on how important these Fire Dragons are, consider taking
non-warlord Autarch or Warlock to re-offer roller support or defensive hobbies so they can do their job effectively and possibly even survive the next turn. Banshee-Bus: 6-8 Howling Banshees' group, grouped in a 4-6 ton wizarding conclave, may prove to be a relatively competent strike team capable of handling most ordinary infantry relatively well. Drain-
Empower casting conclave can significantly impair the resilience and damage of Howling Banshees, who is able to relatively reliably wound infantry into MEQ teams and included. Clearing over H.B.'s hit converter means most enemies remotely qualified in close combat will hit back with just 5+. Warlocks can also try to join the fight with their Witchblades,
although MEQ targets and above can usually shake off their attacks using their usual storage locations. In addition, while Warlocks all have 4+ + multiple wounds apiece, losing 1-3 of these Warlocks permanently evens out banshees because of lower power per shift. Only do them if you are sure they will survive the next round of fighting against your
opponent. As for the number of wizards, if you are sure that you can keep your wizards safe (remember that they are not conclave characters), just take 4 and fill the rest of the snakes with more Banshees. The side and a half reduce Banshee's attacking power but ensure your wizards survive a couple of defeats before dropping the level to their powers.
Alternative take: If you have points to save and are able to take secondary detachment, just consider the top command department of 2-4 warlock instead of crammed into a conclave in your primary department. You maximize the number of wizards' runes of battle people while maximizing the number of banshes crammed into the wave wrapper with them. In
addition, these individual wizards are actually characters, and they are significantly easier to keep safe from enemy fire. Empower/Enervate and Enhance/Drain Warlocks are mandatory, and even if and Quicken/Restrain wizards are very useful, they are not needed. Needed. may be useful in the approach, but as a melee expert unit that is likely to be in The
Wave Wrap, if not in battle, there would be a force better reserved for different ranged units. While the Embolden/Horrify force can find use for Banshee's penchant for herd murder, their naturally high leadership means they are unlikely to fail many moral tests. As for log power, it's better reserved for units like the Hemlock Wraithfighter, much better suited to
the wire bombing role than bansheet. Deathstars: Although a good amount of eldar cheese has been reduced since 8 June 2011, the number of eldar cheeses has decreased since 1 January 2007, the number of eldar cheeses has been reduced to 10 Banshee-Star: When Codex restores Howling Banshee's Overwatch immunity alongside acrobatic
advances and payments (which they can now make in both at the same turn), getting into a melee is easier than ever for these perspective warriors. Banshee Exarchs has a passive, which is basically a Drain force stacking with drain warlock to make them insanely resilient in melee. Another Warlock tagging, along with Empower, can help fix their poor ability
to wound MEQ and above. Depending on whether you go to MSU with Banshees, the usual group of 5-Banshee can appreciate the fact that inside the wave snake there is a 5-dire Avenger group identifier as some kind of screening unit that gives them a little cover fire. However, be careful; If Jain Zar isn't inside 6 of your banshes, they won't strike first in a
melee. Reaper-Star: Take a full 10-unit Reaper launcher or missile launcher exarch with farseer for Guide and either Doom if the enemy gets close, or Fortune, if you're just worried about surviving revenge. That's 10 of your picks from Heavy 1 S8 AP-2 D3 or Heavy 2 S5 AP-2 D2 per translation. Just make sure you keep your range to cope with your
opponent's reaction to this. Make sure you take a screening unit like Guardians or Rangers to protect yourself from Deep Strikes. If you're worried about enemy retaliation, the hidden wizard can go to camp with them to give anyone trying to get a -1 hit penalty, -2 if alaitoc. Shadow-Star (Forge World; best under the subitec): A group of 5-10 Shadow Spectre
along with a Warlock Skyrunner casting cover can be a force to truly fear. Shadow Spectres can be one of the most durable if not the most durable CW eldar infantry selections, with more than 3+ armor and -2 punches (per successful concealer). While Wraith units are tougher with more wounds and heavier firepower, shadow Spectre armor doesn't pay for
their mobility or accuracy, which comes with a brisk 10 basic movements with Battle Focus, allowing them to fire their Prism rifle in Coherent(S6 AP-3)/Dispersed (S5 AP-1) mode with impunity. Thanks to Holo-Fields, it's a much lower probability that they'll even get hit. Unfortunately, they're not. as cheap as they were, 165 points for the standard standard
Team. Nonetheless, they are still 35/60 points cheaper than the Wraithcannon/D-scythe Wraithguard team, or 10/65 points cheaper than ghostsword/Ghostaxe Wraithblades. Autarch, who joins the Swooping Hawk wings, can keep up with Shadow Spectres and give them re-roll 1s support for their uniform beams for your MEQ mixing needs as well.
Especially noteworthy is that Shadow Spectres can become even more of a pain to get rid of if you use the Atotec -1 hit rule, making them almost untouchable by carrying (waiting for your Wizard to still throw away to them, it's -3 to hit from 12 or further!). With careful placement, Shadow Spectres can dance around and shoot their coherent mode inside that
sweet 6 edge that keeps them away from (most) high-speed fire/charging areas and keeps the -3 converter strong. Add Lightning Fast Reflexes Stratagem up penalty still -4, and even units of BS 2+ are almost incapable of hitting them. But beware of adeptus custodes' respectful ground fighters - they get a Stratager that allows them to completely ignore all
those punishments. However, given how expensive this is, Custodes has more to worry about a mobile army like Eldar, such as being able to actually make goals (although why they don't just spam Jetbikes against Eldar is another question altogether instead). And while the heavy Flamer profile of their Prism Rifles is likely to give your opponent pause
(especially since Spectres can simply leave the fight and light them up on your shift), the CQC is a clear omission for Spectres; most of the bonuses they hit are resisted (though not all) and they strike back as hard as a stiff sneeze in the wind. Heavier melee units such as custodes, Grey Knights, Blood Angels and other Eldar Wraith units can usually harden
the overclock and slaughter your ghosts in short order if you let them get too close. Spear-Star: Pretty straightforward; Take 3 wizards with healing, empowering and picking up, and farseer with guide/property. You can take more warlocks with less important powers like Protect, Embolden or even Hide if you're worried, but this is meant to hit things, not be
sustainable. Throw non-Quicken buffs on the spears and then Quicken. That's 38 shooting threats, and at least 34 (averaging 39) charging threats, with a full borehole +1 to hit and wound in close combat, roll past with cannons. If you combine it with a Saim-Hann stratager, you can promote cyclists, shoot without penalty, recharge by rolling the charging
rollers, and then you have both +1 hit and roll 1s to hit in a melee, in addition to +1 for Wound. The main trick here is simply to note that Quicken works best in fast units, and Shining Spears are both fast and most in need because their huge weapons are very short-range. If you want to do this trick more than once, you want Skyrunners so your bumpers can
stay Wraithstar (Iyanden only): Take a 5 wraithblades unit with ghost words, a Spirit Asser with Enhance, and Farseer with a conviction and fortune, and one of the characters carries Iyanden's Psytronome. When you activate Psytronome, this gives Unit 30 S6 AP-2 attacks, strikes re-rolling 2s, wounds a re-rolling 2+ or 3+ infantry, and is able to heal the
mortal wounds it sustains, all while matching one Wave snake with a statistic that breaks down by half the normal. At the same time, feel free to use Supreme Contempt to give wraithblades explosive attacks on their 6 rolls! Alternatively/in addition, while the Wraithseer doesn't fit in the wave wrap with them, it can give Wraithblades re-rolling fees, and it's also
not limp in melee as it also benefits from Psytronome as well as accelerating its derogatory statline. In addition, the Bonesinger sign can help restore wounds lost from battle/psytronome use and in the meantime place a smite or two to help soften enemies from afar. Unfortunately, this is the only thing per fight, so make sure your priorities are clear before
committing to the goal. You can make this strategy as a Wraith host so that you can open up access to a few additional strategies to improve their attacking/defensive capabilities. Scorpion star: Take 9 scorpions, karandras and 2 spirits or wizards, one of whom is ambushed by your warlord's blade and put them in a snake. Let them upload to something in
Cover. Draw the Supreme contempt for Stratagem and drown your enemies to save. RAW each hit 4+ generates 2 extra attacks (3 attacks on Exarch as he receives extra attacks from 3 different sources) wounding 3+ against T4 or 2+ against T3, each hit 4 + resolved by -1AP. This is about 50 hits over half an attack with -1AP, if you consider Autarch plus
all the Mandiblasters, Karandras and Spiritseers. Not really cost effective, but really fun to pull off. Craftworld Unit Recommendations [edit] Alaitoc: Alaitoc is probably the default attribute for many armies, specialized or not, simply because the army wide -1 hit modifier benefits from almost every unit you can field. Suffice it to say that longer-range units make
much more efficient use of this than middle- and short-range units. Melee units consider this advantage to be fairly contextual, as they are either in transit, in hand-to-hand combat and generally unadined in the meantime, or in ranges that do not give the feature a bonus. Headquarters selection recommendations: The Autarchs are a very diverse staff with
access to Ahillrial's glamorous, making them very difficult to hit, even though enemy units get the chance to shoot him unhindered. Works wonderfully as a buttermaker for dark collector patrols, especially if for them the mark of the resembling hunter and Reaper Launcher so that they do not just stay but also to snin the opponent's characters. Farseers and
Spiritseers are also fully viable, and they can take Allansair's shiftshroud as a consistent -2 to hit converters (can also in one Autarch and his glamour if you can save CP for it). Wizards as secondary staffs are necessary because stacking hidden power with others in impact transformers makes Alaitoc units so incredibly difficult to kill. Special character
recommendations: Illic Nightspear is a fluffy pick that, combined with other Rangers and/or even Autarch with MotIH and Reaper Launcher, can almost guarantee a translation of one dead character. The perfect choice for any Shadow Spectres you inevitably go on the field is Irillyth, for while he can't abuse Aotoc's attribute as his point of view warriors can,
he gives all Spectres an 18 fear bubble that can make the morality phase as dangerous to your opponent as your shooting phase. Troop selection recommendations: Rangers have been issued; They are the second cheapest troop selection and combined with their innate -1 hit modifier, ability to deep strike and 36 range weapons, they are perfect for
securing goals outside the original deployment area, acting as buffers for the enemy's deep impactor, character hunting, and just be a common pain in the ass to get rid of. Alaitoc also offers a unique layer that requires enemy units to fire at a group of Rangers to roll specifically a 6 to hit them, allowing you to save hidden power for the more important units
that do the killing. Guardian Defenders is a good secondary choice; Although they can't give much firepower that 12 Alaitoc features must remain effective, they can still plant a lot of bodies for the goal and can be pain to remove if using a Celestial Shield layer and protecting psychic force. Finally, their Heavy Weapon platforms can give a little extra firepower
with a little more oomph than Ranger Long Rifles or Shuriken Catapults can offer. Elite Choice Recommendations: Shadow Spectres is an obvious choice for lists that allow Forge World units. Fast-flying infantry with powerful weapons that can not only punch through MEQ and TEQ targets relatively easily, but also effortlessly burn herd armies with impunity.
The scattered state of their weapons can usually prevent even some hardy objects from getting too close, and anything that tries to shoot them within range must be treated with -2 to hit at least the converter. Stacking encryption with Lightning Fast Reflexes makes it almost impossible to shoot them; The few hits that manage to land are still struggling with
more than 3 basic armor, which both Cover and Protect can easily boost to a powerful 1+ armor saving. Anyone who wants to avoid such cheese or not for one reason or another field Forge World, wraithguard and wraithblades become particularly durable and are surprisingly versatile in what can be done. Howling Banshees and Striking Scorpions
appreciate Alaitoc providing additional protection, although other craft worlds (especially Biel-Tan and Saim-Hann) offer better benefits that they can take advantage of much more efficiently. Quick attack selection recommendations: Warp spiders can easily crash into -4 to hit the converter in the same way as Shadow Spectres; Flicker Jump, Conceal and
Lightning Fast reflexes can be stacked if spiders get pinched, although keeping enemy units more than 12 away can prove challenging as it just happens to be carried by their Death Spinners. The Hawks are a cheap, fast and firing choice that can reliably keep enemy units safely outside that 12 danger zones other Craftworld units must be aware and
provide a reliable source of mortal wounds to treat these feisty horddles. Shining Spears gets a credit because while they are a unit focused on melee, their speed and relative endurance make it quite tempting to put it together for a hit. As a bike unit, Warlock Skyrunner can also put and throw Conceal into a relatively reliable -2 converter. The Forge World
Hornets happen to be the only vehicles that can also get a flat -4 to hit the transformer, and they are also the only units that can do it without Psyker support. However, since they constantly have to make progress to get to that point, the abuse of hitting the modifiers them limits the load of their weapon strictly to Shuriken Cannons and as such there may not
be the desired candidates for this place. Flyer recommendations: Hemlock Wraithfighters may no longer be able to throw hide themselves, but this feature at least allows them to keep -2 to hit the conversion they had before Codex was released. Hemlocks are powerful flyers even without added durability, S12 automatic beats do the short work of MEQ,
Monsters and Tank, although the limited number of shots per shift makes it less effective against herd-based armies directly. Indirectly, Horrify combined with Mindshock Droppods makes one of the most effective leadership boys a potential added bonus of being firmly from one source. Stack this with Irillyth and some Shadow Spectres to make sure every
infantry that survives the salvo either hemlock itself or the nearby Shadow Spectres stuffs their newly formed shittails between their legs and reserves it. Indeed, all the other pilots in the artisan world also prefer the Alaitoc feature, although Hemlock is arguably the best choice if you are going to use this place at all. Heavy support selection recommendations:
Dark reapers. While the -1 hit modifier had no effect on Dark Reapers, these guys are too good at what they do to avoid immediate attention to this slot. With 48 range weapons enemy units can slog into an area that cancels out the properties of Alaitoc. If they even make it so close alive to start. to start. On the other hand, Dark Reapers is also the perfect
contrast to other armies who abuse to hit the editors themselves. Since they always strike over the age of 3, regardless of all these transformers, they can humiliate even the enemy Shadow Spectrs if they drink too much cheese. Alternatively, Fire Prisms offers a long-range flexible fire support that can stack the linked fire's nodd and pulse laser discharge to
remove the turn of one specific object. The War Walkers and Heavy Weapon-focused Wraithlords also appreciate Alaitoc's added endurance, especially if they were going to spend their time as backline cannonmen. Lord of War Choice recommendations: Vampire robbers and vampire hunters, if you're happy to have these out-of-production models, have a
natural synergy with Alaitoc. Their Colossal Flier rule forces all non-flying units to add 12 to their shooting/psychic forces, meaning they always benefit from Aritoc's capabilities. This means that against many armies, your super-full vampires always have -2-hit converter in addition to their distortions, invulnible recordings (which, unlike virtually everything else
in the LoW section, can practically maintain the movement required for 5+4+ recording) until/unless you decide to switch it to hover mode. Cobras and scorpions that are likely to park deep in your area almost always benefit from the Aaitoc trait too, although they tend to operate more efficiently under Iyanden. No, no, no. Wraithknights, although the feature
affects as much as other non-conclave units, perform better under Iyanden. If you have a Footdar list, it's this or Biel-Tan. The main advantage of the Aliatoc Footdar list is that the -1 hit really helps your melee units get close enough to download, something that many people ignore. Biel-Tan: Biel-Tan, a tailor made for the Aspect Warriors, favors taking on an
elite small infantry force and praises all of Shuriken. Biel-Tan is especially useful for lower-point games because most Aspect Warriors are relatively cost-effective and easily fit into &lt;1000 lists. HQ Choice Recommendations: Autarchs again has incredible flexibility that allows them to fill any ni9 you might need in your department. Need a re-roll support and
an extra fusion weapon for your Fire Dragons? Check. Want to re-enable support and Overwatch mapping for your Howling Banshies or Striking Scorpions? Check. Whatever aspect warriors can do, Autarch can do a little better while complementing his special skills. Farseers are another no-brainer; While they are more expensive, they offer much
appreciated psyker support, which can more flexibly help your military than one Autarch can. Wizards are also ideal and even necessary to allow some of your Aspect Warriors to Fully. Special character recommendations: Biel-Tan just shouts Phoenix Lords. Insurers are almost mandatory because he can do most of your military. Your army. tank his volcanic
buff and praise Dire Avengers so strongly that it is simply amazing. Baharroth is another candidate for the rounded list because he can make any nearby Aspect Warriors boundary fearless and can reallocase anywhere on the map as needed. All other Phoenix Lords offer particularly powerful benefits, although they are all specifically limited to their own
Aspect Warriors and should probably only be used if you plan to focus on them. Finally, khainen avatar is a serious consideration for larger dotted lists; Biel-Tan's exclusive stratagem of the young king's court is greatly improved by using it in the Avatar, and it really is a force to fear during short range and melee. Troop selection recommendations: Dire
Avengers is basically the poster boys for this Craftworld. They take advantage of everything this feature has to offer at a 60-point base and should be the primary troop selection for a more traditional list. Guardian Defenders, while more expensive and considerably more cowardly, can still easily take advantage of Shuriken's support and make a relatively
strong objective security unit. They can also be used in Webway Strike, which pops out of 9 enemy units and fills it anywhere from 20 (one group of 10 plotted) to 80 (two groups of 20 beads) to shuriken shots that roll 1st again to hit. A bit of a one-trick pony, but not much to walk away from that shuriken shot. Elite Choice Recommendations: Howling
Banshees, Striking Scorpions, Fire Dragons and Shadow Spectres all compete pretty fiercely for this place. Howling Banshees is good at pruning hordes and tying up enemies in close combat, while the hitting Scorpions are better at handling MEQ targets and are better suited to backline attacks compared to other selections. Fire Dragons offers an affordable
response to your vehicle/monster needs, while Shadow Spectres is a very durable and flexible if expensive choice that can handle a wide range of destinations that most of your Aspect Warriors can grap with. If you're going to take Phoenix Lord's in addition to the Asurmen, your Elite selection is likely to be the deciding factor here, and it will clearly determine
the focus of your list if you choose to do so. Recommendations for choosing a quick attack: Warp spiders, squirming hawks and brilliant spears, needless to say. Warp spiders are more expensive, but they are sturdier and can handle MEQ targets better than the Hawks can. Comparatively, Swooping Hawks are cheaper, can be deployed and reintroduced as
they wish, have a longer range and can handle larger models better than spiders can. Shining Spears offers a powerful hit-and-run option which, although particularly calm, can destroy MEQ, TEQ and put a bit of a dent in the Vehicle// Destinations. If you refuse to field the Scorpions or Banshees, the Shining Spear can fill the melee box when you use Fire
Dragons or Shadow Spectres Spectres different roles. Windriders, Vypers and Wasp Assault Walkers offer fast and relatively cheap platforms for the Shuripults or Shuricannons field, although they find better synergy with other features compared to Biel-Tan's. Flyer recommendations: Crimson Hunters count as the Aspect Warriors and as such benefit from
+1 leadership (not that they ever use it) and can benefit from Asurman's invuln buff if you miraculously manage to get it in range. However, Hemlock Wraithfighters are undeniably more useful considering their S12 autohitting D-Scythes and as an extra vector for Runes of Battle debuffs. Heavy support selection recommendations: Dark reapers are back to
standard. Of all your Aspect Warriors, they offer the longest range fire support and can flexibly bring down a wide range of destinations that the Banshees, Scorpions and Dire Avengers are struggling with. Alternatively, war walkers using Shuricannons can act as relatively cheap skirmishe units that can sideline vulnerable areas of an opponent's
neighborhood to attack backlines or secure potential goals. Recommendations for choosing a warlord: None. Even with over 2,000 points in games, the only traditional LoW you can take that even benefits from Craftworld benefits is Wraithknight. Biel-Tan doesn't offer anything eldar LoW can use. In fact, the best option for MSU Footdar +1 Ld as a bonus
combined with Aspect Warrior leadership in general means it's not a problem. If you lose enough to take the Morale Test, that team will be out of the reach of the effectiveness of the fight anyway. Iyanden: Synonymous with Wraith units, it should come as no surprise that Iyanden offers the most incentives to field anything related to the Wraith. It's also ideal
for a heavy list of Craftworld vehicles or maximizing unit sizes for footdar infantry due to their built-in commissar-esk rules (old commissioners, before the dfraid 2017 chapter approved). Headquarters selection recommendations: The Wraithseers are very strong candidates for your warlord, as Iyanden's advantage keeps them in top shape until there are 3
wounds left of the original 12. Not to mention the Wraithseer, which features MotIH and D-Cannon as downright dirty. They also complement the Wraith-focused list particularly well, which give wraithguard/blades/lords an FNP or advance/download roll as needed. Finally, they themselves can take Iyanden's infamous Psytronome into battle alongside their
Wraith buddies. Spiritseers is another notable choice; They are cheap and serve as a buttermaker for your wraithguard and wraithblades. Spiritseers can also take advantage of Iyanden's unique controlled wraithsight layer in conjunction with Iyanden's Psytronome, improve psychic strength and/or supreme contempt to ensure that one enemy unit exist after
wraithblades are made with it. Autarchs and Farseers can offer very useful wide buffs to complement your non-statue units if you need extra support. Special character recommendations: Prince Yriel gets a special citance because he's an Iyanden special character, although you can do better with vanilla Autarchi at a reasonable price. He is not a bad figure
in himself and in himself, although his abilities and loads make him quite situational unless the list is built specifically around him. None of the other named brands offer anything that really synergoes with Iyanden's feature and would probably work better at another Craftworld. Troop selection recommendations: Guardian defenders can become very difficult to
clear goals, especially if the field is of maximum size. Between Celestial Shield, Protect and effective Morale immunity, it's likely that your opponent is explicitly centered to properly verify where your Guardians were... Security. Storm Guardians is your cheapest choice, and because of Iyanden's Stoic Endurance, which protects them from moral testing, they
can be quite resilient in big team sizes too. Dire Avengers and Rangers are cheaper if you're going to save your points for Wraith units, and you also value moral integrity if you maximize their group size as well. Elite Choice recommendations: Between Wraithseer and/or Spiritseers, unique stratagers and Craftworld relics, the obvious and fluffy choice would
be wraithguard and/or wraithblades. While the Craftworld feature itself doesn't offer much for these Wraith units compared to their larger relatives, the extra benefits your staffs get (especially Psytronome) make these choices particularly daunting both in close combat and carrying, and even the Warhammer community boasted about how a 5-statue blade
group can slaughter a ground attack on a single charge. Bonesingers are almost mandatory on the Wraith or Iyanden's focused list as they provide the only healing support for your entire military. Even if they don't have much improvement, they are a welcome Smite source who doesn't take up the headquarters and can easily squeeze the Aalto snake with
wraithblades/guard group and Spiritseer into a nice little death ball. Quick attack selection recommendations: Swooping Hawks is the perfect candidate for your Fast Attack slot. Almost immunity to the moral stages allows you to maximize the size of their unit to ensure the maximum number of lasblaster shots and mortal wounds they can give a translation,
and they can fill the mid-range anti-herd roller that your Wraith units may be struggling with. Warp spiders also fill a slightly similar roll, and it is more challenging to shoot them from the board comparatively. Flyer recommendations: Hemlock Wraithfighters are a fluffy, powerful pick that appreciates the damage table converter, but it doesn't really affect that
much. On the other hand, this converter improves all other exponentially, because their BS is actually affected by how damaged they happen to be. Heavy Heavy Selection recommendations: Wraithlords essentially lose damage tables in a way very similar to their Wraithseer family, and they don't have to worry about crippling until they're basically dead with
2/10 wounds left. They are also a very flexible unit at a reasonable price; They can bring Shuricannons and Flamers into anti-infantry roles or slap AML or Bright Lances to deal with enemy monsters or vehicles. No matter what you give it, it's not a slouch in close combat and can easily clear MEQ and TEQ enemies in short order with your bare hands (or a
big Ghostglaive for an extra melee shot). Fire Prisms, Falcons, Night Spinners, Warp Hunters and Lynxes also love this advantage immensely, although Dark Reapers is undeniably more cost-effective than most of these choices and considerably more subtle in their placement. Recommendations of the Lord of The War Castle: The Wraithknights and
Skathach Wraithknights in particular receive far more mileage under Iyanden than other artisanal worlds, and to a lesser extent other non-Conclave warlords. However, all your two-legged titans benefit from the extra Spirit Host synergies offered by Spiritseers and Psytronome, so you have to take note. Specialization recommendation: If you are pregnant in
Wraith units, it may be that you can go ahead and use CP to turn your department into a Wraith host; Especially if they're prone to CQC. Wraithblades and Wraithlords re-roll charges and misses with rbtD spiritseer involved can be scary enough, but with the Psytronome support of Iyanden and Stratagem, these things can tear and tear through virtually
everything you throw at them. Alternatively, you can get your Spiritseer to throw its invulns not only wraithlord/Seer/knight just before it loads the neck deep into enemy lines to make the issue even more absurdly durable than it already is. As mentioned, when alaitoc and Ulthwé's defence comes through a hit and wound mitigation, Iyanden's strength lies in
mitigating the losses. This makes Iyanden the best group for maximizing unit sizes for all your infantry, wraithguard/blades. Don't be afraid to take an extra Iyanden patrol or battalion stand if you only need a few maximized guard blockbusters with goals when Saim-Hann Shining Spears or Alaitoc Shadow Spectres blow up the board of attack. Saim-Hann:
For all jetbike fans, this allows you to slap heavy weapons back on your bikes so you can relive them on the 7th. On the other hand, all your dedicated melee troops enjoy re-rollable charges, which makes Saim-Han really fight friendly. Headquarters selection recommendations: Skyrunners autchers can stick to your shimmering spear while toting Novalance
Of Saim-Hann and/or Reaper Launcher Saim-Han's feature. Wizards are essential to lists that are heavy with Howling Banshees, and Spiritseers are recommended if: The Wraithblade route with them. Given how fast most of your army is, it may not be a bad idea to slap Faolchu's wing on foot at a wizard or Spiritseer so they can keep up with their
departments. Finally, wraithseers enjoy re-rolling the charge for two reasons: it loves to push its S9 javelin into things and because it allows it to focus on throwing 6+ + FNP Deliverance power to its Wraithblade buddies. Recommendations of a special nature: Jain Zar and Karandras, for obvious reasons. Jain Zar featuring Howling Banshees can make them
a lot of dealt with, not necessarily due to always fighting the rule first (although it is definitely still a plus), but the ability to remove the enemy weapon in battle. Against enemy units or characters who rely on one particular weapon to relieve pain, this greatly improves Banshee's longevity against key targets. Karandras is a more attacking option, between his
explosive attacks and the buffing of nearby scorpions to do the same, they can knock down key backline infantry or figures relatively easily. Khainen Avatar is another perfect, if expensive, choice due to his intensity in close combat. Troop selection recommendations: Storm Guardians offers a cheap, if rather ineffective, melee tarp that can be modestly
durable if adequately supported through Runes of Battle/Fate and similar stratages. Other troop selections may not benefit from being in the Saim-Hamn department, with the exception of the Guardian defenders' field teams for the camp's goals. Dire Avengers can take part in hand-to-hand combat if necessary, although you have much better choices in this
role. Elite Choice recommendations: Howling Banshees are a cheap, half flat herd of infantry, while Wraithblades are expensive, durable and strong anti-horde, MEQ and TEQ infantry. Banshees are cheaper and much more flammable compared to wraithblades, although they require much more babysitting in the form of Drain/Ennervate/Empower Warlocks
(even Jain Zar) than Wraithblades. In addition, although Banshees may find it harder to hit, they are much easier to kill for pathetic tenacity and one wound per model. Wraithblades can be improved by Bonesinger and can take Forceshields for additional protection. What you ultimately take in that regard should probably be determined by what kind of
infantry you expect and whether you take a shimmering spear or not. Regardless of your choice, a unit or two of Striking Scorpions will make an ideal assassination unit, especially if accompanied by Karandras for an extra bite. Quick attack selection recommendations: Brilliant spears stole the spotlight on Saim-Han's fast attack selections as their huge
range of threats makes hit and run tactics particularly powerful given their re-rolling contributions. A quick wizard can make sure that any particular item on the table threat area, be it MEQ, TEQ or Tank. The viipers are Heavy weapons units can be taken as they are the only unit you can equip bright lance, Starcannon or AML to move and shoot without any
penalty whatsoever. Windriders get to enjoy Scatterlasers as they did already in the 7th, which makes cheap, excellent sources of medium strength dakka. Recommendations of the flyer: Nothing special. Hemlock Wraithfighters are always good, but Saim-Hann only gives his heavy weapon advantage to Biker units. Thus, crimson hunters and all other flyers
do not get any particular benefit from being part of the department of this feature. Heavy support selection recommendations: The Wraithlords of physical mindsets appreciate getting into its thick as their shorter cousins, and are the only Heavy Support units that can really take advantage of Saim-Hamn's benefits. Dark linens are always a welcome addition
as they can soften the subject from afar before banshees, wraithblades or Shining Spears rush to kill. Everything else works better in a different craft world. Recommendations for choosing a warlord: None. If the Wraithknight can't do its charge without this feature for melee, it deserves to be shot. Expert release recommendation: Using CP to make your
department Windrider Host is definitely recommended if you are going heavy on jetbike. While the ability to surrender in battle in the same player turn does little to help ordinary Windriders and Vypers, HQ Skyrunners can be particularly nasty in the CQC laser Lances or Witchblades. The unique Stratagem should also be mentioned that it is able to advance
and recharger, as well as re-roll 1, is very useful. Enhance Warlock can make shiny spears or striking scorpions beat 2+ and roll again on 1 January. It also allows turn 1 connections with your shining spear deathstar, which you will undoubtedly bring if you are Saim-Hann. Take Quicken Warlock and maybe step up the wizard, and use the free movement step



to go as far on the board as you can, using the regular transfer step to get into position for a fee. Ulthwé: Like Alaitoc, Ulthwé gives only one bonus to the entire army. A universal 6+ FNP is not a bad deal at all, since ignoring a single (mortal) wound can be the difference between a fully functional or crippled vehicle or a pass/failed moral test. Needless to say,
this feature is much more often taken into account in multi-injury designs and supports the heavy-duty construction of vehicles particularly well. HQ Choice Recommendations: Farseers is a delightfully fluffy and incredibly useful default choice for the average Ulthwé army, especially if you use the unique Ghosthelm relic more easily to serve sperm. Army wide
6+++ also allows them to drop Fate's Fortune Run such as Executioner, Doom or even Mind War for frontline needs. Wizards and life-cleansers love the opportunity to shed a strange mortal wound that they may pick up stray dangers that sometimes also occur in Psyker heavy compartments. For Wraith lovers, Wraithseers become the most enduring single
headquarters choice you can ever dream of; 3+ Armor with 5+ + Invuln on top of T7 and 12 wounds makes hurting these things a daunting task at first. The 6+++ gives it plenty of opportunities to shake off a few wounds that slip past its crazy defense, but it also allows it to focus on throwing Enliven to its Wraith buddies as the release power expires due to
the feature. Recommendations of a special nature: Eldrad. If you're going to take Farseer as your headquarters or warlord, putting Eldrad on your list should be a priority. In addition to being able to give more power at every turn compared to his general colleagues, he can also express them much more easily. Running Eldrad with Seer Council gives him
Smites that if thrown after successful first power, it manifests itself in 3+ and does D6 damage at 9+. Together with the power of executioner, this makes him one of the most reliable sources of mortal wounds you can get. Troop selection recommendations: Guardian advocates are another obvious choice. Despite its original statistic, Ulthwé Guardians (both
Defender and Storm versions) can use the unique Black Guardian stratagem to set absurdly precise firepower in bulk. The Imperial Guard hopes it could have more than 40 shots hitting 2+ and rend 6 (which with 40 dies you get a good number of 6). Webway Strike two teams maxed defenders (Heavy Weapons platforms optional and recommended, but not
necessarily needed as a thrifty player) and drop swooping hawk Autarch next to them to guarantee death something your opponent thinks is safe. Storm Guardians is a decent option as they become a little more durable and can also benefit from Ulthwé's layers becoming quite sedable objective abusers. Elite Choice Recommendations: Wraithguard and
Wraithblades, especially Ghost Axe conversions, can become a solid wall that can save all but the most intense firepower directed at them. Those who follow the Wraithseer around can also get more focused support for their progress and payments, ensuring footholds get to where they need to be much faster than other craftsmen can. Bonesingers can
make sure that the few wounds that scratch on your Wraith units or vehicles can get saliva in short order and act as an extra vector for Smite spam if you like. Quick attack selection recommendations: Vypers do indeed become quite durable, and are reliable platforms for either twin Shuricannons or Heavy Weapon for different needs. Forge World Hornets
and Wasp Assault Walkers are especially durable and can very easily act as a heavy weapons vector if you want spam firepower. Windriders and Shining Spears also appreciate support, and can easily pick up out outlying troops as wraiths or tanks burn through the core of the enemy army. Flyer recommendations: Ulthwé Crimson Hunters and Forge World
pilots all love free FNP because the stacks are pretty good with their innate -1 hit transformers. Although Hemlock wraithfighters are quite powerful, they unfortunately get nothing from the ulthwé department as they already enjoy the built-in Spirit Stones. All of this, the Alaitoc converter is undeniably more useful because consistent -2 hit converters are much
more likely to keep your flyers in the sky compared to the low probability of making FNP save when these shots manage to survive. Heavy support selection recommendations: Everything you can do in this slot loves 6+ + + + + - because it effectively gives all your tanks and walkers free Spirit Stones (For war walkers, this is quite a blessing to see how they
can no longer take on vehicle equipment at all). Special notation goes to your support weapons, which can benefit from the heavenly shield and discipline of the Black Shields. Of course, the Wraithlords love added endurance and synergized pretty well with wraithseer casting Enliven to give it a better chance of getting into a great melee. Dark Reapers is
always a solid choice too if you choose the Footdar approach with your military. Reborn elves vs. ordinary elves [edit] Because Ynnari has massively reshaped its White Dwarf index, much of the incentive to run Craftworld units under them has kind of gone up in smoke. Always fighting first is an almost completely useless ability for anyone - just ask for
Slaanesh daemons and the Emperor's Children's Legion - because the way the game is usually played, the rule doesn't come up: typically 1 unit at a time charges, then falls back the first chance it gets to allow to shoot its target, so chargers end up going before ASF charges despite the rule. Nor does the force of death offer anything to your units, which rely
on their range weaponization for the share of damage. Of Eldar's three colors, this will hurt you the least, but still it will hurt you a lot. Not only are they unable to personally give buffing powers about The Runes/Battle of Destiny at all, but also the fact that they can't target them from the Allied section hurts a lot, especially since your crafts have to rely on these
powers to replenish your rather specialized units so they can carry out their work effectively. Ynnari: If you choose to combine the entire Aeldar skills into a single department, the field of the reborn warhost may be the best option for you depending on what you want to bring. This section focuses primarily on: ilmeisistä syistä. Hq Hq Recommendations:
Wizard conclave, interestingly enough, make excellent shelters for your Ynnari warlord. In addition to being relatively cheap and disposable, they can also indirectly heal their compartments when they are killed either by fighting or warp danger (stating that the rollers of mortal wounds are modest). In addition, since units are affected by several forces of
Revenant discipline within 6 radius, larger wizarding conclave can maximize this area by spreading to cover far more land than any single model could. If you take Wraith units, Spiritseers are excellent supporting characters who can make sure they make the most of their soul-pounding battle phase, and can be used to compensate for the weakened
accuracy of the Phantom Axe if you decide to use this variant of Wraithblade. Breath seekers can also learn the Word of Phoenix to heal their Wraith partners and even bring them back to life if they fall, a unique nitch compared to other craftsmen. Finally, Wraithseers is an exceptionally durable headquarters unit that now benefits from Strength from Death
and is still able to support other Wraith units with its unique powers. They can also be made unavoidable at the border with the right combination of Warlord Traits and Relics, which not only can improve it automatically on each turn, but halves all incoming damage and provides an otherwise unattainable 5+ FNP. Special brand recommendations: Yvraine is
practically mandatory. Not only do you need Ynnar's special character, but as a Psyker, he can offer a wide range of support to many of your units. In the larger lists, Visarch is a strong melee fighter and an excellent emergency bullet for Yvraine, but should probably only take a higher point in games. Alternatively, he's the cheapest named character if you're
looking for a bidding box. Yncarne is the most expensive single character Aeldari as a whole can take, but is almost an army alone. Troop selection recommendations: Storm Guardians is the cheapest choice Craftsmen can field, which can also really benefit from the new Soulburst to some extent. Alternatively, Dire Avengers is a well-rounded crowd
selection, with exarch also having decent melee potential. Rangers are another good choice, especially as they are particularly ideal for deep-blown denial and character harassment. Elite Choice Recommendations: Wraithblades in particular are excellent and fluffy choices that greatly appreciate melee enthusiasts Soulbursting grants. I'm sure all their
weapons will cause the terrible death of your own unit. Howling Banshees and Striking Scorpions in particular also work pretty well under the influence of the new Soulburst, but their lack of RoB support can hurt them even compared to the usual Craftworld variations. Finally, Fire Dragons offers a modest cheap tank/transport busting option that burn through
heavy armor and open these METAL BAWKSES so that your melee units can access them. Quick attack selection attack selection Brilliant spears, while a little irritated by the loss of a step-by-step charge, love the new Soulburst mechanic. While they ideally won't stay in battle, Charging +Soulburst hit +1 makes the missing unlikely possibility and they can
take advantage of multiple Ynnari strategists to advance and then reload and load in relatively short order. Unfortunately, nothing else in this slot benefits from the Ynnari list. Flyer recommendations: Hemlock Wraithfighters really become full-blown psykers by going to Ynnari (because they lose Runes of Battle and win the Revenant Discipline, they no longer
suffer the limitations of the powers they can throw), and as such can act as a fast, durable vector for offensive or supportive roles in addition to doing what they do best: blowing holes in almost everything in the game. Outside of the Wraithfighters, nothing else here benefits from rolling with a reborn, so keep them in a different vanilla department. Heavy
Support Choice recommendations: Wraithlords, namely CQC inclined, love the ability to strike the first whenever possible. Flamer+Shuricannon versions can remain mobile while softening GEQ/MEQ goals. Besides them, unfortunately, nothing else in this slot benefits from being Ynnaner. Dark Reapers or Fire Prisms could be pretty handy, but you'd benefit
more in every respect by taking them to a secondary vanilla section where they actually get some benefits. Recommendations for choosing a warlord: None. Past-year soul-breathing Wraithknights are just a fading fever dream for many players suffering from PTSD from 7th Edition's Ynnar. Even if they could in today's eighth edition, Strength from Death isn't
the game changer it used to be. Matchups and Counterplay[edit] Last but not least, here are some common tactics and counterplay advisors that deal with different groups you might encounter. Imperium[edit] Space Marines - GW posterboys are the most diverse and flexible grouping you'll ever encounter, especially if they're allied with other Imperium
groups. Space soldiers usually have very balanced statistics and reliable savings, but they suffer from a general lack of bodies and can largely be susceptible to your psychic powers. While the methods of processing the following numbers are largely the same, each has a unique twist that significantly changes their style of play compared to a general or
custom list. Black Templar - Space soldiers who emphasize intense combat, the Black Templar also specializes in closing enemy psyllers; a problem for your wizards, farceers and lifeguards if you expect their support. Blood Angels - One of the most well-known figures of melee space soldiers, blood angels really don't lack ways to get to and tear your flat
eldar through and through like rabies vampires. Storm Guardians, Fire Dragon Exarchs and Wraithlords equipped with flames can prevent Blood Angels Too close when Shadow Spectres and D-Scythe Wraithguard can ruin the day someone tries to charge them. However, it is usually worth trying to pick up space soldiers where you can. Dark Angels - A
group of space soldiers who are immune to morality and absolutely love plasma. They are a little more prone to being tied to melee than some of the other factions listed here, but that doesn't necessarily mean they're bad at fighting in it. The set-ups prevent them from seriously trying to over-load their plasma weapons, while units with native invulnible
recordings (such as your shimmering spears, Ghost Axe Wraithblades) tend not to give a about plasma AP values. Imperial Fists - Space soldiers who specialize in Bolters and are able to neutralize cover bonuses. They also have anti-construction and anti-vehicle layers and doctrines, so you need to be careful if using tanks. Your Wraith units can usually
harden the spam of bolts, and imperial fists aren't too bothered with the bonuses they bring to the table. Iron hand - 6+++FNP, 5+ Overwatch and two wounds on vehicle damage tables make Iron Hand a little scary to approach. This is made more powerful by their devastator doctrine, which allows them to randomly cruise and fire their heavy weapons with
impunation, and they can use 1s to hit for good measure. Hell! You don't want to do half measures on Iron Hands vehicles; Put them down as fast as you can. Wraithguard, Fire Dragons, Hemlock Wraithfighters, Fire Prisms and Dark Reapers are honestly your best bets to quickly punch through their armor, although you can get fast units like windriders or
Shining Spears to tie up their vehicles and prevent them from participating. Raven Guard - Cunning Marines, which are especially difficult to unlock by range, and several tools for rapid deployment and battlefield control. Fortunately, the new Masterful Shots Custom Craftworld Attributes completely reverse their primary chapter tactics, while Hail of Doom and
Masters of Concealment have a particularly useful synergy in combating them. In other words, many, if not most, of your units need to get inside that 12 zones to even attack at all, so it's not like their tactics themselves are causing a lot of problems. You'd rather have security screening units to make sure the Raven Guard can't install your valuable weapons
line units. Salamanders - Pyroan Marines who ignore AP-1 shots and can roll a single hit and wound roll per unit. Fortunately, since your weapons usually have either 0 AP or -3 AP, their extra tank doesn't really affect you as long as you don't take Hail of Doom as an attribute. Salamander players who want to abuse their exclusive doctrine or play true to their
fluff typically come packing a fair few so you need to avoid melee when possible. If so, at least make sure that: There are some Howling Banshee screens to turn off their overwatch before committing to any other download. Space Wolves - A particularly unorthodoc chapter of space soldiers with access to particularly brutal melee units. Yet another faction
with which a close fight is usually avoided. Ultramarines - Vanilla Marines, in all areas. While they have access to their own unique psychic discipline, relic and units (such as Roboute Guilliman), much of what they do is pretty much what most general custom figures can do. All their units get the ability to advance and charge, while their Bikers essentially win
Battle Focus, only to improve by letting them move and fire heavy weapons with impunation. Combined with their unique storylines and psychic discipline that increases their mobility, it is almost impossible for you to cross out these speedfreaks. Deathwatch - Space soldiers designed to slaughter anything other than man (pathetic or not), and they certainly
pack the tools into it. Try to spam mortaa meat against kill squads by using the Terminator or Storm Shield to refuel high AP hits before igniting the remains of their group and wary of their Frag cannons. Grey Knights - Everyone is psyker and everyone can kill you in range or in a melee. They are one of two factions throughout the game that can spam Smite
without increasing warp charge, although most non-elite units deal only with a flat 1 mortal wound. Save your denial roles for the powers of their disciplines and take them with you; They are significantly less dangerous and have a relative lack of dedicated arms line units. As the elite part of an already elite faction, it's not hard for you to be more than the
power your opponent brings. When introducing their tides (combat studies), you should pay attention and avoid their inclusion in matches that complement their current tide. To prevent them from changing the current tide, deny psychiatrists trying to use the wart. Astra Militarum - A pack-friendly army with no shortage of heavy armor, Astra Militarum can
spam bodies and containers from the edge of the table to the edge of the table and be cost-effective with it. Their biggest weakness is mediocre ballistic skill and generally non-existent gun skills (with a few exceptions), but they make it a reconciliation by being able to fill the air with so many shots that you will still lose something valuable by the end of the
turn. Impact converters are a bane for imperial guard players, and while spam is a good way to avoid taking victims, it's also a good way to lose friends. That's why you're still doing it. A close fight is also a pretty decent way to deal with your infantry and their tanks; In particular, Howling Banshees can semi-reliably carve through them without support and
When the exarch is up and he has his War Cry abilities, it's hard for the vengeance guards to do the same. The lynchpin of the guard herds is an officers. A few Ranger teams taking advantage of the built-in -1 hit and deep-blowing abilities will have a cautious guard player hugging his officers near LoS blocking the terrain and blessing his powerful ordering
area as most guard players pass an area that improves voxcasters to take on more bodies. After that, prioritize all automatic impact weapons, such as Hellhounds and Flamer Special Weapon Squads, because they don't give a damn about your hit converters. Adeptus Mechanicus - The Empire's Cyberpunk Technical Support is a mixed bag; highly flexible
and abundant special weapons make their basic forces particularly adept at dealing with virtually any standard threat, while their heavier vehicles and servitators cannot handle a small firepower before falling. Their Skitarii units have very similar statulins to image warriors such as Dire Avengers or Howling Banshees; reliable accuracy during both range and
melee makes them significant attack threats, but they crumble easily enough into most ordinary weapons. Caution should be exercised around their basic vanguard troops; In addition to putting out a significant amount of dakka, they can also unravel all the tenacity they take part in the melee. For you, this means that any S4 attack that comes into your living
infantry will wound them over the age of 2, a privilege usually reserved for nurturing flocks. Ad Mech, in particular, lacks a lot of its own psychic support and is vulnerable to your questions of attack. Adeptus Custodes - The elite army you can face, bar pure imperial knight list, it is an absolute nightmare to face in hand-to-hand combat. Although exceptionally
durable, they have a significant weakness for mortal wounds, especially those caused by psychological force. It's also not challenging for you to be outnumbed and outnumb them. Under ideal conditions, do not try to match their close fighting game under any circumstances. Adeptus Sororitas - Bolts, Flames and Melta. The Holy Trinity is rich in Battle Armies
and should be expected whenever you see them take to the field. While there is some shortage of it, using long-range units such as Rangers, Dark Reapers and Fire Prisms, you can engage the sisters well beyond their usual collections. Despite the reliable savings, the sisters are also particularly irritable under all that armor and faith; The mass fire of
Guardian lumps, Dire Avengers, Windriders or War Walkers always fans through them reasonably well. If you bring the psyellers, remember that like the Grey Knights, every sister unit can try to ban a witch. Unlike the Grey Knights, they're only 1d6 but they have several distressing ways to polish their rolls and dismantle your psychic tests if they are close
enough. Keep your wizards away. Imperial Knights - Very Well very scary robots that can your sideways if approached carelessly. Most often they are used to replenish from other imperial factions (such as Adeptus Mechanicus, with which they have a lot of synergy), but they are sometimes used as an army of pure strain. In a later case, you can effortlessly
be more than them and maintain much higher control on the table, giving you an advantage in objective gaming modes. Wraithguard, Fire Prisms, D-Cannon Support Weapons and Wraithknights can deal with serious damage with sufficient support for them. You also have no trouble providing it, as once again they don't have much way to prevent your
psyllers from puffing or destroying what you need so you can reliably break through their defense. Chaos[edit] Chaos Space Marines - These guys play in such a way as regular space soldiers that many of the same tactics that apply to them apply here too. The main differences begin with daemon engines, which automatically regenerate in every turn, if not
completely destroyed, as well as the ability to invite Daemon allies if they so wish. With the help of new legions, CSM can pull plenty of cunning cramps, -7 ld against swarms of protection can be disastrous, so keep the avatar or ASURYAN's WILL farseer nearby by fighting the night lords, and easy access that space chaos soldiers must die in star units, You
need to find a way to kill their charecters of debuff unit without JINX or DOOM, an ally in the black heart department for AGENT OF VECT can be very useful to hear, since some CSM stratations are so central to their style of play, Vect hideout or meat protectors when you can treat the untreated as a slaanesh Obliterators unit will cause you serious problems
if it is not dealt with at an early stage. Thousand Sons - The only other group in the game that can spam Smite into hell and back with impunity and has enough native psychic opportunities to compete and even outdo yours. Multi-injured weapons are undeniably mandatory against these types, since all 1-wound weapons actually increase rubric marine rescue
throws by 1 (even invuln clay). The Tzaangors are threatening to engage in melee, so like death watch, you want to keep your distance when you shoot at their ranks. You want to save to ban witches from all the great psychix force your opponent tries to cast as death watch - Slow, thick and pest, Death Watch represents the best papa Nurgle has to offer;
Disgustingly flexible models that can shed hits left and right as they gradually creep across the table. High Power/AP weapons are a must, and any weapons that deal with multiple wounds (such as Starcannons and Reaper Launchers) are ideal for overloading all the lucky ones that they can get when you punch through their tenacity and armor. You don't
have anything. Any. Crossing death watch units and not getting into battle much with your squid squid. Chaos Daemons The general rule of thumb with chaos daemons is that they all rely almost entirely on their invulnible recordings to counter future attacks. This is exacerbated by their generally lower tenacity (T3 infantry average, Chaos God dependent). To
do this, you should prioritize maximizing the number of shots fired by units, rather than hitting the firepower harder. You also want to bring a few psychesters as well as lie down mortal wounds so they can cope with their vulnerabilities and interfere with their psychic powers (especially against Tzeentch). Khorne - Especially the only group of daemons without
psyllers (given how Khorne hates them, this is not surprising), Khorne daemons are especially susceptible to your psyllers and mortal wound spam in general. Since the army is fully focused on melee units, they are also very susceptible to being picked out of range, which you should have no trouble achieving. Take down all the skull cannons and stay out of
the melee with these guys. Nurgle - The army's wide 5+++ FNP gives all Nurgle daemons some defense against mortal wounds and practically two chances to shake off any damage that breaks their over 5+vuln rescue. Their painfully slow speed of movement ensures you have no trouble playing to keep the whole game away. Tzeentch - Native buff their
standard invulnible save means that most of their standard units benefit from 4+ + . The wary units would be their flamers and blue scribblers, from which later ones can cause the Psykers to permanently lose all the power they fail to drain within 12. Slaanesh - The subjects of she-who resentance and practically the only faction you will ever encounter that
triggers your ability to ancient destruction (not that it really matters). Just like Khorne, Slaanesh daemons are dedicated melee fighters only with more emphasis on speed to power. Suffice it to say pick them up within range where you can. Dire Avengers is a cheap and decent option to intercept incoming payments due to its better overclocks. Chaos Knights
- Evil Knights who are individually more flexible in their load than their imperial counterparts. As a special Super-Heavy list, they are severely limited by their minimal model number and concentration. Wraith units and D-weapons in general are excellent Knight-B-Gone tools that can remove or cripple knights after one volley. Psychic forces, namely Guide,
Doom and Jinx, are highly recommended to ensure that every shot you make is counted. Offensive forces like Smite are also good tools to bypass the savings of perseverance and armor/invuln. Special Note, battle-forged knight list allows you to use /nuclear weapons and a war of mind against the figure they named to give a large number of mortal wounds
in turn. Defensively hug LoS clogs the terrain as your life depends on it; Inches Inches cases where this happens. You can also place your more valuable units (such as Wraithguard or Fire Prisms) in reserve so they can be protected if you don't get the first turn. Xenos[edit] Craftworld Eldar - By now, you should have a solid idea of how they play because
that's what the whole page is discussing. Try to focus on defeating your opponent and focus on knocking over their psychiatry support whenever possible. Pay attention to any Exarch Powers they choose to give their exarchs where applicable, and put their point-of-view warriors in general unfamistic matches when you can. Ironically, artisanal worldrs are the
best in the game to deal with hit qualifier spam if your opponent tries cheese with you. Dark Reapers don't give a about these transformers and flames available to Storm Guardians, Fire Dragons, Wraithguard, Shadow Spectres, Wraithlords, and Hemlock Wraithfighters you don't have too few powerful automatic beats of weapons perfectly suited to bypass
these defenses altogether. If nothing else, mortal wound spam through abundant psychic or perspective warriors (such as Striking Scorpions or Swooping Hawks) also effectively castrates these tactics. Dark Eldar - Your irritable relatives are as fast and deadly as you are, even if they're a little irritable. They lack native psychic support, which gives you a small
advantage if you decide to go down this route, but they do it because their units are a little more flexible and deadly, especially in melee. Their poisoned weapons do not give a damn about the high tenacity of Wraith units, so caution must be exercised when encountering large amounts of shrapnel rifles using kabalits. Harlequins - Your clown cousins are
probably your most troublesome relatives to deal with; their mindless speed combined with their universal 4+ + invuln savings makes it difficult for them to successfully wound in the approach, especially since they can simply move around the terrain and models to get to your dudes. Wraithblades and wraithlords can match or even defeat them in a straight
fistfight, but beware of any Fusion Pistol that uses tropes; They're ruining your day. If necessary, the flames of Storm Guardians, Fire Dragons, Wraithguard (D-Scythes) Wraithlords and Shadow Spectres are ideal both for exceeding their invulnible savings and for highly discouraging close-up fees. Dire Avengers, with more than 5 overwatches and plasma
grenades, are also reasonably decent charging screens, and Exarch (if directed at melee) can perform almost as well as any of their entourage's models in battle. Otherwise, just focus on overloading their invulnible recording with just the amount of fire. Guardian Defenders, Swooping Hawks, Windriders and Dark Reapers can do in this fight, if they get the
first shots in. Alternatively, a mortal wound spam courtesy of Rangers, Striking Scorpions, Swooping Hawks and always obvious Smite/Executioner forces circling their invulnible rescue. In the case of: standard units, however, this is somely unreliable. On the other hand, as long as you focus on any Shadowseers your opponent might have brought in, Smite
spam is a very reliable option that can and will wipe out entire group teams at a time. Ynnari - Ultimately, Ynnari plays just like all previous Eldar armies, with only an obvious blessed hand-to-hand fight. They are certainly easier to deal with than if a player had just run these groups in their vanilla carnations, as the Ynnari lists sacrifice a lot of original synergist
psychic and stratagem alternatives to more general, overpriced, situational and undeniably useless counterparts. Orks - A tough pack of Boyzia who will do everything in his power to close the distance and beat you to death in an ideal world. Don't waste your time going overboard with a hit converter; as tempting as it is with their basic BS 5+, Dakka Dakka
Daka! according to the rule, all Ork units automatically hit 6, regardless of the modifications. Therefore, you should also not underestimate the different lists in the slightest case and wipe the units to the sheer amount of fire. Your Wraith units can safely tango in a melee with Orksi, even if you want to keep an eye on Power Klaws. For the rest of the infantry,
use your superior speed to float their units while rushing for cover whenever possible and picking them out of range. Their relatively low armoured lying makes them easy prey to such shock and run tactics. T'au - One of the most shot armies in the game, and frankly one of the most vulnerable to your numerous punchy debuffs. The average BS 4+ makes it
tremendously easy for units like Warp Spiders, Shadow Spectres, Hornets and all the pilots that the field is virtually impossible to shoot (especially if you use Aotoc as your Craftworld), while you can practice them for relative safety. They also have virtually no defense against your psychic powers and have no dedicated melee units outside the croo they may
have used. To do this, Howling Banshees in particular is for Anathema T'au, as they can close overwatch completely. Necrons - Very hard metal skeletons that come. No, die. You need to focus on whole patrols at a time or they'll slowly start replenishing lost models thanks to their life-treatment protocols. The characters and all Living Metal vehicles also
need to be quickly centered down, as their automatic healing makes their chiding a pointless exercise. They're particularly susceptible to your enormous psychic powers because the only way to ban a witch is to upgrade their canopy vehicles with Gloom Prisms. Knock down all such vehicles and drown their units with psychological mortal wounds so they
can work with the value and folder they may have. Tyranides - These space bugs are well known for two things; Hordries and monsters. Both are particularly skilled in melee and many of their units can match or even exceed your speed. Try to keep your distance and focus on the synapse tyranides you can. Be careful with their inner Shadow warp, as it can
especially interfere with your wizard's drainage. Wizard conclave can overcome this by using their Concordance of Power purchase to safely throw outside the sitw area if needed. Keep an eye on all units, such as Venomthrope or Malanthrope, which can nearby tyrants from the impact converters and remove them as soon as possible. Fire Prisms is
excellent at killing such single-model units, especially the Linked Fire layer, which deserves a mention. Dark Reapers, as always, acts as a handy counter for hit converters and can even be used as snipers with proper exarch power. Genestealer Cultists - Unlike the Imperial Guard (which they can consider allies btw), many of the Genestealer units in this
group are not ideal targets for melee. Between the Aberrants, Acolytes and Purestrain Genestealers, these guys tear your infantry (and even the Wraith units, in the case of Aberrants) through like tissue paper. Take special care with teams that strike deep on your backlines and keep Farseer paired with the dark reapers to severely discourage this tactic.
Tactics.
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